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ABSTRACT
This study concentrated upon the identification of folk house types,
their evolution, distribution, and origins in northern Alabama, where
economic conditions have brought great changes to the landscape with
the accompanying loss of many old cultural features.
Early settlement in northern Alabama was motivated by high cotton
prices and available public land.

Because of variations in soil

fertility and topography, distinct sub-regions evolved; these may
still be identified by folk house types.

Initial frontier dwellings

were crude log structures which are now extremely rare.

They were

replaced by more permanent and carefully built houses of hewn logs
in which hardware and a roof of rafters, purlins, and shingles were
used.

However, the primitive mud-and-stick chimneys and the absence of

window glass characterized many log houses in parts of Alabama until
about the middle twentieth century,
Field data show that there was an evolution from the early log
to later frame houses; stages in this evolution are termed generations.
The first generation, from about 1804 to 1880, was a stage of well-built
permanent log dwellings; the second generation, from about 1820 to 1940,
was a log-to-frame transition stage; the third generation, from about
1870 to 1920, was a stage in which log-derived folk house types were
built of sided frame.

Because of its abundance, the dogtrot house type

best illustrated these evolutionary stages.
xv

First generation dogtrot

houses were log dwellings with two oblong pens, each with a front door.
In the Becond generation the pens were square, and windows were
replacing separate front doors; there was a decline in log workman
ship and houses were frequently sided.

Third generation houses were

built of sided frame, the pens were square, front windows replaced
separate front doors, and the entrance was moved to the open dogtrot.
Appendages were integral, no longer attached, and piers and chimneys
were more often of brick.
In addition to the log-derived folk types, the "I" house,
bungalow, and pyramidal houses were mapped.

House type distribution

patterns showed a close relationship to Boil-topographic regions.
Highest concentrations of folk houses were in areas of land most
desirable for agriculture, the Tennessee Valley, the Coosa Valley, the
Piedmont, and the Black Belt.
Two traditions of log construction were identified; the half
dovetail corner with plank-shaped logs and loft joists mortised into
the front and rear walls, and another tradition having the V-corner
with partly hewn logs without mortised loft joists.
were probably well established before 1750.

Both traditions

In northern Alabama, the

V-corner tradition replaced the half-dovetail tradition during second
generation time.
The earliest double log houses originated from the placing together
of two separate log pens; later both pens were built contemporaneously
as a single house.

The "I” house was an European introduction, but

variations also evolved from one-story log houses.
xvi

The pyramidal house

may have developed from squarish, hip-roofed, Georgian style houses;
the bungalow was introduced from an unknown source into the South
between 1900 and 1910.
Many elements of Southern folk housing had antecedents in Europe.
Log construction was an introduction from central Europe; house
dimensions, mode of enlargement, position of doors, and type of
chimney were derived primarily from Britain as was the form of the
single and double pen house; the central-hall house could have been
Introduced from Britain, Scandinavia, or central Europe.

American

folk housing thus began as a mixture of very old European traditions
which underwent subsequent regional modifications, however, a strong
medieval character was retained in Upland South folk houses.

xvii

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The need for more detailed work in folk housing has become
critical because of the effects of the extremely rapid economic changes
which have taken place since World War II.

Important to folk housing

is the change from a rural agrarian economy to urban dominance.

The

result has been an abandonment of farm living with the subsequent re
foresting of fields, the gradual decline and disappearance of the fences,
sheds, barns, dwellings and associated features of the landscape as it
was prior to the war.

This study was made to identify the rural folk

house types, to determine the nature of the regional construction forms,
and to discover the distribution and origins of the dominant rural folk
houses within the northern half of Alabama and parts of the adjoining
states.
Methods
Field observations constitute the basis for most of this study.
They began in the vicinity of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, by leisurely drives
along country roads.

Distinctive house types and variations were iden

tified and a field check sheet was made up to record details of
construction.

The data sheet was revised several times as features

having possible value were added.

The most diagnostic features of the

study were house length, width, height, width of hallways, room size,
position of doors and windows, log cornering, and plan.

Based upon
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changes in these features through time, an evolutionary classification
scheme was worked out in which stages of development were identified
in the dogtrot houses and then extended to the other house types.
The distribution of the house types was mapped along automobile
traverses using a portable tape recorder to note the house types,
their location, and number.

Routes were selected which would cross a

desired area, and the older routes were followed when possible except
where these are now major highways.

Most of the mileage was on local

county and state roads.
The Historic American Buildings Survey collection of photographs
and measured drawings in the Library of Congress were thoroughly
studied to make a comparison with the field data.

This gave valuable

insight into the distribution of house types and into the relation of
northern Alabama to other parts of the Southeast.

Selections from the

measured drawings were taken to be included with the field measurements.
Another excellent source for comparative data was the photograph
collection of the late Dr. Roland M. Harper, formerly geographer with
the Geological Survey of Alabama,

This collection, now in the

University of Alabama library, includes a group of albums covering the
period from about 1906 to about 1945, which contains a remarkable group
of views of the ordinary features of the Southern landscape including
general scenes, crossroads stores, cultivated fields, houses, out
buildings, fences, and railroad depots.

This unusual collection covers

most of Alabama and parts of Georgia and Florida.
Interviews with inhabitants of the houses and with people of the
neighborhood proved to be helpful in understanding the local history

and some details of construction.

Most people, however were uncertain

of the age of their home and of the origin of their ancestors, "One
hundred years old" is the age of most log dwellings according to local
*

reckoning.

Rarely are there written records of the family history, but

some dates are remembered by association, such as the case of a house
which was built shortly before the 1833 meteor shower.
A literature survey for the region produced much general infor
mation but too few details concerning types of buildings and their
construction.

There are many descriptions of "house raisings," be

cause these were often social affairs, but the details of cornering,
the dimensions, and other specifics are left out.

Studies of the folk

housing of Britain, Germany, and Scandinavia, however, deal more
specifically with construction details and have provided some inter
esting points on the origin of certain construction elements.
Major Physical Divisions
Five physiographic provinces and their subdivisions give northern
Alabama considerable physical diversity.

Differences in topography,

rock type, and soils have affected the agricultural history and the
settlement pattern.

There is a close relation apparent between the

areas of limestone and alluvial soils and the pattern of cleared land
(Figure 108); these patterns are shown on the house distribution maps also.
In the areas where soils are most fertile the old rural way of life
continues at a reduced scale.

Formerly these were large plantation

regions, as the presence of large numbers of Negroes and "antebellum"
houses attest.

However, with the decline of the cotton economy, the

growth of urban living and a diversified economy, agriculture has de
clined, shrinking like a drying waterhole from the less productive
uplands toward the fertile lowlands which have retained many of their
former traits.

The greatest changes have occurred in sections of the

Cumberland Plateau where there were recorded county population declines
as high as eighteen percent between 1950 and I960.2 The rate of house
abandonment was also high and most of the region has reverted to forest.
The least change in population for the period between 1950 and 1960 was
in the Piedmont, where the greatest numbers of folk houses were re
corded.
Although Huntsville is a center of change and one of the most
cosmopolitan cities in Alabama, the rest of the Tennessee Valley around
it continues to be one of the important agricultural regions of the
state.

To the east and north of Huntsville where the Cumberland Plateau

is broken into a number of outliers, log structures of all kinds were
most abundant.

The most rewarding places for the student of folk cul

ture are the secluded valleys and "coves'," or valley heads, of
northeastern Alabama.
The five physiographic provinces of northern Alabama (Figure 2)
are the Interior Low Plateau, the Cumberland Plateau, the Valley and
Ridge, the Piedmont, and the Coastal Plain.
The most extensive province is the Cumberland Plateau, extending
from the northeast corner to the center of the state.

Ten subdivisions,

or districts, are recognized.2 The Jackson County mountains and Little
Mountain form part of the northern and western boundary and are broken
into irregular spurs and outliers.

The Warrior Basin is the largest

district and has portions which are very rugged with local relief
ranging from one hundred to about four hundred feet.

Pour districts

are limestone-or dolomite-floored valleys; and three, Wills Valley,
Murphree Valley, and Sequatchie Valley, are eroded anticlines which
isolate Blount Mountain, Lookout Mountain and to a lesser degree Sand
Mountain (Figure 2) . Moulton Valley is a non-anticlinal east-west limerstone lowland formed by the removal of part of the overlying resistant
sandstone.

The valleys are low in relief with relatively fertile soils

which are still used for crops and pasture.
To the north of the Cumberland Plateau lies the southern end of
the Highland Rim section of the Interior Low Plateau.

Two districts

are recognized in this part of the state, the Chert Belt and the
Tennessee Valley.

The Chert Belt is roughly coextensive with the out

crop of the Fort Payne chert which forms rapids, as at Muscle Shoals,
where it is cut by the Tennessee River.

The soils range from very fertile

to moderately fertile and the surface is slightly rolling.

At the present

time there is a considerable amount of cleared land and small farms.

The

Tennessee Valley district is a narrow lowland extending a short distance
on either side of the Tennessee River.

At its eastern end this district

narrows and is now partly flooded as a result of the construction of dams
of the Tennessee Valley Authority.

To the west of the Sequatchie Valley,

lowlands extend to the base of the Cumberland Plateau escarpment in re
entrants called "coves." The Little Mountain escarpment bounds the
district at the south and to the north it merges into the Chert Belt with
little change in topographic expression.
agricultural region of the state.

The valley is still an important

The farms are noticeably larger, more
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affluent, the soils are more fertile, and cultivated land is more exten
sive than in any other part of northern Alabama.
%

To the southeast of the Cumberland Plateau lies the southernmost
section of the Valley and Ridge province.

The topography is one of

linear, even-crested ridges and gently rolling valleys developed upon
sedimentary rocks having a northeast-southwest trend.

Differential

weathering and erosion have formed ridges of sandstone, conglomerate,
and chert; and lowlands upon limestone, dolomite, and shale.

Settle

ment is restricted to lowlands which are now used mainly for grazing
livestock.

Shale lowlands have more relief and are little utilized

except for timber, however, they supported some subsistence farms in
the past.

The largest district of the Valley and Ridge is the Coosa

Valley, a plain about twenty by one hundred miles in size with few
ridges and with fertile alluvial and limestone soils.

It is relatively

important agriculturally and retains a different character from that
of the surrounding hill lands, having more farmland, more pretentious
homes and a higher Negro population.
The Blue Ridge province in Alabama is small, represented only by
several small ridges and is usually included as part of the Piedmont or
the Valley and Ridge.

It is designated on Figure 2 as the Weisner Ridges.

It is not considered by geologists to be identical to the Blue Ridge
farther to the northeast.
In Alabama, the Piedmont Plateau is divided into two districts, the
Opelika and Ashland plateaus, the latter distinguished by its higher
*■

relief.

The Piedmont soils are sometimes shallow and of moderate fer

tility but large sections are among the most fertile in the state.

A

relatively large amount of land is still under cultivation; formerly
there was more, but the less desirable land is reverting to forest.
The Appalachian Highlands terminates where it passes beneath the
unconsolidated deposits of the inner Coastal Plain in a belt termed
the Fall Zone.

This inner part of the Coastal Plain, formed by sands

and gravels of the Tuscaloosa group and overlying alluvial deposits
adjacent to streams, is several miles in width.

Southward- and

westward-flowing streams, passing from resistant to less resistant
rockB, have rapids or small falls in their channels.
Settlement
First Settlements
The first European-settled area in northern Alabama was in the
vicinity of present-day Huntsville.

The first persons, entering about

1802 or 1803, came in from Tennessee to the land adjoining the banks of
the Tennessee River, called Chickasaw Old Fields.

There, an important

river crossing named Ditto's Landing was established in 1803 or 1804.
Most of the settlers between 1802 and 1805 came from Georgia and
Tennessee, and from 1805 to 1809 there were included a number from North
Carolina and Virginia.^

By 1809, when Madison County was established,

there were around 5,000 people in the vicinity of Huntsville,
The route followed by most of these immigrants was the Great South
Trail, a southward branch of the road leading from Knoxville to Nashville.
The Great South Trail led over the Cumberland Plateau in southeastern
Tennessee and followed its western edge southward to Ditto's Landing.
Georgia settlers followed the Georgia Road through northwest Georgia to
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Nickajack, west of present Chattanooga, then around the northwest corner
of Alabama, which was then part of Mississippi Territory, to avoid going
through Cherokee Indian lands. The Creek and Cherokee Indians held the
northeastern part of the state until after their removal in the 1830's,
which delayed the white occupation.
The major road through central Alabama was the Huntsville Road
which led south from Ditto's Landing across Sand Mountain into Jones
Valley, which by 1818 contained some 4,000 inhabitants.

This road then

extended to the falls of the Black Warrior River, the site where
Tuscaloosa was established in 1816.

From the falls, roads were

extended south, southwest, and west.
In. the Valley and Ridge province settlers from the north passed
southeastward from Ditto's Landing along the Coosa Road toward Fort
Strother, which was located at the corner of the Creek-Cherokee
boundary on the Coosa River. When Indian difficulties abated, a road
was extended from Nickajack through Wills Valley along the west side of
Lookout Mountain southward to the Coosa Road.

Another route was extended

from the vicinity of present-day Rome, Georgia, along the Coosa Valley
to Fort Strother during the 1830's.^
More important to central Alabama was the Federal Road which was
extended in 1811 through Georgia to near Montgomery, Alabama, thence to
Mobile and New Orleans.

It was along this route that many Georgia

settlers came into the Black Belt and into southern Alabama.
Immigration into Alabama
A chain of events initiated the rapid settlement into the Mississippi
Territory, beginning with the earlier inventions of the British Industrial
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Revolution, particularly in the spinning and weaving industries.

A

demand for raw cotton was created, and America at first supplied the
long-staple cotton of the lower Atlantic Coastal Plain.

Unlike this

long-staple variety, the shorter staple upland cotton fibre could not
be separated economically from the lint by hand labor until the improved
cotton gin of Eli Whitney came into use after 1793.

This device stimu

lated the growing of short-staple cotton in the inner Atlantic Coastal
Plain and in the Piedmont, which in turn brought about a demand for more
land for cotton planting.

The demand brought increased pressure on the

Federal government to acquire Indian lands, and their gradual cession
brought the frontier ever south and west as immigration intensified.
The War of 1812 temporarily suspended both cotton supply and demand.
The Creek War of 1813-1814 also deterred settlement.

The war began with

the great "massacre" at Fort Mims near the junction of the Alabama and
Tombigbee rivers not far north of Mobile, and ended with the crushing of
Creek Indian power at the Battle of Horseshoe Bend on the Tallapoosa River
in the Alabama Piedmont.
In the post-war period from 1814- to 1820 the demand for cotton was
great, and abnormally high prices prevailed.

In 1815 the average price

for cotton rose to almost thirty cents a pound.®

The subsequent demand

for cotton land was tremendous, and produced the phenomenal and fabled
Huntsville land Office boom of 1818.

Receipts from the sale of public

lands in Alabama totaled $8,676,000, the greatest amount from the sale of
public lands for any state in one year prior to 1860.^ The total land
sold during 1818 was 973,362 acres.®

By 1820 there were over 60,000

acres in cultivation in the Tennessee Valley,^

The speculative condition
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of land sales of the time was such that probably most men of moderate means
were barred financially from the more desirable sections of northern
Alabama and much of the region was secured by slave-holding planters.^*®
The common practice on this part of the frontier was for the settlers
to "squat" unlawfully on the land before it was sold publicly.

During

the auction, a squatter would have no opposition from his neighbors who
recognized his de facto ownership.

However, land speculation companies

such as those which operated in the Tennessee Valley during the land boom
often outbid the squatters and would then re-offer the land for sale at
higher prices that only the well-to-do could afford.
Besides the desire for cotton and profits to be made from improving
land, there were other motivations for emigration, some practical and some
social and psychological.

Without examining these factors in detail, it

is interesting to read accounts of those who were sensitive to the different
attitudes of the more permanent and wealthier settlers and who sought the
freedom from social restrictions and the more egalitarian relations on the
frontier.

One important reason for immigration was the desire to achieve

material and social improvement within a more permanent situation after
the frontier had passed.

For those who had been "unlucky" with a piece of

land or in some trade, the frontier offered a potential opportunity and
advancement for the diligent and hard-working.

When frontier conditions

passed, there would be those left behind who had made a change from trader
to store owner, or from yeoman farmer to slave-holding planter, the highest
step on the social ladder.

For some, such opportunity was never found

and they wandered from place to place where the grass looked greener,
from Georgia to Alabama to Mississippi to Texas.
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Migration
Individuals, families, groups of families, and planters with their
slaves generally packed their belongings in wagons and set out on a
journey which was sometimes several hundred miles and lasted for weeks.
Roads saw constant traffic of herders and settlers. Many descriptions
are similar to this by Taylor:
The great highway from Virginia to Alabama during the year
1818-19 was more like the route of an army of occupation than
an ordinary public highway, and travellers northward assert
that they could sometimes journey for many days without being
out of sight of emigrant wagons, accompanied by long files of
negro slaves steadily tramping southward.H
It was customary for groups of settlers to send an advance party
to select land and settlement sites. As the primary interest was farm
land, the soil potential was noted by such visual indicators as heavy
and even growth of hardwoods, flat bottom land near streams, and
uniformity of the growth rings of trees which indicated seasonal
regularity without drought. The desirable house site was near a spring
or stream, but higher and away from low, wet ground. A townsite needed
a navigable stream and waterpower for a mill, if possible, space for
a number of families to settle, and adequate range for cattle and pigs.
Advance parties usually began clearing, planting a subsistence crop,
and erecting dwellings in preparation for the arrival of the main body.
It has often been noted that settlers in the lower South sought out
familiar scenery.
One peculiarity was observable, which their descendents, in their
emigration to the West, continue to this day to practice: they
usually came due west from their former homes, and were sure to
select, aB nearly as possible, a new one in the same parallel,
and with surroundings as nearly like those they had left as
possible.12
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One practical reason for this was that familiar crops could be planted,
agricultural practices continued with no large degree of relearning or
modification, and life could simply continue as before.

However, if

there were no changes or improvements whatever, the farmer was relying
greatly on the hope that better soil alone would provide prosperity;
if it did not, another move was in prospect.
There are many romantic descriptions of the early frontier, often
by some old pioneer reflecting on the fine old days or by some local
historian deifying the early settlers.

These views are not well sub

stantiated by the writings of contemporary travelers.

The fact that

they were not usually natives gave these travelers a comparative, if
not entirely objective, view of the frontier.
a traveler.

William H, Ely was such

A Connecticut philanthropist, Ely came to Alabama in

1820-1821 to buy and sell newly surveyed government lands in order to
obtain funds to finance the Connecticut Asylum.

His description, taken

from his letters, is one of the earliest and is rather gloomy:
I am weary with travelling over Mountains, thro Swamps & Mud &
living in the middle of Piles of Logs with no other windows
than the large spaces between them (there not being a Pane of
Glass to 5,000 People in the Country) of living on Hog & Corn,
with a few racoon.
...The Buildings throughout this Country are, almost wholly
miserable Log Cabins or Pens so open as not to require Windows
either for the purpose of lighting or ventilating them. Even
in this Town [Tuscaloosa] , which is said to contain 800
Inhabitants, all Squatters, & 20 Stores of one kind or other,
there is not one building which in Hartford would be worth $50,
many of them are made by driving Poles or Stakes in the ground
and nailing Staves on the outside covering them over head with
the same kind of Stuff for shingles the rest of rough or hewed
Logs...
...But here in the Spring you may travel days in succession, &
neither a green field, nor a blooming orchard, shall greet your
Eye, & what they call houses, appearing more like the haunts of
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wild and savage man, than residences of civilized members of
Society; no Roads skirted with grass, except the wild grass of
the Forrest...no flocks & herds...but disgusting droves of little
half starved Cattle and Swine, roaming the forests for sustenance,
and all the enclosed cultivated fields, wholly naked & bare of
vegitation, with vast Quantities of dead & decaying Timber on
them.13
There are elements of this description which remained true for many
years.

The general appearance of the Southern farmstead has been

described in detail also by others.1^
Regional Composition
According to Abernethy, the majority of planters who migrated
westward came from the Piedmont, except in the Tennessee Valley.

There,

Georgians were first dominant with settlers from Virginia, North Carolina
and Tennessee mixed in.13 Those from Tennessee ultimately were the
most numerous if not the most influential.

Certain sections of Alabama

could at first be identified by their distinctive combination of
economic, social, and political characteristics, the result of initial
occupance by settlers from the same state.

For example, some counties

in the central and southeastern part of the state were settled largely
by people from Georgia.1® Most of the north-central portion, however,
was occupied by persons born in South Carolina, Tennessee, North
Carolina, and Georgia, according to the 1850 census records. 17

South

Carolina contributed substantially to the number of the adult immigrants
and many, if not most, seem to have come from the Piedmont.
To illustrate the composition of the northern region, Blount County
in 1850 had heads of families and unmarried adult males of the following
nativity and number:

South Carolina 346, Tennessee 304, Alabama 286,

North Carolina 114, Georgia 84, Virginia 50, Kentucky 28, Ireland 3,
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Pennsylvania and Maryland 2, and Illinois, Ohio, New York, New Jersey,
Mississippi, and England 1 each.

Persons from outside of Alabama were

in their thirty's or older; those born in Alabama were thirty-five
years or younger.^

Blount County was very similar to six other

counties in northern Alabama for which data were collected.

According

to Abernethy, the foreign and New England born persons were confined
largely to towns and to commercial

a c t i v i t y . ^

The differences in nativity of the settlers very likely produced
some house distribution patterns during the period of initial settle
ment which were no longer present during the time of this study, 19631967.

Certainly by the middle nineteenth century the distribution of

the various house types had already become more closely related to
soils and topography and differences in material culture due to
nativity probably were minor.

17
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CHAPTER IX
LOG HOUSE CONSTRUCTION
Early House Types
When a pioneer erected his first house in a newly settled area
it was usually crude and temporary, a simple lean-to or a rough log
crib, used only until something more substantial could be built.

Even

this first structure reflected a particular style, however, such as
the traditional birthplace house of Abraham Lincoln (Figure 6), which
in spite of certain crude features, was built according to a well
established tradition.

The Lincoln house had an oblong plan, the

front, or longer side, was approximately eighteen feet and the gable
side was about sixteen feet.^ These dimensions were common and wide
spread by the time this house was built, probably a few years before
1808.

The logs were partly hewn and V-notched at the corners and there

were no mortised loft joists; all characteristics of one of the two
building traditions established during the first half of the eighteenth
century.

With log dwellings of Virginia it shared other features,

namely, a center front door and small front window.

Another example of

this tradition was the former quarter house at Red dill, Virginia, the
Patrick Henry estate (Figure 114).

This house, built sometime before

1793, had nearly the same dimensions as the Lincoln house, eighteen by
sixteen feet.

The question of origin of these building traditions will

be considered in a later section, but here it may be noted that both
19

extend northward into Virginia and Maryland and almost certainly beyond
into southeastern Pennsylvania, the region where horizontal log con
struction and the corner types used on the frontier were introduced
by German settlers.^

The important point is that the techniques were

quickly accepted and spread widely during the first quarter of the
eighteenth century.
Pioneer House Construction
One of the more complete descriptions of pioneer house construc
tion was given by F. D. Srygley.

While there may have been local

variations, the picture appears to be fairly standard for most of the
frontier:
We always built a house in a day. That is, we would raise the
walls, lay the floor and put on the roof. The finishing touches
.. .were left for the owner to attend to in his own way and at
such times as suited his convenience.
To begin at the foundation of a house, the first things in order
were two sills placed on blocks of wood or pillars of stone. The
sills were twenty feet long and usually eighteen inches square.
Sometimes the size was reduced to twelve or fourteen Inches
square..,
The sleepers, which rested on the sills and supported the floor,
were round logs about twelve inches in diameter. They were
hewed to a line on top, with a face from three to five inches
wide, and made to fit the sills by a flat notch at each end.3
Floors of these early houses were puncheons or dirt.

Dirt floors were

fairly common, particularly for the pen used as a kitchen.^

This

description, presumably for Tennessee, differs with the writer's field
observations in that no sill larger than twelve inches square was re
corded and no dirt or puncheon floors were ever observed.

The sills of

log houses were square and the sleepers were fitted in the way
described above.
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In the construction of the early pioneer house roof, Srygley em
ployed terms which were in common use at the time but which have long
since been lost. The Lincoln log house had a roof of this type
(Figure 6).
When the walls of the house were the desired height, one longer log
was put on at each gable side, projecting about eighteen inches beyond
the front and rear walls at the corners.

On the outer ends of these

projecting logs were placed timbers which extended the full length of
the front and rear walls.

These were termed "butting-poles." Next, a

log was placed over the butting-poles at each gable side.

Then, "ribs,”

which rested on the gable side logs, were placed parallel to the buttingpoles.

The next gable side logs were about two feet shorter than the

end wall.

Over these was placed another rib on each side of the roof.

The ribs alternated with the end logs, which, being progressively shorter,
drew the roof frame toward the center, ending with a ridge-pole.^

The

roof frame of the Lincoln log house had a butting-pole and three ribs
(Figure 6).
Over the roof frame came the first course of clapboards which
rested on the first rib with their ends butting against the butting-pole.
"Knees," which were about two feet long and five or six inches square
with their ends resting against the butting-pole, were next placed over
the clapboards.

The other ends supported a "weight-pole" which held the

clapboards in place.

The weight-pole then served as the butting-pole

for the next round of clapboards and knees.

"When nails came into use,

'knees,' 'weight-poles,1 and 'butting-poles' were dispensed with, and
the boards were nailed to the 'ribs.'

In a few more years, even the

'ribs1 were supplanted by the more 'stylish' rafters and lathing."®

Figure 3— Pioneer house roof type used before nails were available.
This was succeeded by a modified roof type in which knees, weightpoles, and butting-poles were dispensed with, but in which were
retained the end logs, ribs, and ridge-pole with clapboards nailed
to the ribs. This form was in turn replaced by a roof of rafters,
purlins,and shingles, with the gable side closed up with horizontal
boards.
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Figure 4--The roof type used on the majority of log structures
in northern Alabama.

Wall plates were neatly hewn and were

oblong in end section and extended beyond the gable side walls
from a few inches to as much as three or four feet.

The rafters

were notched to fit the edge of the plate and sometimes were
nailed in place.

The upper ends of the rafters were cut to join

at an angle and nailed together.

Rarely was a ridge-pole used.

Purlins, or narrow boards, were nailed over the rafters parallel
to the wall plate and spaced a few inches apart.
nailed to the purlins.

Shingles were

Horizontal boards were nailed to rafters

above the gable side logs to close up the gables.

Figure 5— The first timbers were the sills which extended the
length of the longer front and rear walls of a house.

Floor

joists, or "sleepers," were spaced about two feat apart, halfnotched, and rested on the sills.

Floorboards were placed

across the flat upper surface of the joists.

The first wall logs,

on the gable side, were half-notched and rested on the end of the
sills.
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Figure 6--Abraham Lincoln traditional birthplace house before
it was dismantled.

Since 1911 it has been in a memorial

building on one of the former Lincoln farms which is now the
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace National Historic Site, near
Hodgenville, Kentucky.

The house, in spite of its crude

appearance, was built about 1805 according to a widespread
tradition.

The dimensions are approximately eighteen by

sixteen feet, logs are V-cornered and partly hewn.

The upper

part of the chimney is missing; similar chimneys were built
in the South in the twentieth century.

The roof type became

obsolete when lumber was available and is now very rarely
seen.

(Photo from National Park Service pamphlet Abraham

Lincoln Birthplace. 1961.)
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Adequate descriptions of pioneer cornering methods were not found
in the course of this study, although the dovetail and diamond corners
wera- mentioned in connection with log buildings of the post-pioneer
period.
The primitive chimney of mud and grass or sticks was not used
only in the pioneer period; its use persisted until the mid-twentieth
century, especially in the Coastal Plain where indurated rock outcrops
are not common.

This crude chimney type, in keeping with the tradition

in the South, was at the gable side.

Inside, the fireplace was about

five feet high, three to five feet long and about two feet deep.

The

top of the fireplace was a log of the house wall, high enough so as not
to catch fire.

The back and sides were lined with rocks set in mud

which covered the inside of the wooden chimney built of short sections
of logs or

p o le s .

7 The funnel of the chimney was a "pen" about two feet

square of small sticks or round poles or narrow riven slats.

The chimney

of the Lincoln house of this type lacks the upper portion, which probably
fell apart.
The door was formed of heavy boards and could have been fixed to
swing on wooden hinges as are the doors of some old outbuildings.

The

windows, if they existed in such early structures, would have been
covered with hides or oil cloth.
Post-Pioneer Period House Construction
In the post-pioneer period a number of features were common to all
log folk houses in northern Alabama.

These included the use of foundation

piers which raised the house floor from about six inches to as much as
three feet above the ground; two square hewn sills, the lowest structural
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members, which extended across the longer sides of the house; top-hewn.
log sleepers, or floor joists; a gable roof with the roof ridge parallel
to the sills; a gable side chimney centered against the outside wall;
and front and rear doors centered in the longer front and rear walls.
The post-pioneer period folk house is identified by Srygley in the
following description:
The first improvements we made upon those rude huts, in the
architecture of our houses was to build hewed-log houses. We
used whip-sawed lumber for floors and put on clapboard roofs
with rafters, lathing and nails. We made doors of whip-sawed
lumber, hung them with iron hinges made in the blacksmith
shop and put 'store-bought' locks and brass knobs on them...
We put joists in the house, and laid a loft, and built stairs
of whip-sawed lumber. We daubed the cracks with mortar, made
of lime and sand, smoothed them with a trowel, while the mortar
was soft, and neatly white-washed them when thoroughly dry. We
built stone chimneys, and put in glass windows...®
The work of building such a house could require several months as
the farming could not be neglected.

In one instance the length of time

for construction of a dogtrot house was six weeks, with three men
working full time during the

s u m m e r.^

The use of the whip-saw, iron hinges, locks and brass articles
places these houses in another category and another time, when there
were established settlements and hardware was available.

This was the

phase when probably all of the extant log houses in Alabama were built.
Data obtained from some of these houses during the course of this study
give a fairly clear picture of how they were built.
The house site was cleared and local rock was collected for the
piers, or supports.

The piers were placed at each corner of each log

pen and were usually stacked up without any mortar to hold the rocks in
place. After erosion around the base of the house by roof dripwater and
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by sunken paths of humans and animals, the piers were often precariously
balanced (Figures 7 and 8).
The wood used for log house construction was ''green," or unseasoned,
because it was easier to shape with the axe or adz.

The wood dried in

the walls and usually warped.
The lowest structural members, the sills, were always of oak.

They

were hewn ten to twelve inches square in end section and extended the
length of the longer walls.
piers and leveled.

The ends of the sills were placed atop the

For double houses, the sills of the two pens were

extended and joined with a half-notch near the center.

Sleepers, or

floor joists, were laid upon and at right angles to the sills and fitted
with a half-notch.

A single pen had seven or eight sleepers.

They were

hewn on top to a level surface about six inches wide on which the floor
boards rested; except for this top surface, they were bark covered.
Split log sleepers were also used, in xrtiich case the piece was turned
so that the flat split side faced toward the gable side of the house,
not facing up or down.
The first wall logs were placed on the outermost end of the sills at
the gable side and were fitted, like the sleepers, with a flat half-notch.
Usually about forty wall logs were needed to build one log pen.

The wall

logs were hewn on two sides to a thickness of about five to eight inches
so that in section they were
15 and 21 ).

p l a n k - s h a p e d ^

or roughly square (Figures

The upper and lower sides of the log were not hewn as a

rule and the bark was often left in place.

Round logs were observed

only on outbuildings and very recently built log houses, such as bunga
lows (Figure 12). The bark was usually entirely removed from the logs
on round-log structures.

Figure 7--A sided dogtrot house, the pens of which were built
at different times; each had a separate front entrance.

The

ends of the wall plates can be seen above and to one side of the
gable windows.

Because of erosion and settling, the floor and

porch were uneven.

Figure 8— Erosion around sandstone piers and the chimney of a
sided dogtrot house.

Log hewing techniques must have varied somewhat from place to
place and there were at least two methods used in the South.

One

method, termed "scoring in," was the chopping of broad notches at
intervals of about two feet along the sides of the log, which helped to
regulate the thickness of the log when it was hewn down along the sides.
A second method was to "scalp," or make deep chops in one direction along

?
the side of the log with the broadaxe held at an acute angle to the log. 1*
Next, a string was placed from end to end and traced with a soot, chalk,
or charcoal line on top of the log to mark the thickness.

Then the log

was "hewn to the line," and the heavy chips formed in scalping were cut
away.

This was all the finishing that most wall logs received, the

appearance depending mainly upon the skill and care of the axman.
logs were also finished more neatly with the foot adz.

The

The hewing of

the logs after they were in place in the walls as described by Brewer
may have been done occasionally but it must have been an awkward procedure, particularly at the corners. 13
As the recent round-log structures attest, there was no necessity
for hewing the logs; however, it decreased the weight, provided the
greater utility of a flat inside wall, and presented a more pleasing
appearance to those who took pride in good workmanship.

The removal

of the bark and cambium, the living woody tissue, would assist in de
creasing rapidity of decay and lessen the attraction for insects.
Interestingly, most log houses observed during the course of this study
had the bark intact on the top and bottom of the wall logs and on the
sleepers except for the hewn surfaces.

This may be indicative of a

general decline in log building technique.
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In his study of corner timbering of northern Europe, Erixon found
that there was a relationship between the type of corner notch and the
type of wood used for wall logs.^ However, there was no clear relation
ship of this type noted in Alabama.

The one exception might have been

the use only of the half-dovetail corner with yellow poplar logs, but
this wood was used in only four houses studied.

The yellow poplar logs

were split in half, then hewn on the outside with the split side forming
the inside wall.

Pine logs were used most in Alabama; other wood in

cluded oak, cedar, and chestnut.

It seems that the builders used

whatever wood was available for the walls but oak was always used for
the sills and often for the sleepers.
Wall logs were raised into position by men simply hoisting the logs,
or by leaning two logs against the wall to serve as skids and then
pulling the logs into position (Figure 24).

The cornering was done

either before the log was raised atop the wall or after.
cut with an axe, a hatchet, or with a saw.

The notch was

A close fit and neat appear

ance was obtained in the building of one house by first cutting a pattern
board which was placed over the logs and the notch angles were then traced
onto the log end.

In the construction of the barn in Figure 24, the V-

notch was cut after the logs were raised to the wall.
The weight of the logs may have limited the size of a log structure
if only one or two persons did the work but the weight would not be a
limiting factor at a house-raising where there was much help available
or when animals or equipment were used for lifting.

The dimensions of

a house were governed mainly by custom and varied relatively little.
Furthermore, there is nothing to indicate that weight deterred builders
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from using 800- to 900-pound sills on the single pens, or 300-pound wall
logs.

In some cases length may have been a factor in limiting the size

of a house because of tree taper, but this still allowed adequate length
to provide rooms of common size, as in a house 37 feet wide (Figure 71).
The weight of wall logs and sills may be estimated from data on
various woods.

Based on a sample of 0.68 cubic feet weighing 13 pounds,

the weight of a green loblolly pine log 6M X 8" X 20’, 6.66 cubic feet,
was approximately 127 pounds.

Originally, if the log had a relatively

low moisture content of 6 per cent, its weight per cubic foot would
have been 34.8 pounds, or a total of 232 pounds.^
content, the weight would have been even greater.

With higher moisture
The oak sills were

still heavier; for example, a sill of 12" X 12" X 20' with a moisture
content of 6 per cent would have weighed 43.6 pounds per cubic foot,
or a total of 872

p o u n d s . ^

In the existing log houses of northern Alabama, two methods of
closing the log interspaces were used.

In the Tennessee Valley and to

the north, "chinks" or wood billets laid shingle fashion (Figure 26) or
strips of wood or small boards were placed between the wall logs and
daubed over with clay or lime.

Southward from the Tennessee Valley this

method was gradually replaced by the use of riven or sawn boards nailed
across the log interstices, usually on the inside and sometimes on both
sides.

Boards nailed on the inside commonly had their edges bevelled.

There were two methods of fitting the ceiling, or loft, joists.
These beams extended between the front and rear walls and supported the
loft floor which was about seven to about nine feet above the sills.
They were always oblong in end section, from about three to four inches

Figure 9— Lower right front corner of a collapsed single pen log
house.

V-cornering on roughly plank-shaped wall logs.

The lowest

timber on which the clipboard rests is the front sill, of oak,
hewn about ten inches square.

The lowest gable side log is

half-notched and rests on the sill; none of the wall logs or
floor joists were held by pegs or mortise.

Figure 10--Upper left, V-cornering on partly hewn wall logs.
The four houses illustrated had their walls closed with boards
nailed over the wall gaps on the inside.

Figure 11— Upper right, V-comering on a single pen log house.
Note the absence of mortised loft joists, a characteristic of
this tradition to which the Lincoln house also belongs.

Figure 12--Lower left, V-cornering on a log bungalow.

This was

the final stage of log construction; the V-corner was used in
preference to other types, which may have been forgotten by this
stage, the wall

logs were no longer hewn and the house type was

an introduction, not a folk type.

Interestingly, the sill received

a slight amount of hewing on the top and was placed along the
longer wall as in the older type log houses.

Figure 13--Lower right, V-cornering on a recent two room house
built about 1945.

Figure 14--Diamond cornering, a variation of the V-corner, on
dogtrot house, the Harding Cabin, Belle Meade Estate, near
Nashville, Tennessee.

Lester Jones, HABS, Library of Congress

Figure 15— Half-dovetail cornering, most commonly used with plank
shaped wall logs as illustrated.
is marked in one-inch squares.

The stick is two feet long and

Figure 16— Split pine logs with the half-dovetail corner.

Split

logs were not often employed for log house building in northern
Alabama.

Figure 17— Upper left, a variant of the dovetail corner, front
view. Wall logs and corners were cut with a saw.

Figure 18--Upper right, variant of the dovetail corner, side
view.

The corner is not locking.

Another angle at the top

and bottom is needed, see Figure 19 and 20.

The end of the

floor joists, or sleepers, can be seen at the bottom of the
photos.

The sleepers are half-notched and rest on the sills.

Figure 19— Lower left, half-dovetail cornering.

The proper angles

in this case were cut with a pattern board and saw, thus, all the
logs have the angles the same.

Scale stick is two feet long.

Figure 20--Lower right, half-dovetail cornering on split and hewn
yellow poplar logs.

Rule is extended twelve inches.

Figure 21— Square-cornering on logs hewn on four sides producing
an unusually well-made house.

Figure 22— Half-notch with logs hewn on four sides.

In this

house the wall logs were fitted so closely that the walls
required almost no sealing.

Such fine work was uncommon and

this was the only house with half-notching discovered in northern
Alabama.

Rule extended thirty inches.

Figure 23— The saddle or U-notch with round logs on a house in
the Black Belt.

The U-corner was not recorded in northern

Alabama in the Appalachian Highlands, but it may have been more
common in the Coastal Plain where this house was located.
Protruding log ends of this type have not been recorded on
other log houses in this study.

The mud chimney has collapsed,

leaving an open hole at the hearth.

Figure 24— Erecting a log barn in Franklin County, Alabama, 1940.
The V-corner was used and the logs were raised by means of ropes
and skids.

Original in Roland M, Harper Collection, University

of Alabama Library.

Figure 25— Completed barn.

Original in Roland M. Harper

Collection, University of Alabama Library.

by about six to eight inches, exposed to view in the ground floor and
were always very carefully hewn to a relatively smooth surface or were
planed.

It was striking to observe their placement and the careful

attention these beams received in log houses from Maryland to central
Alabama. When the house was built of plank-shaped wall logs and with
the half-dovetail or square corner, these joist ends were mortised
into the front and rear walls, narrow sides to the top and bottom.
The ends were cut off flush with the outside wall (Figure 41).

The

second method of fitting the loft joists was usedmainly with log
houses having partly hewn wall logs and the V-corner.

The joist ends

were cut to fit between the wall logs and were not mortised.

There

are examples to indicate that this is not a recent method although the
houses with the partly hewn wall logs and the V-corner eventually be
came the most widely built in the last stage of log construction in
Alabama.

Thus, there appear to be two distinct traditions of log house

construction defined by the shape of the wall logs, the type of corner,
and the method of fitting the loft joists.
The walls usually were raised about two to four feetabove the loft
joists.

The front and rear walls were topped by a carefully hewn wall

plate about six by nine inches on the sides which extended beyond the
walls by about two to four feet on each side to provide support for the
eaves.

The wall plate was pegged to the topmost wall log, broad side

down, and thus fixed it supported the rafters.
After the walls were raised, the openings for the doors, windows,
and fireplace were cut out.

The method must be surmised since this was

Figure 26--Close view of chinked and daubed log wall.

The chinks

are the flat wood billets placed overlapping between the logs.
The remaining space was filled with clay.

This method of closing

the house wall was not common south of the Tennessee Valley region.
Southward, boards were commonly nailed over these spaces on the
inside.

Figure 27— Door framing attached by pegs to the wall logs.
that the wall logs were not hewn on the top or bottom.
was frequently left intact, as in Figure 26 above.
extended eighteen inches.

Notice

The bark

Rule is

not observed nor were there any descriptions found of the procedure.
Holes could have been bored through the walls and when the space was
large enough, a saw could have been inserted; the door and window
openings in the observed houses were cut out with a saw.

The framing

for windows and doors was either nailed or pegged in place (Figure 27).
Windows do not seem to have been very common in rural houses during the
early twentieth century.

At some time after World War I many sash

windows, which were fairly standard in size, were added to the older
log houses.

Usually, two windows were cut, one on either side of

the chimney at the gable side, and sometimes windows were put in the
front in the double house types.

The single pen log houses generally

did not have front windows.
Doors showed a steady increase in height from the single pen log
houses to the later frame houses, (Table 16) and showed a corresponding
decrease in width.

Log house doors were nearly uniform in their

construction with three or four vertical boards held together by two
or three horizontal boards equally spaced across the inside.

These

inside boards had their edges bevelled, and were held in place by
iron bolts or nails, sometimes arranged in a symmetrical pattern.
Long iron hinges were used and an iron or wooden sliding latch secured
the doors.
The fireplace and chimney were carefully made with brick, ashlar,
or shaped rock, fieldstone, mud and sticks, and mud and grass (Figure 31)
the latter two materials were used mainly in the Coastal Plain where
indurated rock was not readily available.

Large flat rocks were some

times used for the chimney foundation, the fireplace base, the hearth,
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and for the mantle which supported the upper masonry.

The outside

portion of the chimney was centered at one gable side wall and usually
partially or fully enclosed by the eave.

In the areas where rock was

used in making the chimney, lime or clay mortar was used to hold the
rocks in place.
There was little variation in the chimney form.

Usually it had

a rectangular lower section about six feet wide and two feet thick.
At about one-half to two-thirds of its height, or at about the level
of the top of the windows, the upper portion had a single shoulder on
each side above which a straight, squarish to oblong funnel projected
about two feet above the roof ridge and through the eave (Figures 28-38).
Most brick and ashlar chimneys have this form but some of the rock
chimneys do not have well defined shoulders.

Both free-standing

chimneys and chimneys in contact with the wall are common in northern
Alabama.
The roof construction was very similar in all houses examined.
The shingle roofing has almost entirely been replaced by metal roofing
material, but the older framework was retained (Figure 40).

Rafters

were spaced approximately two feet apart, the lower ends notched to fit
the edge of the wall plate and the upper ends sawed to an angle of about
forty-five degrees.

The rafters were inclined toward the center of the

house to form the tent-like gable roof frame.
were nailed together.
ridge-pole.^

As a rule the rafters

Only one house was found with rafters fixed to a

Across the rafters at intervals of about six inches, small

boards, called purlins, were nailed parallel to the wall plate.

The

shingles and more recently, sheets of metal roofing were nailed to the
purlins.

Figure 28— Exterior gable chimney and eave.

Nearly always

the

chimney was enclosed, partly or entirely, by the extended eave.
Illustrated is a chimney in contact with the house wall in its
upper portion.

This was not always done, and free-standing

chimneys not touching the wall were fairly common.

This chimney

is typical of the Warrior Basin and is made of sandstone ashlar;
the sandstone blocks were shaped with "an old axe."

Figure 29--Chimney of limestone ashlar near Scottsboro, Alabama,
in the Tennessee Valley.

The small gable window was probably

originally covered with a broad shutter.

Boards cover the gaps

between the wall logs, although they were also chinked and
daubed in this example.

The wall plate is carried by an ex

tended wall log,the end of which is bevelled off, a feature
often seen on older houses throughout northern Alabama.

In this

northern part of the state, the piers were low and the houses
close to the ground.

Figure 30— Fieldstone chimney on an old single pen house with a
frame addition on the right side.
observed on the older houses.

The loft window was often

Figure 31— Upper left, a mud-and-grass chimney on a board-andbatten house, Greene County, Alabama, June, 1923.

Original in

Roland M. Harper Collection, University of Alabama Library,

Figure 32*— Upper right, mud chimney on a board-and-batten house,
Tuscaloosa County, Alabama, April, 1919.
base was enclosed by boards.

Note that the chimney

Original in Roland M. Harper

Collection, University of Alabama Library,

Figure 33— Lower left, stick-and-mud chimney, Tuscaloosa County,
Alabama, September, 1913.

Original in Roland M. Harper Collection,

University of Alabama Library.

Figure 34— Lower right, mud chimney on a recent tenant house
at Romulus, Tuscaloosa County, Alabama, June, 1964.
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Figure 35— Upper left, ironstone chimney on asided logdogtrot
house, Pickens County, Alabama.

Figure 36— Upper right, brick chimney on aframe"I" house
about 1820.

built

Tuscaloosa County, Alabama.

Figure 37— Lower left, brick chimney on a sided log house.

Figure 38— Lower right, composite chimney of ironstone and brick.

Figure 39— A square-cornered log dogtrot built about 1833.

The

projecting log for porch and shed support was rare in Alabama,
the uprights in the gable, however, were typical.

Figure 40— The characteristic roof structure with the shingles
removed.

Rafters were spaced about two feet apart and the upper

ends were joined together, not attached to a ridge-pole.

What

appeared to be a ridge-pole in this example, were two purlins
nailed along the apex of the roof.
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At the gable side, vertical poles were fixed to the top wall log
and the rafter above in either king-post or queen-post fashion to
serve as support for the horizontal gable side boards which closed up
the roof ends.

The outermost rafters extended beyond the walls to

form the eaves (Figure 40).
The space thus formed between the celling and the roof was termed
the loft and had sufficient space for storage or sleeping.

It seems

to have been important for families living in single pen log houses
since the loft was present in all of these houses studied.

The loft

continued to be used in double houses during the early phase of
settlement, but gradually became less used.

In the folk house types

except for the dogtrot, or central hallway house, the loft entrance was
in one corner and accessible by a stair or ladder.

In the older

examples of the dogtrot house a stair in the hallway led to the loft.
Frame houses of all types were ceiled, and no loft entrances were
present with the exception of the single frame pens in the Tennessee
Valley region (Figure 48).
The plan of the early single log pen was oblong.

In a later phase,

the pens of double houses were square, but the overall plan was still
oblong.

The addition of the shed room behind the single log pen

changed the orientation so that the longer part was the side and not
the front of the single pen log house.
instance, was framed and board covered.

The shed room, in all but one
The shed room roof sloped from

the rear wall plate at an angle slightly less than that of the log pen;
rarely was it extended without a break to form the "catslide" roof.
There was some variation in the size of the shed rooms (Table 5); they
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ranged from seven to twelve and one-half feet.
The porch was usually attached to the house front at the wall
plate and sloped at an angle slightly less than that of the roof.

Two

other forms were also built, one being a porch formed by a continuation
of the roof line, an integral porch, and another being a displaced
porch type, placed below the wall plate and separate from the roof.
Less variation in size of the porch was noted than in the shed rooms.
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CHAPTER III
EVOLUTION OF FOLK HOUSES
The classification scheme used here for the permanent folk
dwellings of the post-pioneer period is based upon morphological
changes which appear to reflect stages in the evolution of the cul
tural landscape.

The classification was developed through field

observations on a number of individual houses of the various folk
house types. At first, variations of the types seemed to have little
significance, but as measurements were compiled there began to emerge
a genetic, evolutionary series.
The identification of evolutionary stages in the Upland South
culture region, of which this is a part, has been undertaken by
Martin Wright.*- His stages were the "pioneer phase," the "log phase,"
the "folk phase," the "recent phase," and the "present phase," each
having rather distinct characteristics.
parallel to Wright's is used.

In this study a series

The primitive early pioneer phase

houses are now extremely rare or extinct; their nature can be general
ized from historical references such as that by Ely mentioned earlier,
but they will not be discussed in the following section.

For the post

pioneer period, the terms "first generation," "second generation," and
"third generation," will be used, corresponding in general to Wright's
log phase, folk phase, and recent phase, respectively.
54

The present
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phase as used by Wright is not represented in this study.
Basic House Types
The plans of the folk houses determine the types; they are the
single pen, double pen, dogtrot, and saddlebag.

These are the "species”

of houses as Scofield used the term in one of the first papers to
o
describe the evolution of folk houses in a scholarly manner.
The
earliest type in the evolutionary scheme was the single pen.

The

others were derived from this basic form through the addition of a
second pen.

If the second pen abutted the clear gable

double pen resulted.

t

__ „„*1, the

If the second pen was placed at the gable side,

but was separated from the first by a space of several feet, the
dogtrot house with a central hallway was formed.

The saddlebag type

resulted if the second pen was placed against the chimney end, and was
the only one with a central chimney.
The earliest and simplest forms of these three derivative types
which were permanent dwellings and reflected an established tradition
of construction are designated as first generation houses.

These had

an oblong room plan and a separate front door to each pen.

Second

generation houses had square rooms and were not as wide across.the
front.

Dogtrot houses of this stage often had front doors replaced

by front windows, and in some examples, the log walls served only as a
surface to attach weatherboarding.

The second generation was a transi

tion from the earlier log house to the frame construction form.

Third

generation houses were built of weatherboarded wood frame and the
rooms of the two-pen types were square.

Front windows replaced the

front doors of each pen in the dogtrot house, and the dogtrot, or
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hallway, became the front entrance.

The house front was not as wide

as in the second generation, but the walls were slightly higher, the
roof ridge was higher, and a rear ell appendage behind one side was
common.
The three generations overlapped in a span of approximately 140
years.

The first generation began about 1804 and continued until

about 1880; the second generation developed before the Civil War,
possibly as early as 1820, and continued until about 1940; the third
generation frame houses may have been built in rural areas before the
Civil War.
about 1920.

They were present by 1870 and continued to be built until
Their period of construction ended before that of the

second generation log form.
Not considered in this span are the earliest types of temporary
structures.

They were not fully appreciated until photographs taken

early in this century were studied.

It was then discovered that in

many parts of Alabama traits which were distinctly primitive, like
those of the pioneer phase, had been retained until rather recently.
There were, for example, houses of persons who may have been reoccupying land in second-growth forest, or perhaps an initial occupa
tion, as late as the 1880's, with very crude log cribs similar to
those described by Ely.

3

They do not all seem to have been used by

Negro tenant farmers, like the one illustrated in Figure 61, a second
generation type which could not have been built much before 1940.
Other primitive features included mud-and-stick chimneys and the general
absence of window glass.

In these respects, the pioneer phase extended
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from the earliest phase of settlement into the first quarter of the
twentieth century.
The proposed evolution and the definition of three distinct
phases is based upon observations of dogtrot houses, then extended to
the other types (Tables 6-15).

Similar changes are hypothetical for

the other house types although examples were not found to illustrate
the transitional second generation phase for the saddlebag and double
pen types.
The first generation was gradually replaced by second generation
houses which had square log pens.

In the second generation dogtrot

windows were built in place of the separate front doors to the pens.
Some second generation houses were transitional to frame construction
with the logs used only as an open framework for attaching weatherboarding.

In these examples, it seemed that the knowledge of frame

construction was lacking, but the dictates of style were followed.
The abundance of lumber and the popularity of framed houses caused the
decline of log building skills.

There appears to have been a desire

to display log work in the first generation, but gradually the work
manship declined as weatherboarding became more commonly used.

The

half-dovetail corner and plank-shaped wall logs gave way to a less
demanding tradition, that of the V-corner and partly hewn wall logs.
The use of a loft seems to have ceased late in the first generation,
possibly because the double houses provided enough living space on the
ground floor.
The use of the half-dovetail corner in Alabama ceased during the
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first quarter of the twentieth century and later log houses were built
with only the V-corner.

In the last phase of log construction, the

hewing of wall logs ended and then finally the traditional house types
were replaced by introduced forms, the most important of which was the
bungalow.^

The log bungalow was built with round logs, usually with

the V-corner.
Modern "log cabins" used for camps, week-end retreats, and the like,
in northern Alabama were built only with round logs and the saddle notch.

Measurements of Folk Houses
The data tabulated for the various house types were collected
throughout the course of the study.

Not all the houses were equally

suitable for measurements or detailed notes.

In nearly every case

the front, side, and wall measurements were taken.

When conditions

permitted, the doors, windows, porch, loft height, and height of the
roof ridge, or comb, were measured.

All measurements of the house

front and side were outside measurements taken at chest height.
Appendages, such as the shed room and porch, were measured separately.
The wall height was taken in two parts: from the top of the sill to the
bottom of the celling joist, when present, and from the top of the sill
to the base of the wall plate.

If the loft was accessible, the height

of the roof ridge above the wall was measured to obtain the height of
the roof ridge above the sill.

In some cases, this was found by

climbing the outside of the chimney.

The measurements of the doors

and windows were taken inside the frame.
There was a twofold problem of bias in the field data concerning
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the choice of houses for individual study.

One was the possibility

of selectivity in the preservation of the houses.

Studies of photo

graphs taken over the past fifty years showed that there were no
additions or deletions of the house types, but there were changes.
The unsubstantial log and frame dwellings have largely been removed
and the various fences, which were so common, are now very rare.
Photographs do not indicate relative numbers of types of houses and
there remains the possibility of the retention of one preferred type
over another.

The second possibility for bias lies in the personal

selection of the houses studied in detail.

The selections were made

mainly on the basis of accessibility and this was facilitated by the
large number of deserted houses which allowed uninterrupted recording
of data.

The routes chosen for study traverses were made only to obtain

a sample from a particular district with no predisposition toward the
quality of the roads.

Many side roads were taken and much of the

mileage was off the pavement, mostly on county or state roads.
Single Pen Log Houses
Data on thirty-one single pen log houses are given in Table 1.
Measurements of the log portion of these houses averaged 20 feet 6.3
inches across the front, with a range of 10 feet.
lengths were

about 18 feet (six),

20

The most frequent

feet (eleven), and between

23 feet and 24 feet (seven). The average gable side measurement was
16 feet 10.4 inches with a range of about 5 feet.
side measurements were 16 feet (five), 16 feet
inches (six), and 17 feet

6

2

The most frequent
inches to 17 feet

2

inches to 18 feet 9 inches (sixteen, in

cluding five at exactly 18 feet).
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TABLE 1
STUDY AREA SINGLE PEN LOG HOUSE DATA

ca. 1880
ca.
ca.
ca.
ca.
ca.
ca.

20
21

1880
1860
1820
1820
1850
1870

22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31 HABS

ca. 1820
1870
1835
ca. 1860
ca. 1815

NR
No Joists
No Joists
No Joists
9'- 0
7'- 0
8 '- 0
No Joists
No Joists
7' - 6 "
New Roof**
New Roof
New Roof
New Roof
7 1- 7"
NR
8 '- 3"

Range:

15'-0 to
25'- 0

13'- 10" to
18'- 9"

9 1- 0

Number recorded:
*NR « Not recorded;

31

31

**New Roof without joists.

HABS = Historic American Buildings Survey Data

16

0

7'-7.4"
4J

16'- 10.4"

1

20'- 6.3"

O

Average:

o

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

NR
NR
O

ca. 1860
ca. 1830

o
i

10
11
12

NR
9'- 0
7' - 2"
7' - 7"
1 2 '- 0
1 1 '- 0
9’- 10"
9'- 0
7' - 6 "
1 1 '- 2 "
8 '- 0
8 '- 0
7'- 0
9'- 0
12'- 7"
1 0 ’- 8 "
NR
9’- 5"
o
rr
o

8

9

0
1
O

ca. 1880

1

6

7

'- 0
9'- 6 "
1 1 '- 0
1 0 '- 6 "
1 1 '- 0
7' - 6 "
9'- 0
8 '- 0
9'- 6 "
8

to

1893

7'- 0
7'- 2 "
7' - 5"
7'- 4"
8 '- 4"
No Joists
6 '- 5"
No Joists
7'- 4"
8 '- 2 "
7' - 5"
NR*
NR

Sill to
Plate

1

3
4
5

16'- 0
17'- 2"
18'-3.5"
17'-8"
18'- 3"
16'- 8 "
18' - 0
18'- 0
17'- 7"
14' - 0
16'- 1 1 "
15' - 0
17'- 8 "
17'- 6 "
18'- 3"
15'- 0
16' - 0
.16'- 1 0 "
18'- 9"
18'- 0
16'- 6 "
18'- 0
15'- 0
17'- 10"
16'- 0
13'- 10"
16’- 0
18'- 0
17'- 11"
16'- 0
16'- 2 "

Sill to
Loft Joist

00

19'- 6 "
21'- 7.5"
19'- 10.5"
23'- 10"
23'- 8 "
2 0 '- 0
20'- 3"
23'- 6 "
23'- 0
24'- 5"
2 0 '- 8 "
18'- 2 "
18’- 6 "
2 0 ’- 0
2 0 ’- 0
18' - 0
18'- 0
17'- 0
2 0 '- 4"
2 1 '- 1 0 "
23'- 3"
2 0 '- 0
18'- 0
19'- 7"
23'- 3"
15'- 0
18'- 0
2 1 '- 0
2 1 '- 6 "
25'- 0
19'- 6.5"

1
2

Side

1

Front

-v l

Date of
Construction

House
Number

1 2 '- 0

27
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TABLE 2
STUDY AREA SINGLE PEN LOG HOUSE DATA
House
Number
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

Range:

1

Average:

o

Number
Recorded:

rH

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31 HABS

Side
Door

None
None
8 '- 0
None
None
None
None
NR
8 '- 0
1 0 '- 6 "
9'- 7"
NR

NR
7'- 6 "
7'- 9"
NR
NR
NR
None
None
NR
NR
None
None
NR
NR
NR
NR
None
None
7'- 6 "
8 '- 0
None
7'- 6 "
None
NR
NR
NR
NR
5'- 0
6 '- 4"
NR
NR

%DT
Sq
Sq
%DT
%DT
V
%DT
%DT
%DT
%DT/Sq
Sq
V
%DT
%DT
V
V
V
%DT
%DT
%DT
%DT/Sq
%DT
V
Sq
%DT
Sq
Sq
%DT
j;DT
Sq
NR

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Unknown
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Unknown
NR

2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

13

7

31

31

9'- 6 "
8 '- 0
8 '- 0
1 0 '- 6 "
8 '- 9"
None
None
7'- 0
8 '- 4"
None
None
NR
NR
NR
9'- 0
NR
None
None

22

15'- 4"
1 2 '- 0

17'- 0
Totals:

Mortised Front
Corner Joists
Window

to

8

1

22

Porch
Depth

0

20
21

14'- 0
15' - 0
16' - 0
NR
17' - 0
14'- 0
15' - 0
15' - 0
16'- 0
17' - 0
NR
NR
NR
15' - 0
NR
14' - 0
1 2 '- 0
1 2 '- 0
17'- 0
16'- 0
NR
16' - 0
14' - 0
17'- 0
NR
NR
14'- 0
16' - 0
18'- 2.5"
NR

Shed
Room

o

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Sill to
Roof Ridge

'- 10.3 ti

7 0

to

1 0 '- 6 "

7

30

28

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0

t_2"
5*- 6 " to
8 '- 0
15 %DT
17 Yes
7 Sq
11 No
6
V
2 %DT/Sq

7 with 19 Y
windows 12 No
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These examples were oblong; most (twenty-three) had a front
longer than the side by four feet or less. Without measurement, some
of these houses would be described as square. Assuming that the
sample is representative of the single pen log house in this part
of the Upland South, it may be said that the builders habitually
erected this type according to an established rectangular plan which
favored certain dimensions.
Data for single pen log houses outside of the area of study are
given in Table 3,

These houses averaged 20 feet 9 inches across the

front and 17 feet 2 inches for the side.

Front measurements had a

range of 10 feet and the side had a range of 5 feet 5 inches.
The range of the front measurement was from 15 to 25 feet for the
study area houses; and the range was from 16 feet 7 inches to 26 feet
10 inches for houses outside the area.

The side range for both groups

was from 13 feet 10 inches to 18 feet 9 inches, and from 14 feet
to 20 feet respectively.

6

inches

The figures for both groups were close but

the examples from beyond the study area were, in some cases, slightly
larger; their most frequent front measurements were close to 18 feet
(four) and 20 feet (five). Side measurements group near 16 feet (eight)
and 18 feet (five). Nine of these houses had a front from 4 to

8

feet

longer than the side, eight were two feet or less, and two were square;
one of the latter may have been a converted tobacco shed.
The Alabama single pen log houses were built most often with the
half-dovetail and square corner.

The houses studied in Tennessee,

Virginia, and Maryland were most often built with the V-corner, with
the half-dovetail used about half as often.

The rear shed room and

TABLE 3
SINGLE LOG PEN MEASUREMENTS, OUTSIDE STUDY AREA

%DT
V
V
V
%DT
V
V
Sq
V
V
V
V
V
V
%DT
DT
%DT

Front

Side

Sill to
Joist

Range:

16'- 7"
to
26'- 1 0 "

14*. 7”
to

6

’- 7"
to
7’- 7"

6

Corners: 1 DT
4 %DT
1
Sq
II V
Number Recorded:

17

17

1

7'- 6 "

17

o

17'- 1.9"

to
0

20'- 9"

1893
1726
ca. 1875

13

'- 7"
to

Sill to
Comb
17'- 0
18' - 0
15'- 0
19'- 0
16'- 0
2 2 '- 0
13'- 0
2 0 '- 0
19'- 0
14'- 0
16'- 0
17'-3"
16'- 0
19'- 6 "
23' - 0
19'- 6 "
14'- 7"
17'- 6.9"

0
1

Average:

ca. 1815
ca. 1830
1794
ca. 1815
ca. 1830
ca. 1800

10'- 3"
8 '- 3"
NR
1 2 '- 0
9'- 0
13'- 0
7'- 0
14'- 0
1 2 '- 0
9'- 6 "
1 0 '- 0
8 '- 0
1 1 '- 0
13'- 0
1 2 '- 0
1 2 '- 6 "
6 '- 7"
vD
1

17'- 0
16'- 2 "
16'- 7"
18' - 0
18' - 0
2 0 '- 0
18'- 0
16' - 2 "
18’- 4"
16'- 0
16'- 0
15'- 9"
16'- 6 "
16'- 5"
18'- 2 "
2 0 '- 0
14'- 7"

ca. 1810
prior 1793

H

23'- 3"
18'- 2 "
16'- 7"
19'- 0
18'- 0
26'- 1 0 "
20'- 3"
2 0 ’- 6 "
20'- 4"
18'- 0
21'- 9”
2 0 '- 0
2 1 '-1 0 "
24'- 0
2 0 '- 0
26'- 0
18'- 4"

N.C.
Va.
Va.
Term.
Term.
Term.
Term.
Term.
Ky.
Ky.
Md.
Md.
Md.
Md.
N.C. HABS
N.C. HABS
N.C. HABS

6 '- 7"
7'- 6 "
NR
8 '- 0
,8 '- 0
9'- 0
None
9'- 0
7' - 6 "
None
6 '- 1 0 "
6 '- 9"
7 1- 0
7*. 7 "
6 1- 1 1 "
6 ’- 1 0 "
None

Sill to
Plate

1
O

Corner

O
i- l

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Date of
Construction

lo

House
Number

to
23' - 0

16

17

Shed
Room
None
None
None
8 '- 1 0 "
9'- 0
1 2 '- 6 "
None
1 2 '- 0
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
10'- 7"
'- 1 0 "
to
1 2 '- 6 "
8

ON
w
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porches were much less common farther north where only one house with
a porch was recorded, that one being in Tennessee.
Two traditions of construction can be identified from the data
in Table 2.

One had half-dovetail or square corners mainly used with

houses having loft joists mortised into the front and rear walls.

The

second tradition had V-corners with loft joists which, instead of
being mortised into the walls, were notched at the ends and set be
tween the wall logs.

Seven houses with half-dovetail or square

corners did not have mortised loft joists.

Four of them had been

moved from their original location and their roofs had been replaced.
In the process,the roof may have been lowered and the joists removed.
Three others were built originally with the joists at the level of the
base of the wall plates, apparently because a large loft space was not
desired.

Of those houses with V-corners, five had no loft joists and

one house being dismantled was incompletely recorded.

In the houses

outside the study area, two with V-cornering had mortised loft joists
and eight did not.

Thus, it appears that there was some mixing of

the two traditions, but they largely retained their individual charac
teristics for a long time over a wide area.
Some of the single pen log houses in the Tennessee Valley and
northward into Tennessee and Kentucky were taller than those of more
southern districts.

The measurements are inconclusive, but suggest

that these might have been the forerunners of the one-and-one-half and
two story "I" houses of that area.

These "I" house types appear to

have evolved from placing two tall single pen houses together; these
single pen houses, both log and frame, often had a small upper front

Figure 41— The first log house discovered in this study, typical
of the single pen houses in northern Alabama in the plank-shaped
wall log-half-dovetail tradition.

The loft joists were mortised

into the front and rear walls and cut off flush with the outside.
Dimensions were 19 feet
plate was

8

feet.

6

inches by 16 feet

6

inches, sill to

Typical for this region are two side windows

by the chimney, but no front windows.

Located about 5 miles

southeast of Cottondale, Tuscaloosa County, Alabama.

Figure 42 — A single pen log house in the partly hewn wall logV-corner tradition.
house.

There were no mortised loft joists in this

Dimensions were 20 feet by 16 feet

plate was 7 feet
County, Alabama.

6

inches.

8

inches; sill to

Nine miles south of Vance, Bibb

Figure 43— Story-and-a-half, sided single log pen located about
three miles east of Loudon, Tennessee.

The height and the

lower front window were common in these houses of this region;
the chimney, however, was unusually large and resembles those of
the Tidewater.

Log measurements were front, 26 feet 10 inches;

side, 20 feet; sill to plate, 13 feet; logs were V-cornered and
plank-shaped.

Figure 44--Story-and-a-half, sided single log pen about five
miles south of Cedars of Lebanon State Park, Tennessee, on U.S.
231.

The upper front window was fairly common in older log

houses in Kentucky and Tennessee.
feet; side, 18 feet; sill to plate,
hewn and V-cornered.

Log dimensions were front, 19
12

feet; logs were partly

Figure 44— One-story frame single pen house with porch room and
limestone chimney.

Butler or Wilcox County, Alabama, in the

Coastal Plain, June, 1919,

Original in Roland M. Harper

Collection, University of Alabama Library.

Figure 46--Frame single pen house with porch room.

Coffee or

Crenshaw County, Alabama, in the Coastal Plain, July, 1919.
Original in Roland M, Harper Collection, University of Alabama
Library.

Figure 47— Frame story-and-a-half single pen at Cave City, near
Mammoth Cave National Park, Kentucky.

Figure 48— Frame story-and-a-half single pen at Speake, Lawrence
County, Alabama, in the Moulton Valley, which is culturally
like the Tennessee Valley just to the north.

These tall single

pen houses were not found in parts of Alabama to the south.
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window (Figure 44) and the double or two-pen houses had two.

The taller single pen log houses did not extend very far south
of the Tennessee Valley.

Toward the south and in the Coastal Plain

the single pen was lower, as emphasized by the full porch which
usually extended across the entire front of the house.

The porches

farther north were small and usually placed below the plate (Figures
47 and 48).

One difference between these two areas was the use of

chinking in the north and the preference for closing log wall spaces
by boards or slats in the south.

Another difference was in the height

of piers which were very low in the Tennessee Valley region, while to
the south the piers were sometimes as high as three feet.
The second generation in single pen log houses is proposed,
although there were no definite features such as those found in the
dogtrot house.

The second generation of the single pen may be repre

sented by the small diameter log, V-corner log houses, some of which
were relatively recent structures.

The popularity of the single pen

seems to have dwindled in favor of two-pen house types.

As the data

in Table 17 indicate, single pen log houses were often converted to
double houses by the addition of a frame pen to one side.
The third generation single pen house was built of frame and
weatherboarding and retained much the same form as its predecessors
(Figure 45).

Data on dimensions are insufficient to establish

quantitative differences in its evolution from the earlier log forms.

The front door was centered in the wall and a rear door was placed
directly opposite in both log and frame single pen houses.

In addition

nineteen examples had a side door placed directly opposite the fireplac
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TABLE 4
SINGLE LOG PEN, OUTSIDE STUDY AREA

Corner

Mortised
Joists

32 N.C.

%DT

Yes

1

No

33 Va.

V

Yes

2

No

34 Va.

V

No

1

No

35 Tenn.

V

No

1

No

36 Tenn.

%DT

Yes

1

No

37 Tenn.

V

Yes

1

No

38 Tenn.

V

No

0

No

39 Tenn.

Sq

Yes

1

Yes

40 Ky.

V

No

1

Yes

41 Ky.

V

No

1

No

42 Md.

V

2

No

43 Md.

V

No

2

No

44 Md.

V

No

1

No

45 Md.

V

No

4

Yes

46 N.C. HABS

%DT

Yes

0

No

47 N.C. HABS

DT

Yes

0

No

48 N.C. HABS

%DT

Yes

0

No

House
Number

Unknown

Front
Window

Only one porch was recorded outside the study area (House No. 37).

Side
Door
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TABLE 5
ALL SINGLE LOG PEN MEASUREMENTS: AVERAGES AND RANGES

Study Area

Outside Study Area

Front

Average
Range

20' - 6.3"
15' - 0 to 25' - 0

201 - 9"
16' - 7" to 26' - 10"

Average
Range

16' - 1 0 "
13' - 10" to 18' - 9"

17' - 2"
14' - 7" to 20' - 0

Side

Sill-Comb
Average
Range

121

15' -4"
- 0 to 171 - 0

17’ - 6.3"
131 - 0 to 231 - 0

Sill-Ceiling Joist
Average
Range

7' - 0 to 9' - 0

7’ - 5 5"
6 * - 7" to 7’ - 7"

Sill-Wall Plate
Average
Range

9' -5"
7 1 -0 to 12* -0

6

' - 7" to 14' -0
U 1 - 6.5"
' - 1 0 " to 14' - 8 "

7' -7.4"

10'

-

6"

Shed Room Depth
Average
Range

7' - 0 to 10' - 6 "

8

Porch Depth
Average
Range

7’ -4.7"
5' - 6 " to 9' - 0

One Porch Recorded

8'

-

10"

Side Door

61.3%

16.7%

Front Windows

22 .6%

77.8%

Corner Types

%DT 56.7%
V
16.7%
Sq 33.3%

%DT 33.0%
V
61.0%
Sq
5.6%

(31 Houses)

(17 Houses)
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Only three examples outside the study area had this feature, and the
difference may have been due to the greater influence of the two-pen
house types in the lower South.

All houses with two pens, the

saddlebag, dogtrot, and the double pen, had doors to connect the two
rooms. These doors were centered in the wall in the dogtrot and double
pen.

The reason there was a side door In the single pen might have been

because the owner intended to eventually erect another pen adjacent, or
at least he was accustomed to a single room house with three doors.
If the side door was a feature engendered by two-pen houses, it could
mean that single log pen houses with a side door were built at a time
when two-pen dwellings were common; if the side door was absent It could
mean that such a house was an older form, that is,a pre-two-pen house.
Furthermore, if two-pen houses used in the lower South originated
on the American frontier through the enlargement of single pen log
houses, around, let us say 1750, the pre-1750 log houses would have
been various single pen types without a side door.

Some, including

the later Lincoln house had neither a side door nor a rear door.

Thus,

it is possible that certain morphologic criteria will be significant
in dating older structures which the accumulation of more data will
determine.
Dogtrot Houses
In northern Alabama the dogtrot, or central hallway house, was
the most abundant folk house type and was developed through recog
nizable stages from its earlier log forms Into a frame house with
many variations.
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Field observations on the dogtrot house are the basis for the
supposition that the other folk houses passed through a similar
developmental stage.

The dogtrot house was more clearly defined in

three stages of generations than other types.

As a rule, dogtrot

houses were either all of log or all of frame construction.
First Generation Dogtrot Houses
Seventeen houses have been placed in this first generation
category (Figures 49-52), ten of which had both log pens oblong and
seven which had one square and one oblong pen.
measurements were about 18 feet

6

The average front

inches for both pens, 9 feet for the

dogtrot, or about 46 feet total, and 16 feet 10 inches for the side
(Table

6 ).

Two cases were present, one in which both log pens were

built at the same time, and another in which the pens were probably
built at different times, as suggested by the different sizes of the
rooms. Although the side average was nearly identical to the single
log pen, the range was approximately three feet less.
measurements grouped around 16 feet +
6

6

The side

inches (ten), 18 feet +

inches (five), and 17 feet + 1 inch (two). The most frequent front

widths, for all thirty-four log pens, were 18 feet +
20 feet +

6

inches (nine), and 17 feet +

6

6

inches (nine),

inches (eight). The

range of front measurements was about four feet less than for the
single pen log house.

These figures suggest that there was, during

the first generation stage, the beginning of a divergence and the
establishment of two definite house styles in size as well as plan.

TABLE 6
FIRST GENERATION DOGTROT HOUSE MEASUREMENTS
House
Number
49
50 HABS
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Date of
Construction
ca.
ca.
ca.
ca.
ca.

1817
1818
1850
1885
1880

ca. 1870
ca, 1840
1846
ca. 1816
ca. 1900
1862
ca. 1830
ca. 1816

Right
Front
18'- 7"
19'- 9"
17'- 0
18'-8"
18'- 0
18'- 0
18*- 0
18'- 9"
2 0 '- 2 ”
19’- 10"
16'- 6 "
17'- 10"
20'- 5"
2 0 '- 0
16'- 9"
18'- 5"
18'- 0

Dogtrot
1 0 '- 0
1 1 '- 1 1 "

9'- 0
'-4"
'- 0
'- 0
8 '- 0
1 0 '- 0
8 0
1 0 '- 0
8 '- 0
8 '- 0
8 '- 0
1 2 '- 0
8 '- 5"
8 '- 6 "
8
8
8

10'-0

Left
Front

Total
Front

19'- 0
19'- 10"
2 2 '- 6 "
16'- 2 "
16'- 1.5"
18'- 0
2 1 '- 0
18'- 0
2 0 '- 2 "
2 0 '- 6 "
17'- 3"
17'- 0
17'- 0
2 0 '- 0
16'- 6 "
18'-4"
16'- 6 "

47'- 7"
51'- 6 "
48'- 6 "
43'- 2"
42'- 1.5"
44'- 0
47'-0
46'- 9"
48'-4"
50'- 4"
41'- 9"
42'- 0
45'- 5"
52'- 0
41'- 8 "
45'- 3"
44'- 6 "

18'- 4"
18’- 0
18’- 2 "
16'- 0
16'-5"
16' - 0
16'- 6 "
16’- 3"
16'- 2 "
16'- 0
16'- 3"
16'- 2 "
17'- 0
18'- 0
16'- 1 1 "
16'- 3"
18' - 0

18'- 5.2"

45'- 11.9"

16'- 1 0 .2 "

16'- 1.5"
to
2 2 '- 6 "

to
52'- 0

17

17

17

17

i

o

00

Number Recorded:

16'- 0
to
1

to
1 2 '- 0

CO

16'- 6 "
to
20'- 5"

1

Range:

CO

18'- 6 .1 "

r—l

Average:

9'- 0.8"

Side

17
'-j
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The average dogtrot width was 9 feet 0.8 inches, with a range
of four feet and was about one-half the width of one of the pens in
all three generations.

The total front width of the first generation

averaged 45 feet 11.9 inches with a range of 10 feet 4 inches.
The sill to joist measurements averaged

8

feet 10 inches.

These

figures are larger than for the single pen suggesting that since the
loft space was smaller, possibly it was not as often used for living
space; in most cases the rooms of this generation were ceiled and
there was no access to the loft.

If it was not used as often, it

may be assumed that the ground floor rooms must have provided suffi
cient space.
The height from the sill to the roof ridge or comb averaged
17 feet 2 inches, slightly higher than the single log pen houses.
Cornering was of three types, the half-dovetail (eleven), V-corner
(four), and square (one), and showed a decrease from the single log
pen in the use of the square corner and an increase in the use of the
V-corner.

The two traditions, the half-dovetail corner with plank

shaped logs and mortised loft joists, and the V-corner with partly
hewn logs and without mortised joists, were both represented.

The

joist treatment was not recorded where siding covered the house front.
The dogtrot was open in eleven houses, and seven of these also
had a front door to each pen,

Midway in the dogtrot there was a door

leading into the pens on either side, and in the rear of each pen there
was a door.

The porch, or piazza (sometimes pronounced locally as

"pie-ayzzie"), extended across the entire front.

Like those of the

single pen, porches were integral, both with a continuation at the

TABLE 7
FIRST GENERATION DOGTROT HOUSE DATA

House
Number

Sill to
Joist

Sill to
Plate

Sill to
Comb

Shed
Room

Porch
Depth

49
50 HABS
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

7'- 7"

1 1 '- 0
8 '- 4"
1 0 '- 0
1 0 '- 6 "

2 0 ’- 0

None
NR
7’- 9"
NR
NR
NR

6 '- 3"
None
7'- 6 "
NR
8 '- 6 "
9’- 0
8 '- 0
NR
NR
7'- 0
NR
None
None
8 '- 4"
NR
.NR
None

Examples:
NR* = Not Recorded

8

'- 6 "
to
9'- 6 "

6

15'- 0
to

7'- 9"
to
9'- 6 "

6 '- 3"

5

7

’- 0
to
1 1 '- 6 "

10

NV** = Not Visible

8

13

14

'- 5"

1

17'- 2"

I-*
o

9’- 10"

'- 1 0 "

NR
None
9'- 6 "
NR
None
8 '- 6 "
None
None
None
8 '- 6 "

-‘O

8

1

-

o

-

'- 5"
6 '- 6 "
7'- 0

8

to
0

-

9'- 6 "
NR
8 1- 1 0 ”
9'- 0
1 1 '- 6 "
NR
NR
8 '- 0
9'- 6 "
11'- 5"
llr- 0
8 ’- 2 "
71- 0

1

Range:

7'- 10"
7'- 1"
9'- 0
NR*
NV**
8 '- 0
85"
NR

15'- 0
14'- 0
16'- 0
15'- 0
NR
NR
18'- 0
16'- 6 "
23' - 0
NR
18'- 6 "
16'- 6 "
17'- 6 "
17'- 6 "
15'- 0
1 2 '- 0

CO

Average:

-

to
9'- 0

Figure 49--First generation log dogtrot house at Ardmore,
Tennessee, on the Tennessee-Alabama line.

Built about 1815-

1820, the dimensions were right front, 18 feet 7 inches; left
front, 19 feet; dogtrot width, 10 feet; side, 18 feet 4 inches;
sill to plate, 11 feet.

Each side had a separate entrance in

addition to the dogtrot, which in this case, was closed with doors
at each end.
cornered.

The logs were plank-shaped and half-dovetail

There were two front windows but no chimney-end

windows, more in keeping with the Virginia front-window tradition.

Figure 50— A sided first generation dogtrot in northeast Pickens
County, Alabama, in the Fall Zone.

Built about 1850, the log

measurements were right front, 17 feet; left front, 22 feet
inches; dogtrot, 9 feet wide; side, 18 feet 2 inches.

6

Each

pen had a separate front door in addition to the open dogtrot,
windows only on either side of the ironstone chimneys.

Built of

plank-shaped half-dovetail cornered logs, it had an integral porch
with no break in pitch and the loft space was not used; it differed
from the above house (Figure 48) in these two respects.

Figure 51— First generation dogtrot house in Tuscaloosa County,
Alabama.

The pens were built at different times and each

retained its separate door in addition to the dogtrot, which
was closed only by a screen door. Windows were only on the
side by the ironstone chimneys, the half-dovetail cornered log
pens measured 18 feet for the right front; 21 feet for the left
front; dogtrot, 8 feet wide; right side, 16 feet 6 inches; left
side, 17 feet 4 inches; sill to plate, 8 feet 10 inches.

Figure 52— First generation dogtrot on U.S. 72 near Mud Creek,
Jackson County, northeast Alabama.

Open dogtrot plus a front

door to each pen and two front windows.
cornered.

Logs were half-dovetail
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TABLE 8
FIRST GENERATION DOGTROT HOUSE DATA

House
Number

Corner

Mortised
Joists

Open
Dogtrot

Front
Doors

Front
Windows

%DT

Yes

Yes

None

2

NR

NR

Yes

1L

1R

51

%DT

Yes

Yes

2

None

52

V

No

Yes

2

None

53

V

Unk

Yes

1L

2R

54

V

No

No

1R

8

55

%DT

Unk

Yes

2

None

56

%DT

Unk

Yes

(were 2)

2

57

Sq

Yes

No

1R

4

58

%DT

Yes

No

2

None

59

%DT

NR

No

2

None

60

%DT

No

1R

None

61

V

No

Yes

1R

1L

62

%DT

Yes

No

2

None

63

%DT

Yes

Yes

2

None

64

%UT

Yes

Yes

1L

None

65

%DT

Yes

Yes

2

1R

49
50 HABS

11
4
1
Unk = Unknown

%DT
V
Sq
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same pitch and with a break, or change in pitch, and there were
porches displaced, or placed below the wall plate.

If the porch

was placed well below the plate, it gave the appearance of a two
story house, particularly when accompanied by two or three small
upper front windows.

The average porch depth was 7 feet 10 inches,

compared with 7 feet 2 inches for the single pen.

There was very

little change in the porch depth in any of the house types from the
first to the third generation.

The shed rooms averaged 8 feet 5

inches, as compared with 8 feet 10.3 inches for the single pen.
Second Generation Dogtrot Houses
Fifteen houses in this study were placed in the second genera
tion.

All had square, or very nearly square, log pens which

averaged about 16 feet 9 inches on a side and ranged from 15 feet
to 18 feet.

This range was intermediate between the single pen and

the first generation dogtrot, but the average size of the pens was
smaller than either of those.
The most frequent dimensions of the front and side were 17 feet
+ 6 inches (six), 16 feet + 6 inches (four), 18 feet + 1 inch
and 15 feet + 6 inches (two).

(three),

The dogtrot width averaged 9 feet 0.1

inch and ranged from 7 feet to 10 feet 10 inches, nearly the same
as the first generation except that the largest and the smallest
widths were both smaller by one foot.

The total front width averaged

42 feet 6 inches and ranged from 38 feet to 46 feet, smaller than the
first generation.

The pens were square and smaller and the house

front was not as wide as the first generation's.
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The sill to joist height averaged 8 feet 1,6 inches and ranged
from 7 feet 2 inches to 9 feet 6 inches.

The sill to wall plate

height averaged 10 feet and ranged from 8 feet to 12 feet, not very
different from the first generation or the single pen houses. The
sill to comb height was intermediate between the two, averaging
16 feet 7.2 inches.
Cornering used in these examples was the half-dovetail, six;
V-corner, two; square corner, four; U- or saddle corner, one; and
one house had half-dovetail corners on one pen and V-corners on the
other.

The two traditions, the half-dovetail and V-corner, with their

associated features were no longer clearly represented.

Five houses

were closed over with weatherboarding and the joist ends were not
visible, three houses with half-dovetail corners had no mortised loft
joists, and no V- or U-cornered house had mortised joists.
Seven houses had no front doors other than the dogtrot, four had
one other front door, two still had a front door to each pen and one
had these two doors converted to windows.
open dogtrot and seven did not.

Eight houses retained the

The seven houses which had no front

doors to the pens, had front windows in place of doors, yet, four
houses had no front windows at all. This mixture would be expected
in a transition stage in which extra front doors to the houses were
being converted to windows.
Another clear indication that this generation was transitional
was the discovery that in some examples the logs only served as a
framework to which weatherboarding was attached (Figure 55) . Four
such houses were identified because the weatherboarding was being
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stripped and the logs were exposed.

Certainly there must have been

others along the traverses which were not recognized.
Porch depth averaged 7 feet 4.7 inches and ranged from 6 feet
to 9 feet.

This compared very closely with the single pen and the

first generation dogtrot,

hear shed rooms averaged 8 feet 9.6

inches in depth, ranging from 7 feet 6 inches to 11 feet, and like
wise showed no significant change from the earlier types.

Two rear

ell appendages, which were more characteristic of the third genera
tion dogtrot houses, were recorded.

These appendages may have been

added to the original log structure at a later time.

The same porch

types which were used in the first generation continued to be used at
this stage, but often they covered only about one-half to two-thirds
of the house front (Figure 53).
Third Generation Dogtrot Houses
The third generation houses were framed and sided counterparts of
the earlier log houses (Figure 65) and not so easy to identify that
they could be placed in this stage without a brief inspection.

Many

log houses were sided and sometimes only the unusual thickness of the
walls gave a clue to their nature.
The two frame pens of the third generation were usually square,
averaging between 16 feet 1.7 inches and 16 feet 4.1 inches for the
side and front respectively, with the range from 14 feet to 22 feet.
The dogtrot width averaged 7 feet 5.1 inches with a range from 6 feet
to 8 feet 2 inches smaller than the earlier generations.
front measurement averaged about 40 feet.

The total

This was less than the

TABLE 9
SECOND GENERATION DOGTROT HOUSE DATA

House
Number

Date of
Construction

66
67
68
69 HABS
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

ca. 1840
ca. 1880
ca. 1900
1833

1903
ca, 1830
1833
ca. 1870
ca. 1885
ca. 1930

Right
Front
17'- 0
16'- 0
16'- 0
17'-5M
16'- 6"
17'- 0
18'- 0
18' - 0
17'- 6"
17'- 0
16’- 0
18'- 0
15’- 0
15f- 0
16’-9.5"

Dogtrot
9*- 0
8'- 0
8'- 0
8 '- 3"
101- 6"
10'- 0
9’- 6"
10'- 0
10'- 10"
9'- 2"
8'- 10"
8'- 1"
10'- 0
81- 0
7'- 0

Left
Front

Total
Front

Side

17'- 0
16'- 0
16'- 0
17'- 4"
16'- 6"
17'- 0
18'- 0
18'- 0
17'- 6"
17'- 0
16'- 0
18'- 0
15' - 0
15' - 0
16'- 9"

43' - 0
40'- 0
40!- 0
43'- 0
43'- 6"
44'- 0
45'-6"
46'- 0
45' - 10"
43'- 2"
40'- 10"
44'- 1"
40'- 0
38' - 0
40'- 6.5"

16'- 10"
16'- 0
16'- 0
17'- 3"
16'- 6"
17' - 0
18'- 0
18'- 0
17'- 6"
17'- 6"
16'- 0
17'- 11"
15'-4"
15' - 0
16'- 8"

Range:

15’- 0
to

0
1
r--

15'- 0
to

cn

15'- 0
to
i

o

15

00

to
46'- 0

l-l

1

15

0

15

00

15

to
10'- 10"

1“ l

Examples:

1

16'- 9.2'

o

42'- 6"

00

16'- 9"

1

9'- 0.1"

0

16'- 9"

00

Average:

15

oo
CO

84

TABLE 10
SECOND GENERATION DOGTROT HOUSE DATA

House
Number

Sill to
Joist

Sill to
Plate

Sill to
Comb

66

8 ' - 2"

11 ' - 3 "

18’- 0

None

67

None

8 ' - 10”

NR

10 ' - 6 "

68

8'- 0

(closed)

17'- 0

11 ' - 0

NR

14'- 6"

None

69 HABS

NR

Shed
Room

70

None

10 ' - 0

16'- 0

8f- 3"

71

8 ' - 2"

1 0 0

18'- 6"

8'-4"

72

None

8 '- 0

14'- 4"

NR

73

9'- 6"

12 ' - 0

19'- 6"

8'- 0

74

None

9'- 6"

15' - 0

7'- 6"

75

7'- 2"

10 ' - 6"

17'- 0

8’ - 0

77

7 ’- 8"

11'- 0

17'- 0

None

80

8 '- 3"

9'- 0

15'- 9"

None

16'- 7.2"

8'- 9.6"

Average:

8 1- 1.6"

Range:

7'- 2"
to
9'- 6"

Examples

10 ' - 0

8'- 0
12 ' - 0

14'- 4"
to
18'- 0

11

11

to

7'- 6"
to
1 1 '- 0

TABLE 11
SECOND GENERATION DOGTROT HOUSE DATA

House
Number
66
67
68
69 HABS
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Corner

Joist
Log

%DT
%DT
Sq

Unk
No
Unk

-

-

V
V & %DT
Sq
%DT
%DT
Sq
%DT
Sq
U
V
%DT

6 %DT
2 V
Sq
4
1 U
1 Not recorded
1 V & %DT
Porch Average:

7'-4.7"

No
Unk
Unk
No
No
Yes
Unk
Yes
No
No
Yes

Porch
Form

Porch
Depth

Open
Dogtrot

Front
Doors

Front
Windows

Displd
Int/Br
None

6’- 1"

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

(were 2)
None
None

1 ea pen (2)
1 ea pen (2)
1 ea pen (2)
1L
None
None
1 ea pen (2)
2 ea pen (4)
1R
None
1 ea pen (2)
2 ea pen (4)
1 ea pen (2)
None
1 ea pen (2)

-

7’- 10"

-

Int/Br
Int/Br
Displd
Integrl
Integrl
Displd
Int/Br
None
Int/Br
Int/Br

-

8’- 3"
61- 0
9'- 0
7'-0
9'- 0
-

6'- 0
-

-

-

1L
1 ea pen (2)
None
None
1L
1L
None
1R
None
1 ea pen (2)
None

not present or not recorded
Unk = unknown (not visible, weatherboarded)
Displd = displaced porch (below plate)
Integrl = integral porch (no change in pitch from roof roof continuation)
Int/Br = integral porch with change in pitch
M

Porch Range:

=

6*-0 to 9*-0
00

Ul

Figure 53— Second generation dogtrot on U.S. 82 in Reform, Pickens
County, Alabama.

Log measurements were right front, 16 feet 9

inches; left front, 16 feet 9 inches; dogtrot width, 7 feet;
side, 16 feet 8 inches.

The separate front door to each of the

pens has been replaced by a front window in the second generation
and the entrance was moved to the dogtrot.

The side windows were

retained.

Figure 54--A second generation dogtrot house near Seale, Russell
County, Alabama.
April, 1927.

Logs appear to be saddle notched and round.

Original in Roland M. Harper Collection,

University of Alabama Library.

Figure 55— Sided log dogtrot in process of being dismantled.
Since the logs were not weathered on the part still standing, the
house may have originally been built to be sided and it may
represent the transition from log to frame construction.

The

dimensions of the part standing were 17 feet 10 inches for the
front and 16 feet 2 inches for the side.

The dogtrot width was

8 feet and the front of the destroyed part was about 17 feet.
were plank-shaped and half-dovetail cornered.

Logs

Location was near

Bluff, Fayette County, Alabama.

Figure 56— A second generation dogtrot house of small diameter,
partly hewn, V-cornered logs built to be sided, in process of
being stripped.

It clearly represents the transition from log

to frame building.

The two pens were 16 feet 6 inches, or one

rod, square, the dogtrot was 10 feet 6 inches wide; windows were
at the side by the sandstone ashlar chimneys.

Location was at the

former town of Windham Springs, Tuscaloosa County, Alabama.

.A/'4.

Figure 57--A sided log dogtrot house with attached frame shed
and an ell appendage which were common at the time this house
was built, about 1885.

Built of small diameter, partly hewn,

V-cornered logs, the log pens measured 18 feet 8 inches for the
right front; 16 feet 2 inches at the left front; dogtrot width
was 8 feet 4 inches; side was 16 feet.
Tuscaloosa County, Alabama.

Located at Romulus,

Destroyed 1966.

Figure 58--A frame, or third generation, dogtrot house with
integral shed room and "T" appendage forming the right side.
Built about 1875 near Tuscaloosa, Alabama, dimensions were right
front, 14 feet; left front, 16 feet 6 inches; dogtrot width, 8 feet
2 inches; left side, 14 feet 8 inches, plus 11 feet for the shed
room; right side, 32 feet 2 inches.

Brick chimneys were nearly

always used with frame houses and sometimes with log houses.

Figure 59— A combination log and frame dogtrot house at Kennedy,
Lamar County, Alabama, 1912.

Log and frame dogtrot houses were

unusual; however, the double pen houses were very often half
frame and half log.

Original in Roland M. Harper Collection,

University of Alabama Library.

Figure 60--An interesting combination log and board-and-batten
dogtrot house with a stone chimney and shingle roof on the frame
pen and a stovepipe projecting from the log pen,
Alabama, 1941.

Franklin County,

Original in Roland M. Harper Collection,

University of Alabama Library.

Figure 61--A second generation round log dogtrot house near
Forkland, Greene County, Alabama, on County Highway 19 in the
Black Belt, built about 1940.

Saddle, or U-notched, with the

groove on top of the logs. The pens were approximately 15 feet
square, dogtrot

10 feet widej the mud chimney has collapsed.

Figure 62— Another second generation log dogtrot near Pleasant
Hill, southeast of Selma, Dallas County, Alabama.
chimneys" of wood frame filled with clay.

It has "French

October, 1926.

Original in Roland M. Harper Collection, University of Alabama
Library.

Figure 63— A first generation type dogtrot house in New Harmony,
Indiana.

This town established by a religious group originally

from Wurttemberg, Germany, who first settled in western
Pennsylvania before building New Harmony in 1814-1815.

This

log house may be one of the many original log houses at New
Harmony, or it may have been built at a later time; in either
case, the dogtrot type was rather widespread and not confined to
the lower South.

Photo courtesy Elizabeth F. Abbott.

Figure 64— A second generation type dogtrot at New Harmony,
Indiana.

Photo courtesy Elizabeth F. Abbott.
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older forms and the range would also have been less except for one
larger house in the sample.
The wall height differed from the log forms because there was
no wall plate, only a portion of the frame; the exposed joists were
absent, all of these houses having been sided.

The ceiling was placed

below, or at the same level, as the top of the wall.

The floor to

ceiling measurement averaged 8 feet 10 inches and the sill to the top
of the wall averaged 11 feet.

The sill to comb measurement averaged

18 feet 3,2 inches. The walls and the roof of this generation were
both higher than the log houses even though the loft was not used; no
loft entrance was recorded for frame houses of any type.
The roof pitch was not systematically recorded during this study,
butit may be

estimated from the measurements.

The side ranges of

the single pen and dogtrot houses were from about 14 feet to about
18 feet 9 inches, and the comb or apex of the gable was from about
5 feet to about 9 feet above the top of the wall.

This gave a pitch

ranging from 35 to 50 degrees.
The shed room depth averaged 9 feet 5.6 inches and ranged from
7feet 1

inch to 12 feet 6 inches, a slightly larger range than with

the log houses in the study area.
Many third generation dogtrot houses had a long rear appendage
in addition to the shed room.

This was a single room or was divided

into two rooms, sometimes taking the form of a saddlebag or double
pen house complete with porch.
10 inches to 26 feet.

These appendages ranged from 15 feet

They were usually placed behind one of the

TABLE 12
THIRD GENERATION DOGTROT HOUSE MEASUREMENTS

88

ca. 1910

8'- 0
8 '- 0
7'- 9.5"
71- 0
7'- 10"
7'- 9"
8'- 0
8’- 2"
8'- 1"
6'- 9"
71- 0
6'- 11"
7'-0
8'- 0
6'- 0
6'- 6"

16'- 0
16'- 0
16'- 7"
18' - 0
16'- 3"
16'-3"
16' - 0
16'- 6"
16'- 3"
18'- 6"
16'- 0
16'-5"
16'- 0
16'- 0
14'- 0
16'- 0

ca.
ca.
ca.
ca.
ca.

1890
1900
1870
1880
1875

Range:

14'- 0
to
22'- 0

14'- 0
to

16

16

to
i

eg

00

16

40'- 0
40'- 0
41'- 11.5!
43'- 0
40’- 4"
40'- 3"
40'- 0
38'- 8"
40'- 10"
47'- 3"
39'- 0
39'- 6"
39'- 0
40'- 0
34'- 0
38'- 6"

O
1

16'-3.6"

Total
Front

cn

7'- 5.1"

1

16'- 4.7"

00
H

Averag

o\
■
o

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

Left
Pen

1

87

Dogtrot

f
—•
*

86

16'- 0
16'- 0
16'- 7"
18'- 0
16'-3"
16'-3"
16'- 0
14'- 0
16’- 6"
220
16'- 0
16’- 2"
16'-7"
16'- 0
14’- 0
16'- 0

Date

0

81
82
83
84
85

Right
Pen

4>

House
Number

to
47'-3"
16

94

TABLE 13
THIRD GENERATION DOGTROT HOUSE DATA

House
Number

Sill to
Joist

Sill to
Plate

Sill to
Comb

Shed
Room

Rear
Ell

81

8*- 10”

NR

15'- 0

7'- 1"

None

83

8'- 10"

NR

1 7 9»

10'- 0

84

NR

11'- 0

18'- 0

10'- 10”

85

8 '- 3"

11’- 0

18' - 0

86

NR

10'- 6"

19'- 6"

9' - 9"

25'- 0

87

8 '- 4”

12'- 0

20'- 0

8'- 0

16'- 0

88

NR

10'- 0

20'- 8"

11'- 0

17'-7"

89

9t_ 3«i

NR

17' - 0

8'- 0

17'- 0

90

NR

11'- 6"

20'- 0

8'- 0

26'- 0

91

Closed

Closed

19'- 0

12'- 6"

24'- 6"

92

9'- 6”

NR

16'- 0

None

15'- 10"

Average:

8'- 10"

11'- 0

18'-3.2"

9'- 5.6"

20'- 8.9"

Range:

8'- 3”
to
8'- 10"

9'- 7"
to
11’- 6"

16'- 0
to
20'-8"

7' - 1"
to
12'- 6”

6

11

9

Number
Recorded

6

HR = Not Recorded

NR

24'-0
None
NR

15' - 10”
to
26'- 0
8

95

TABLE 14
THIRD GENERATION DOGTROT HOUSE DATA

House
Number

Porch
Form

Porch
Depth

Open
Dogtrot

Front
Windows

81

Int/Br

NR

Yes

1 ea pen (2)

82

Int/Br

NR

Yes

1 ea pen (2)

83

Displd

Yes

1 ea pen (2)

84

Displd

NR

No

2 ea pen (4)

85

Integrl

NR

Yes

2 ea pen (4)

86

Displd

8'- 0

Yes

1 ea pen (2)

87

Displd

8 0

Yes

1 ea pen (2)

88

Int/Br

7' - 9"

No

1 ea pen (2)

89

Displd

6'- 0

Yes

1L

90

Displd

78"

No

1 ea pen (2)

91

Displd

10'- 0

No

1 ea pen (2)

92

Displd

6'- 0

Yes

1 ea pen (2)

93

NR

NR

Yes

1 ea pen (2)

94

NR

NR

No

95

NR

NR

No

1 ea pen (2)

96

NR

NR

No

1 ea pen (2)

Average: 71- 7.4"
Range:

6’- 0 to 101- 0

NR = Not recorded

7'- 6"

NR

Note: This generation has no
front doors other than the
dogtrot.

Figure 65--A third generation, or framed and sided, dogtrot house
at Moores Bridge, Tuscaloosa County, Alabama.

The shed room is

behind the left side, and an ell is behind the right side which
is missing the chimney.

The two front rooms were 16 feet

square, the dogtrot S feet wide.

Figure 66--A third generation dogtrot at Ralph, Tuscaloosa County,
Alabama, on U.S. Highway 11,

The built-in porch and four front

windows are not common to this type.

The two front rooms were

16 feet 3 inches square, the dogtrot 7 feet 10 inches wide.

Figure 67— A variation of the third generation dogtrot house near
Roanoke, Randolph County, Alabama, in the Piedmont.
were abundant in this region of the state.

The dormers

The left chimney was

placed at the junction of the rear ell and the left pen, a
fairly common position at this stage.

Figure 68--Another dogtrot house variation with front and rear
ell appendages.

Other combinations produce U- and H-shaped plans.

The dogtrot is closed, as in Figure 67 above, by a doorway
flanked by narrow windows above and on the sides, a feature
which is very common to the urban folk house types.

Another

common characteristic is the absence of one of the end chimneys;
single chimney third generation dogtrot houses are abundant in
northern Alabama.

I

[dlU w w li
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front pens to form an L-plan but other positions were used including
two rear extensions, two front extensions, and combinations \riiich
produced U-, H-, and T-plans.
There was little change in the porch depth or in porch form from
the second to the third generation.

The significant third generation

feature, beside frame construction and square pens, was the replace
ment of front doors by front windows. No separate front doors were
recorded in this stage, the dogtrot was used as the entry, it re
mained open in nine houses studied and was closed in six.

The open

hallway was most common in rural areas. The entrance on town houses
and in some rural houses was elaborated by the addition of narrow
windows on either side of the door and a glass panel across the top
of the door.
Summary of Dogtrot House Generations
The two pens of the first generation dogtrot house showed close
relation to the single pen log house.

The two pens were often of

different dimensions; however, the range was less than that of the
single pen house.

There was a range of ten feet in the total front

width of both houses.

The wall height and the sill to comb height

compared closely in both houses, although in the dogtrot the loft
generally seems not to have been used as living space.
was the most common corner type used.

The half-dovetail

The two traditions identifed in

the single pen log house were continued.

The half-dovetail and square-

cornered houses usually had ceiling,or loft,joists mortised into the
front and rear walls, and the V-corner houses had no mortised joists.
There was usually a front door to one or both pens in addition to the
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open dogtrot.

As in the single pen, there was a door at the rear and

a door at the side into the dogtrot, and all doors were centered in
the walls.

The dogtrot width was one-sixth to one-quarter of the

width of the house front, and an eight- or ten-foot wide passage was
most common.

Porch and shed rooms were unchanged in form and size from

the single pen house.
The second generation dogtrot house is identified by its square,
or nearly square, log rooms which were smaller than those of the
single pen and the first generation dogtrot.

The hallway width was

unchanged from the first generation but the total front width had
decreased.

There was an apparent trend toward building without the

mortised ceiling joists.

Where they were present, the joists were

raised to the level of the wall plate, possibly because the loft was
being used less.

Front windows began to replace the separate front doors

to each pen and the porch form was altered slightly.

Compared to the

first generation there was an increase in the use of the square corner
and a slight decline in the use of the half-dovetail corner.

Other

elements remained essentially unchanged.
The third generation dogtrot house was a frame and weatherboarded
counterpart of the earlier log houses, however, the two pens were usually
square and smaller and the dogtrot was not as wide as in the earlier
generations so that the total house front was smaller.

Front windows

entirely replaced the individual front doors to the pens, and the
shed room had become an integral part of the house, as had other
appendages which altered for the first time the basic plan of the dog
trot house.
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In the summary of door measurements (Table 16), another evolu
tionary element is recorded.

Based upon the average inside

measurements of doors, there was a slight, but steady, increase in
the door height and a decrease in the door width from the earlier
to the later folk houses of northern Alabama,
The field data indicate an evolution of the folk house in the
northern Alabama study area and that the evolution passed through
recognizable stages.

There were form changes in each stage reflecting

what were probably changing regional values; although this was re
corded only for the study area, similar changes must have been going
on throughout the Southeast.
Double Pen Houses
Field data on other types of folk houses were not sufficient to
determine whether or not all types passed through stages similar to
those of the dogtrot house type, but it is certain that for each type
there was a log form and a later frame form.

The Insufficient data

were due to the small number of other house types built of log.
Both log and frame double pen houses of the study area and out
side the study area were treated together in the tabulations (Table 17).
Six of these were single pen houses which had a frame room added to
one side.

The average log pen was 19 feet 2 inches, ranging from

17 feet to 26 feet; and the average frame pen was 15 feet 1.7 inches,
ranging from

8

feet

6

inches to 20 feet

averaged 34 feet 7.2 inches.

6

inches. The total front width

The side average was 19 feet

ranging from 16 feet 10 inches to 27 feet.

8.6

These averages were

inches,
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TABLE 15
SUMMARY OF DOGTROT HOUSE MEASUREMENTS, ALL GENERATIONS
Second
Generation

First
Generation

Third
Generation

Total Front Width.
Average:
45'- 11.9"
Range:
411- 8" to 5 2 0

42'- 6 "
38'- 0 to 46'-0

40'- 1.7"
34' - 0 to 47'-3"

Pen Width,Front
Average:
18'-5.5"
Range:
16'- 1,5" to 22'-6 "

16'- 9"
15’- 0 to 18'-0

16'-4.1"
14'- 0 to 22'-0

Pen Depth, Side
Average:
16'-10.2"
Range:
16'- 0 to 18'-4"

16'- 9.2"
15’- 0 to 18'-0

16'- 1.7"
14'- 0 to 18'- 0

Dogtrot Width
Average:
9'-0.8"
Range:
8 r-0 to 12’-0

9’- 0.1"
7'- 0 to 10'- 10"

6

7'- 5.1"
'- 0 to 8 '- 2 "

Sill - Ceiling Joist
Average:
8 '- 10"
Range:
6 '-6 " to 9'-6"

8 '- 1 .6 "
7'- 2" to 9'- 6 "

8

8 '- 1 0 "
'- 3" to 8 '- 10"

Sill - Plate
Average:
9’- 10"
Range:
8 '- 0 to ll1- 6 "

8

Sill - Comb
Average:
17'-2"
Range: 151- 0 to 201- 0

1 0 '- 0
'- 0 to 1 2 ' - 0

16'- 7.2"
14'- 0 to 18'- 0

Shed Room Depth
Average:
8 '- 5 "
Range:
7'-9" to 9'-6 "

7'-

Porch Depth
Average:
7 1- 10"
Range:
6 '-3" to 9'-0

6

Corner Type

%DT 69%
V 25%
Sq 6%
U
0.0

8 '- 9.6"
6 " to 11'-0

7'- 4.7"
'- 0 to 9'-0

Front Windows

47%

%DT 43%
V 14.3%
Sq 28.6%
U
7.1%
V & %DT 7.1%
73.3%

Front Doors
to Pens

88%

42.8%

1 1 '- 0
9'- 7" to 11'-6 "

18'-3.2"
16' - 0 to 2 0 '- 8 "
9'- 5.6"
7'- 1" to 12'- 6 "

6'-0

7'- 7.4"
to 1 0 ’- 0

100%

0 .0 %

TABLE 16
*SUMMARY OF DOOR MEASUREMENTS, ALL TYPES

Single Log Pen
Study Area

(41)

Average - Height: 6 '-1.2"
Range - 5'- 6 " to 7'- 0

Width: 2 ‘- 11 .2 "
2 1- 4.; i " to 4'- 0

Single Log Pen
Outside Study Area

(14)

Average - Height: 6 1 - ! "
Range - 5’- 3" ro 6 1 - 8 "

Width: 2*- 10.4"
2'- 7" to 3'-3"

Dogtrot House
First Generation

(25)

Average - Height: 6 1- 1 .4"
Range - 5'- 8 " to 6 ' - 8 "

Width: 2'- 11.4"
2 '- 6 " to 5'- 2.5"

Dogtrot House
Second Generation

(17)

Average - Height: 6 ' - 4.3"
Range - 6 ' - 1" to 6 ' - 7"

Width: 2'- 9.6"
2 '- 6 " to 3'-3"

Dogtrot House
Third Generation

(14)

Average - Height:
Range - 6 '- 2" to

Width: 2 '- 8 .2 "
2 '-5" to 2 ' - 1 0 "

Double Pen Houses

(9)

Average - Height: 6 1- 2.7 "
Range - 5' - 10" to 6 '- 8 "

Width: 2'- 9.6"
2 1- 6 " to 3'- 0

All Frame
Houses

(23)

Average
Range -

Width: 2'- 7.8"
2 ’- 6 " to 2 '- 1 0 "

Saddlebag House

Insufficient Data

-

6

6 '-7.6"
6 '- 11"

Height: 6 '-6.9"
'- 2" to 6 '- 11"

*Doors were measured inside the frame.
Number in parentheses is the number of doors measured for the house type.

TABLE 17
DOUBLE PEN HOUSE DATA (ALABAMA. AND NON-ALABAMA)

House
Number
97
98
99
100
101
102

Right
Front

Date of
Construction
ca. 1900
ca. 1875
ca. 1825
1883
ca. 1880

103 HABS
104
105 Tenn.
106 Tenn.

17'- 0
2 1 '- 6 "

*171— 3"
18'- 0
*17'- 0
* 8 '- 6 "
*1 2 '- 6 "
14'- 0
18'- 6 ”
26'- 0

1837

Average:

Log Pen
Frame Pen

Range:

Log Pen
Frame Pen

*Indicates frame pen.
NR = Not recorded

19’- 2"
15'- 1.7"

8

17' to 26'
'-6 " to 2 0 '-6 "

Left
Front

Total
Front

Side

Shed
Room

*14'- 6 "
*16'- 0
2 2 '- 2 "
*1 2 '- 0
17'- 9"
*2 0 '- 6 "
*18'- 0
19’- 4”
18'- 6 "
19'- 0

31'- 6 "
37'- 6 "
39'- 5"
30’- 0
34'- 9"
29'- 0
30'- 6 "
33'- 4"
37'- 0
45'-0

18'-8"
18'- 8 "
17'- 8 "
18'- 0
16'- 1 0 "
27'- 0
20'- 3"
19'- 7"
19'- 0
2 1 '- 6 "

NR
NR
None
NR
8 '- 5"
(Ell: 20')
NR
1 0 '- 0
(Ell NR)
None

34'-7.2"

19'- 8 .6 "

30'- 0
to
45'- 0

16'- 1 0 "
to
27'- 0

9'- 2.5"
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different from those of the single pen and the dogtrot houses.

Be

cause there was no dogtrot, the double pen house was smaller across
the front with an average of 34 feet 7.2 inches, ranging from 30 feet
to 45 feet.

Other measurements, including the wall height and the

height of the roof ridge above the sill, did not show any apparent
significant differences from the previous house types.
Three forms of the early double pen house type were identified.
One had two single log pens placed side by side, a second was an
integral form with a broad front divided by a log wall near the center
(Figure 71), and the third was a log pen with a frame pen attached.
In an evolutionary sense, the first form would appear to be the
oldest.

The second and third would appear to belong to the second

generation or transition stage from log to frame.
Double pen houses were observed during the course of this study
through the Valley and Ridge and the Piedmont from Alabama into
Virginia.

Only three double pen houses entirely of log were discovered

and it may be that the type was never abundant in this part of the
South.

The double pen has had extensive use from an early time for

dwellings, particularly as a Negro quarter house for which it was built
in a variety of materials (Figures 69 and 70) .
As the simplest solution to the enlargement problem with houses
of logs, the double pen may have been the oldest type of two-pen
dwelling on the American frontier.

This method of building onto the

gable side was commonly used by the early English settlers when they
enlarged their one-bay houses and the plan is represented by seventeenth
century Tidewater houses in Virginia.^

It should be noted, however,

TABLE 18
DOUBLE PEN HOUSE DATA

97
98
99
100
101
102

103 HABS
104
105 Tenn.
106 Tenn.

8 '- 9"
1 0 '- 1 0 "
1 0 '- 2 "
1 0 '- 0
9'- 8 "

14'- 0
11'- 9"
1 2 '- 0
1 2 '- 0
1 2 '- 6 "

14'- 0
16'- 0
16'- 0
15'- 0
17'- 4"
2 0 '- 0
2 1 '- 6 "
17'- 0
19'- 0
18'-5"

Average:

7’- 10.4"

17'-5.1"

Range:

7'- 0
to
9'- 6 "

1

0

None
7'- 10"
8 '- 0
NR
None
(Closed)
NR
8 ’- 6 "
8 '- 0
7’- 0

s'- 9"
to

Sill to
Comb

1-1

V
Sq
%DT
%DT
V
(Frame)
(Frame)
%DT
%DT
%DT & V

i

Sill to
Plate

CM

to
1

\D

CM

l-l

1

0

2
1
1

Sill to
Joist

H

4

Corner

r-t
t-l

House
Number

%DT
V
Sq
^DT
Number Recorded

5

10

10

Front
Window
2R
2 Up, 2 Dn
1L
None
1R, 1L
None
2L, 2R
1L
1R
2R, 1L

Front
Doors
2
2
2
2
2

1L
NR
2
2
2

Figure 69— A brick double pen house type built in 1811 and used
as a kitchen on Beatties Ford plantation, Lincoln County, North
Carolina.

The brick is laid in Flemish bond, an early style of

brickwork.

Frances Benjamin Johnston Collection, HABS, Library

of Congress.

Figure 70--Stone double pen servants' quarter at Berry Hill, Halifax
County, Virginia.

George Greene, HABS, Library of Congress.

Figure 7l--An integral story-and-a-half double pen log house on
state route 110 near Taft, Lincoln County, in southern Tennessee.
Log measurements were front, 37 feet; side, 19 feet; sill to plate,
12 feet. A log wall divided the house into two equal size rooms.
The comers were half-dovetailed; the interior chimney on the side
at the viewer's left was recent.

Figure 72--An integral story-and-a-half double pen house on U.S.
431 near Sturkie, Chambers County, in the Alabama Piedmont.

It

was built between 1835 and 1840 by settlers from Georgia on land
acquired from the Creek Indians,

Log measurements were front, 33

feet 4 inches; side, 19 feet 7 inches; sill to plate, 12 feet. The
corners were half-dovetailed.

The entrance to the room on the right

side of the photo was near the center of the house and the door was
missing.

I

Figure 73--An integral frame double pen house at Woodville,
Jackson County, in northeastern Alabama.

Figure 74— A double pen frame house near Kirkville, Itawamba
County, in eastern Mississippi.
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that these early houses usually had only a single central front
entrance, not two separate front doors as in the log double pen house
and the frame variety.
Saddlebag Houses
Examples of the log saddlebag house were rare.

Only one was

found during this study; however, several were recorded by the Historic
American Buildings Survey.
The saddlebag log pens averaged 17 feet 10.4 inches across the
front, ranging from 13 feet 11 inches to 26 feet.

The total front

width averaged 38 feet 11.2 inches, ranging from 29 feet 9 inches to
50 feet, the greatest range of measurements of any of the house types
studied.

The log pen side averaged 17 feet 8.2 inches.

In average

figures, the log pens were about 17 feet 9 inches square and were
intermediate in size between the first and second generation dogtrot
houses.
The frame saddlebag pens were smaller, the front averaging 16 feet
1.7 inches and ranging from 14 feet 10 inches to 20 feet

6

inches; the

total width averaged 33 feet 8.2 inches and ranged from 29 feet 9 inches
to 37 feet 4 inches, also smaller than in other types.

The side averaged

15 feet 11.3 inches and ranged from 14 feet 4 inches to 18 feet.

The

sill to joist measurement was slightly smaller than the dogtrot and
double pen, but the sill to plate, roof ridge height, and porch type
showed little difference.

The saddlebag, like the double pen and the dog

trot houses, usually had separate front doors to the pens and these were
retained in the frame houses. Windows, instead of replacing separate

TABLE 19
LOG SADDLEBAG HOUSE DATA (ALABAMA AND NON-ALABAMA)

House
Number

Date of
Construction

Right
Front

Center

Left
Front

Total
Front

Side

Shed
Room

107

ca. 1820

26'- 0

4’- 0

2 0 ’- 0

50'- 0

18’- 4"

8

108 HABS

ca. 1819

2 0 '-3"

4'-8 ”

20’- 9"

45'- 8 ”

2 0 '- 2 "

None

109 HABS

1826

14'- 9"

None

15’- 0

29'- 9”

18'- 0

None

110 1 1 1 .*

16'- 1 "

3'- 11"

18'- 0

38'- 0

16’- 0

None

Ill HABS N.C.

13'- 11"

3'- 5"

13'- 11”

31'-3”

15’- 11"

Average:

18’- 2.4"

4'- 0

17’- 6.4"

38'- 11.2"

17'- 8.2"

Range:

13'- 11”
to
26'- 0

3 ’- 5"
to
4 1- 8 ”

13' - 1 1 "
to
20'- 9"

29'- 9"
to
50'-0

15'- 11"
to
2 0 '- 2 "

*This is a reconstruction

'- 8 "

(Ell 12.5')

TABLE 20
FRAME SADDLEBAG HOUSE DATA (ALABAMA AND NON-ALABAMA)

House
Number

1840

118
119
120
121

HABS Tenn.

1795

14'- 10"
18'- 8 "
17'- 0
16'- 6 "
15’- 9”
14’- 10"
16’- 0
15’- 0
15’-4"
16’- 6 "

Range:
Both Left
and Right

14'- 10"
to
2 0 '- 6 "

Number Recorded:

10

None
None
5'- 9"
4'- 0
None
None
None

3

Total
Front

Side

14'- 11"
18’- 8 "
16'- 0
15'- 6 "
2 0 ’- 6 "
15’- 0

29'- 9"
37'- 4"
37'- 0
32'- 0
36'-3"
35'-7"

16'- 8 "
16'-1"
16' - 0
18' - 0
NR
16'- 0

16'- 0
15’- 0
15'- 0
15'- 9"

36'- 0
30'- 0
30'- 8 "
32'- 3"

16'- 2 .8 "

33'- 8 .2 "

15’- 11.3"

29'- 9"
to
37'-4"

14'-4"
to

10

10

■ 16*-0
15'-5"
15'- 0
14'-4"

o
1

16'- 0.5"

None
None

Left
Front

00
1
—1

Average:

Center

1

ca. 1815
ca. 1815

Right
Front

0

HABS
113 HABS
114
115 HABS
116 HABS
117
112

Date of
Construction

9

Shed
Room
None
1 0 '- 2 "

24' Ell
None
NR
10'-0

26' Ell
16' Ell
NR
15' Ell
None

TABLE 21
SADDLEBAG HOUSE DATA

V

108 HABS

'- 2 "
None

9'- 8 "

i

8

Sill to
Plate

Sill to
Comb
0
1

%DT

107

Sill to
Joist

Front
Window

Front
Doors

2

3

NR

2

NR

o

Corner

ro

House
Number

19'- 3"

0

2

110 1 1 1 .

Full DT

8

'- 6 "

1 0 '- 6 "

15'- 0

2

2

Ill HABS

Not Shown

1

Not Shown

17'- 6 "

0

2

113 HABS

Frame

9'- 0

\D

2

2

114

Frame

NR

2 0 '- 0

2

2

115 HABS

Frame

None

1 0 '- 0

17’- 6 "

0

2

116 HABS

Frame

None

9'- 0

17'- 3"

1

1L

117

Frame

NR

NR

16'- 0

2

1

121 HABS

Frame

NR

NR

1-4

NR

NR

i

o

i

7'- 10.4"

10'- 7.1"

174.2"

'- 8 "
to
9'- 0

9'- 0
to
13'- 0

14'- 6 "
to
2 0 '- 6 "

6

112

NR = Not recorded

o

Average:
(Log & Frame)
Range:

NR

vb

13'- 0

1

'- 8 "

o

6

CM

Not Shawn

o

109 HABS

Figure 75--Log saddlebag house on "The Forks of Cypress"
plantation near Florence, Alabama, built about 1818-1820.
Dimensions were right front, 20 feet 3 inches; left front,
20 feet 9 inches; chimney space, 4 feet

8

inches; sides,

20 feet 2 inches; sill to plate, 9 feet

8

inches.

V-cornered,

chinked, and daubed wall logs with boards over the interstices.

Figure 76--Log saddlebag house at Samantha, Tuscaloosa County,
Alabama, probably built about 1820.
front, 26 feet; left front,

20

Log dimensions were right

feet; chimney space, 4 feet;

sides, 18 feet 4 inches; sill to plate, 12 feet.

The right pen,

to the viewer's left, was divided into two small rooms by a board
wall and each had a separate front entrance.
dovetail cornered wall logs.

Flank-shaped, half-

Figure 77--An integral saddlebag quarter house with V-cornered
logs behind the McLean House, Appomattox Court House National
Historical Park, Virginia.

Figure 78— An integral sided saddlebag house about ten miles north
of Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Figure 79--A frame integral saddlebag house near Oneonta, Blount
County, Alabama.

This form is a very common rural type and is

widely used for urban Negro housing.

Figure 80--An unusual two-story saddlebag house in Turnersburg,
Iredell County, North Carolina.
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entrances as in the dogtrot third generation, were added to frame
saddlebag houses.

There was a variety of the saddlebag, unusual for

northern Alabama, which has a central front entrance from which doors
led into each room.

This was the "blind-hall" type, so called because

the entry was an alcove rather than a throughway as the central chimney
blocked the passage.

Somewhat similar houses occurred through the

southern Piedmont, but the entrance led into one of the rooms and was
not always centered in the front.
The saddlebag plan was widespread in the Upland South, extending
from Virginia into Alabama.

This plan was also represented in the

seventeenth century houses of Tidewater Virginia^ and, like the double
pen house, it was later widely used as a Negro quarter house.

The

frame saddlebag was scattered through the rural areas, being most
abundant where there was a high percentage of Negroes in the population.
It was probably the most widely used folk type for housing urban Negroes
in Southern towns; the other house types so employed were the bungalow,
the shotgun house,

and the pyramidal house, all later introductions.

"I" Houses
During the course of this study twenty-one "I" houses were given
brief inspection in various locations from Alabama to Maryland.

The

central hallway "I" house type was, in some Instances, a two story
dogtrot house and compared cloBely with the single story dogtrot in
the recorded measurements except for height.

The two larger "I" houses

in Table 22 were in Greek Revival style and were included for comparison.
The differences were in the size of the rooms and in the plan, which
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was four rooms of equal size on the ground floor.

The rooms and

the central hallway were both larger than in the folk houses.
The largest log house discovered during the study was an "I”
house in Maryland, 46 feet across the front, 20 feet on the side, two
full stories plus a roomy half-story attic and a half-basement of rock,
a total height of nearly 30 feet. As far as could be determined, this
structure had wall logs which extended the full length of the front and
rear.

It was not a dogtrot house, although there was a hallway with

stairs in it (Figure 83).

Other dogtrot houses were several feet wider

but the logs usually did not extend across the entire front.

The

largest "I" house in northern Alabama was a dogtrot type with two full
stories, but the loft space was not utilized and there was no basement
(Figure 84 ).
In the Upland South the "I" house was associated with lowlands
having fertile soils and the former cotton economy.
highest level of social and economic attainment.

It symbolized the

Many dogtrot houses

were modified to appear as "I" houses by placing the front porch about
four or five feet below the top of the wall and adding small windows,
usually three, above the porch.^ These houses were weatherboarded,
possibly to conceal the logs, and sometimes were raised to two full
stories by additions to the walls.
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TABLE 22
"I" HOUSE DATA

House
Number

Date

Side

Total
Front

Right
Front

ca. 1900

16'- 6 "
16'- 0
2 1 '- 0
18’- 4"
16'- 3”
18’- 0
16'- 0

39'- 8 "
39'- 10"
49’- 6 "
48'- 0
38'-5"
46'- 0
40'- 0

16'- 0
16'- 0
16 1- 1 1 "
17'- 7"
15'- 6 "
18'- 0
16' - 0

19'-.0
17'- 0
15'- 7"
2 0 '- 0
25'- 3"

32'- 0
46'- 0
2 2 '- 6 "
23'- 8 "
32'- 4"
31'- 8 "

18'- 1 "
24'- 1"

2 2 '- 2 "
38'- 0

21' 0

16'- 0
18' - 3"
14'- 3"
16'- 8 "

30'- 10'rr
32'- 4”
29'- 3"
37'- 4"
38'- 4"

16'-

32'- 0

Center

Left
Front

7'- 8 "
7' - 10"
1 1 '- 1 0 "
1 1 '- 1 0 "
7’- 5"
1 0 '- 0
8 '- 0

16'- 0
16’- 0
20'- 9"
18’- 7"
15'- 6 "
18'- 0
16'- 0

Frame Doe trot
122
123
124 HABS
125 HABS
126 N.C.
127
128

ca. 1820
ca. 1800
ca. 1902

Loe Double Houses
129
130
131
132
133
134

Md.
Va.
Md.
N.C.
N.C.

2 0 '- 0

ca. 1800
ca. 1775

Rock Double Houses
135 Md.
136 Md.
Frame Double Houses
137
138
139
140
141

ca. 1830
N.C.
Md.
Tenn.
N.C.

Frame Saddlebag
142 Tenn.

Averase Side, All Types:

0

18'-3"

Average Front, Double & SaddlebaE:
Averase Front, Dogtrot :

43'- 0.7"

1 2 '- 0

Range:
32' -0.4"
Range:

4'- 0
14'- 3" to

16'- 0
25'-3"

Range: 22'- 2 " to 46'-0
38' - 5"

to

49'- 6 "

Figure 81--A frame central-hall "I" house built about 1825, at
Romulus, Tuscaloosa County, Alabama.

This was the typical form

of the "I" house in northern Alabama, although the porch rooms
were not always present.

Figure 82— Frame open-hall ’'I1' house near Wetumpka, Elmore County,
Alabama.

Figure 83 --A two-and-a-half-story log "I" house with a basement
at Hoods Mill, Carroll County, Maryland.

A large, well-built

house of plank-shaped, V-cornered logs, it measured 46 feet across
the front;

20

feet on the side; sill to plate was

plate to roof ridge,

8

feet

6

20

inches; basement about

feet
6

6

inches;

feet high.

Figure 84— A sided log dogtrot "I" house built around 1810-1818,
said to have once belonged to an Indian chief named Doublehead; it
was later used an an inn and a stage house.

Built of half-dovetail

cornered split yellow poplar logs, chinked, daubed, sided, with the
lower floor plastered inside and the upper rooms board covered.
There was no basement and the loft was not used; there were shed
rooms and another appendage which joined the left side.

Measurements

were right front, 19 feet 10 inches; left front, 20 feet

6

dogtrot, 10 feet; side, 16 feet; sill to plate, 17 feet

6

inches;
inches.

Located near Rogersville, Lauderdale County, Alabama, on U.S.
Highway 72.
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FOOTNOTES - CHAPTER III
^Martin Wright, "Log Culture in Hill Louisiana" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Louisiana State University, 1956).
^Edna Scofield, "The Evolution and Development of Tennessee
Houses," Journal of the Tennessee Academy of Science. XI (1936),
pp. 229-240.
^Hoole, "Elyton, Alabama," pp. 46-59.
^Dr. Roland M. Harper, formerly with the Geological Survey of
Alabama, placed the date of entry of the bungalow into Alabama at
about 1910.
^Henry Chandlee Forman, Early Manor and Plantation Houses of
Maryland (Easton, Md.: By the Author, 1934). This work includes a
number of examples of houses and plans analogous to folk types of
northern Alabama.
6 Ibid.

^An indication of the respect accorded the "I" house is
registered in this statement by Saunders regarding one Matthew Clay
who came from Pittsylvania County, Virginia, settled in Madison County,
Alabama, 1816, then moved into neighboring Lawrence County in 1819:
"He built, at once, a double log house, with two stories, hewn neatly,
with a broad hall below; and at that early day such a house was con
sidered a badge of gentility." James E. Saunders, Early Settlers of
Alabama, Part I (New Orleans: L. Graham and Son, Ltd., 1899), p. 274.

CHAPTER IV
DISTRIBUTION OF FOLK HOUSE TYPES
After a close examination of the individual houses which
represented the basic house types and their important variations,
the distribution of rural folk house types was plotted.

The

percentage of each of the types of the total number of houses was
determined along selected routes across northern Alabama and small
adjacent sections of Mississippi, Tennessee, and Georgia.
Because of limitations imposed by finances and time, all mapping
traverses were made by automobile, and data recorded by portable tape
recorder.

On preliminary traverses, large scale county road maps

were used on which the various house types were symbolized, with
their salient features noted, such as the porch type, chimney position,
plan, front doors and windows. Although this method was a complete one,
it was slow and required both a driver and a classifier.

The use of a

portable tape recorder was recommended and proved to be the most
practical method.^* A system of classification for oral recording was
worked out using a group of simple names and letter combinations, such
as "X" for all recent non-folk houses, "B" for bungalow houses, "HP"
for hipped or pyramidal roof houses, and the names "dogtrot," and so
on, for the other types.

If complicated by appendages and gables,

letter combinations were used to designate first, the basic house type,
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and then the plan, such as "AL" - A for dogtrot, and L for ell plan.
If the type was new or unusual, a complete verbal description was
recorded.
Houses which were complete departures from the system were termed
"unclassified" and included three-pen houses, cross plan houses, and
other abstractions.

These accounted for less than about ten percent

of the total number of houses counted.

At the conclusion of the day's

traverses, the tapes were replayed and the houses were tallied according
to type and location.
Considerable attention was given to the route of the traverse,
especially in the beginning of the mapping.

Old routes, located on

pre-Civil War and other nineteenth century maps, were selected for
traverses.

However, finding and following these old routes proved to

be overly time consuming and also many have been abandoned or have
become major highways unsuitable for folk house mapping.

Consequently,

routes were selected which would pass through a particular area along
all types of roads, mainly on the county and state routes.
Along selected routes, all houses in sight of the road were
classified.

These were along rural routes only; when a town was

approached the traverse was broken off.

The length of a traverse

depended upon the local abundance of houses but usually was about six
to twelve miles.

Hamlets and crossroads were included except in the

vicinity of larger towns and cities where these have become part of
the suburbs. The routes were traced onto the topographic map sheets of
the United States of 1/250,000 scale, and then a base map was prepared.

Figure 85--Unclassified house form near Tupelo, Jackson County,
northeast Alabama.

The one-story log pen measured 17 feet across

the front; 16 feet 10 inches on the side; sill to plate, 7 feet
7 inches.

The story-and-a-half house front was 20 feet 4 inches;

side, 18 feet 9 inches, plus 10 feet for the frame shed; sill
to plate was 12 feet.

Both parts had half-dovetail cornered

plank-shaped wall logs.

Figure

8 6 --Story-and-a-half

story-and-a-half appendage.
Alabama.

single log pen house with a frame
Near Tupelo, Jackson County,

saSrr—

.

n-.T.

a m m .

Figure 87--A small, uncommon, L-plan frame house possiblyderived from the double pen type.

Figure

8 8 --A

Near Talladega, Alabama.

frame type seen occasionally, probably derived

from the dogtrot house.

The single chimney is placed at the

junction of the rear ell and the left side.
Alabama.

Etowah County,

Figure 89— A cross-plan house near Taylorsville, Alexander
County, in western North Carolina.

Figure 90--Cross-plan house near Roanoke in the Alabama Piedmont,
a rare type in the study area.

Figure 91--An unusual double house type at Needham, Choctaw
County, Alabama, April, 1913.

Original in Roland M. Harper

Collection, University of Alabama Library.

Figure 92— Side view of a double house with a front and a rear
appendage both separated by breezeways.

Madison County, Alabama.

£

i
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The center of each traverse was located on the base map and then the
map was duplicated.

At the traverse centers the per cent of each

house type of the total number of houses along that traverse was
marked.

Using these center points, with the direction of the traverse

and topography as guides, isolines were drawn to show the concentration
of various house types.

These representations took into account the

topography and local rural settlement pattern and include some area
beyond the route to generalize the distribution. Only the basic house
types were mapped; the variations and generations were not attempted
because of time limits.

Approximately 16,300 houses were counted and

classified in the field mapping,^
Single Pen House Distribution
In northern Alabama, the single pen house made up less than
fifteen per cent of the total number of houses.

Its concentration

was greatest in the eastern Black Belt and for a short distance to the
northeast and to the northwest of that center.

A second area of

importance was in the north, extending from the Tennessee Valley into
southern Tennessee.

The lowest recorded percentages of the single pen

were in the Cumberland Plateau and the Valley and Ridge.
The single pen in the eastern Black Belt was used for Negro
housing, but in northern Alabama it was used by white farmers.

This

reflects the history of the type, which was employed in the Atlantic
Coastal Plain first by English settlers in the Tidewater but later for
slaves, while the second use was by upland frontier settlers.

These two

groups converged in the Gulf states and are clearly represented in
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Alabama, each in its characteristic locality.

It is very probable that

the single pen was formerly more abundant throughout the state but has
been made into double house types and replaced by more recent dwellings
such as the bungalow.
Dogtrot House Distribution
The dogtrot house type was concentrated in the Alabama Piedmont
(Figure 95), where in one section it accounted for nearly one-third of
all the houses.

A second concentration was in the northwest, including

part of the Tennessee Valley and the Coastal Plain margin.

The Cumber

land Plateau and much of the Valley and Ridge had relatively low
percentages of the type.
The abundance of the dogtrot in east Alabama suggests some relation
to the settlement history of the area but the picture is not clear.

It

overlaps an area having a high percentage of pyramidal roof houses in a
section which was settled in the 1830's mainly by people from Georgia
and the population has been dense there for the last one hundred years.
This was part of the old Cotton Belt which extended across the Georgia
Piedmont and still retains some of its former aspect, including an
abundance of old house types, a relatively large amount of crop land,
mule raising, and local market towns, such as Roanoke, which remained
almost unchanged in the last few decades.
Double Pen House Distribution
"■ The double pen house was relatively widespread and comprised up to
five per cent of all the houses through the eastern, northern, and west
central parts of the state (Figure 96).

It accounted for less than five

per cent of the .total in the Valley and Ridge and most of the Cumberland
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Plateau.

It was most abundant at the extreme north in a southward

projection from Tennessee, where between fifteen and twenty per cent
of the houses were double pens.

In several small areas of the Piedmont

and Black Belt the type made up ten to fifteen per cent of the total
and was used there for Negro housing; in the extreme north it was
used by white farmers.

Like the single pen house, it appears to have

been a type associated with two distinct groups; certainly it has been
in long use as a type for housing rural Negro tenants.
Saddlebag House Distribution
The two important concentrations of the saddlebag house showed a
very close relationship to topography, soils, and former economy
(Figure 97)•

In the eastern Black Belt the type made up as much as

twenty-five per cent of all houses and a slightly less amount in a
westward projection.

The second area of its importance was in the Coosa

Valley, where it comprised up to twenty per cent of the houses.

Both

of these areas, it was pointed out earlier, were formerly important
agricultural districts which still have a large Negro population.

It

was one of the most popular house types which was used for Negro housing,
both rural and urban.
"I" House Distribution
The "I" house type was concentrated in northern Alabama and only in
the Tennessee Valley and in the extreme north does it account for five
per cent or more of the total dwellings (Figure 98 ). Another area of
relative abundance was in northwestern Georgia in the upper Coosa Valley.
The "I" house appears to have been brought from the direction of
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Tennessee, or is at least in some way associated with the area to
the north, where it is much more common as a folk house.
The "I" houses observed in Alabama were mostly of the central
hallway, or dogtrot, type and nearly always had outside gable
chimneys.

Many "I" houses in Tennessee are of a type with one or two

chimneys near the center of the house.

The more formal style, the

so-called "antebellum," or "Southern colonial," was very often the
two-story dogtrot house with portico, columns, and glass panes around
the front entrance.

These, together with other forms of the Greek

Revival style, were found mainly in the Coosa Valley and along the
Tombigbee River in the west.

They were not abundant in the rural

areas in the central Black Beit because there the planters con
gregated in the towns,
Pyramidal-Roof House Distribution
Although the pyraraidal-roof house was a late-comer to the Upland
South, it was so widely used that it was included here among the folk
house types.

There probably were many older houses which were con

verted to this style and it was certainly influenced by the older houses
(Figure 133), for it was built with two separate front entrances as
well as with a central hallway, occasionally open like the dogtrot
house.

There were two important variations in the roof form, the full

pyramid roof having four equal sides which met at an apex, and another
which had unequal sides and a short roof ridge, which was either
parallel or perpendicular to the front (Figures 100 and 101). All of
the varieties of the type were mapped

to g e th e r .^
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Figure 100--Pyramidal house near Cragford, Clay County, Alabama,

Figure 101— A variant of the pyramidal type with front gables
and an appendage on the right front.

Clay County, Alabama.
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Pyramidal-roof houses were most abundant in the eastern Alabama
Piedmont, accounting for eighteen per cent of all houses recorded
(Figure 99).

From this area the type extended westward through the

Black Belt and the Fall Zone and then northward.

A second isolated

concentration was mapped in the Moulton Valley in the northwest, and
a third extended southward toward Alabama from central Tennessee.
Bungalow House Distribution
The last type mapped separately was the bungalow, included because
it was an important and widely used house type.

Part of its importance

was due to its abundance in the CumberlandPlateau where it must
certainly have replaced the folk houses ofthat area, particularly the
dogtrot house (Figure 95, compare with Figure 102).

The acceptance

of the bungalow may have been caused by economic changes in this
region associated with coal mining, the iron and steel industry, and
World War I.

The end of the era of log-derived folk houses may be

placed at 1910, when the bungalow was introduced into Alabama.
In its most abundant form, the bungalow roof gables faced to the
front and rear with the entrances in the gable sides.

Its plan was

usually three or four rooms deep and two rooms wide and there were few
appendages.

The position of the chimney and front entrance varied and

there were many variations of the porch.
there were two related houses.
bungalow.
room wide.

Besides this most common style

One is the"shotgun," which was half a

It had two, three, or four rooms in a line but was only one
The other house was related to the bungalow principally in

name; it was a style commercially termed "bungalow" but it was more
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formal In appearance and had a high, deep roof, squarish plan, side
ward facing gables, full porch, and frequently had front dormer
windows. Some dogtrot houses were altered to this type by the
addition of two rooms, equal in size to the original rooms.

The roof

was raised but the chimneys remained in their original position, for
ward of the center of the gable.

This latter style and the shotgun

were not common in rural areas of northern Alabama.
The bungalow was found to be extensive and abundant in rural
northern Alabama.

The highest concentration reached forty-five to

fifty-five per cent of the total number of houses in the northwest
corner of the Cumberland Plateau.

The easternmost extension of the

thirty-five to forty-five per cent pattern (Figure 102)was in the Sand
Mountain district, an agricultural area of relatively recent develop
ment where folk houses may always have been less abundant.

The highest

number of bungalow houses occurred in the marginal agricultural land of
the Cumberland Plateau, in hilly areas with soils mainly derived from
sandstone and shale; the last era of prosperity was before World War XX
when coal mining was of regional economic importance.
Distribution of Folk House Types
The folk house types which were mapped together included the single
pen, the double pen, the dogtrot, the saddlebag, and the pyramidal roof
houses. All together these types comprised as much as seventy-three
per cent of all rural dwellings in the lower Alabama Piedmont (Figure
105) and around this center was a larger area in which almost one-half
of the houses were older types.

Two other sections were similarly

defined, the Black Belt and the Highland Rim.

The lowest number of

Figure 103--The most common, form of bungalow is this type with
one or two front doors and a central or side chimney.

Tuscaloosa

County, Alabama.

Figure 104--Another common bungalow form is the large gable,
central hall variety.

Randolph County, Alabama.
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of old types, less than fifteen per cent, occurred in the lower
Cumberland Plateau.
The older houses were most abundant where agriculture was still
relatively important.

The recent house types, beginning with the

bungalow and including the recent '’ranch" style and the latest trend,
trailers, or "mobile homes," were most numerous in areas of marginal
farmland, particularly the hilly plateau of north central Alabama,
where economic decline and population change was greatest.
The association of folk house types with relative soil fertility
and the former economy of this region was further emphasized by the
population distribution map of the United States for 1880 (Figure 106)
by the cotton acreage map for 1909 (Figure 109), and by the distribution
of cotton farms operated by Negro tenants in 1909 (Figure 110).
These patterns clearly indicate the areas of greatest soil
fertility which today are still largely unforested (Figure 108); they
are the Tennessee Valley and the Chert Belt in the north, the Coosa
Valley in the east center, the lower portion of the Piedmont, the
Opelika Plateau, and the Black Belt.
Attention was further drawn to certain repeating patterns of some
individual house types in comparing the maps.

Particularly interesting

was the 1880 population map (Figure 106), on which the shape of the most
dense pattern, forty-five to ninety inhabitants per square mile, was
nearly identical to the shape of the area having the greatest number of
pyramidal roof houses (Figure 99).
These patterns, of this or other house types, might be utilized to
determine former population patterns in other parts of the country.

Figure 106--An enlarged portion of the "Distribution of the
Population of the United States" for 1880.

Darker areas show

greater density of population, the one on the eastern side, in
the Piedmont, is a pattern very similar to that of the map of
pyramidal house density for that area.

In the north, a high

density pattern projects southward from the Nashville Basin and
this too is reflected in the housing density map for the folk
houses.

The lower part of the Cumberland Plateau was a low

population density area.

The Roman numerals show population

density as follows:
I
II
III
IV

- 2 to 6 Inhabitants to the square mile
- 6
"18
"
" "
"
"
-18
"45
11
" "
"
"
-45
"90
"
" "
"
"

Map from Plate V, Itep 19, Henry Gannett, Statistical Atlas of
the United States, Based upon the Results of the Eleventh Census
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1898).
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Such patterns suggest the possibility of dating the spread of a
particular house type and relating it to regional cultural changes.
The cotton acreage map for 1909 (Figure 109) shows a dashed line
which extends across northern Georgia, the northeast corner of Alabama,
and southern Tennessee.

This line represents the limit of the growing

season for cotton, approximately

200

days, and defined the limits of

the old Cotton Belt in the Southeast.

Although on other maps the line

may have had a slightly different position, it was always placed in
that proximity.

In his recent paper on the significance of folk

housing in cultural diffusion, Kniffen included maps which showed the
limits of the Southern culture region.^ A comparison will indicate that
the limit of the growing season for cotton might also be used to define
the Southern culture region as well as the northern limits of the
abundance of certain folk house types.

For example, the dogtrot house

was five per cent or less in the northeastern corner, close to the
southern boundary of the Midwestern culture region.

In Its distribution,

the "I" house concentration appeared as a salient with outliers to the
south, in northern Alabama and northwestern Georgia.

The distribution

on the map of older house types also characterized this culture region.
Folk houses can and do make an index to culture regions, for their
presence is not a random circumstance but rather is intimately related
to cultural heritage and the land as perceived by the inhabitants.
Perhaps these illustrations reflect what is already well known of
the cultural and economic history of the region.

Such a distribution

of folk house types is certainly not surprising.

It focuses attention

on the environmental conditions of the Mississippi Territory which

attracted the European settlers to it.

The determinist, particularly

one with a knowledge of the geology, has had a confident assessment of
the distribution patterns of Negroes, of good farmland, of "important
families," and an instinctive awareness of attitude differences in the
various sections.

Another assessment might have been made during the

aboriginal period in terms of cultural perception.
The patterns developed during the nineteenth century are now
disintegrating under current economic conditions, but are not changing
at the same rate everyplace.

Certain sections are very likely to

retain some of their identity in the future, and knowledge of the local
history will be requisite to their comprehension.
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Figure 107

Figure 108— Topographic map of Alabama, 1/250,000, reduced to
approximately 1/2,331,648, or 1 inch represents about 37 miles.
The darker patterns represent forested land, the lighter patterns
represent non-forested land.

The Black Belt stands out quite

clearly as an arc of non-forested land in the lower quarter of
the map, in contrast to the Fall Zone and the Appalachain
Highlands to the north.

In the north central portion of the

map is the Highland Rim and just to the east is Sand Mountain;
farther to the east is the Coosa Valley.

A comparison of this

map and the map of cotton acreage for 1909 shows that these nonforested areas were once important for cotton growing and that
they were areas of the best agricultural soils (see Figure 109).

Figure 109— An enlarged portion of the map, United States
Cotton Acreage 1909, from 0. C, Stine, 0, E. Baker, et al.,
Atlas of American Agriculture, Part V, Section A, Cotton.
(Washington: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1918), p. 9.

COTTON ACREAGE
1909

• - 1.000 ACRES
• - 10.000 ACRES .
0 - 100.000 ACRES

Figure 110— An enlarged portion of the map, Cotton Farms
Operated by Negro Tenants 1909, from 0. C. Stine, 0, E. Baker,
et al., Atlas of American Agriculture. Part V, Section A, Cotton
(Washington, D. C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1918), p. 12.

Figure 111— An enlarged portion of the map, Cotton Farms
Operated by White Tenants 1909, from 0. C. Stine, 0. E. Baker,
et al., Atlas of American Agriculture, Part V , Section A , Cotton
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1918), p. 13.
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FOOTNOTES - CHAPTER IV
^Fred Kniffen, "The Tape Recorder in Field Research,"
The Professional Geographer, XIII (1961), 57.
^This procedure is similar to that in an earlier study of
folk houses in Louisiana: Fred Kniffen, "Louisiana House Types,"
Annals of the Association of American Geographers. XXVI (1936,
179-193.
^Details of pyramidal houses are given in a study by George
A, Stokes, tfLumbering in Southwest Louisiana: A Study of the
Industry as a Culturo-Geographic Factor" (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Louisiana State University, 1954) which includes house
plans.
^Fred Kniffen, "Folk Housing: Key to Diffusion," Annals of
the Association of American Geographers, LV (1965), 549-577. In this
paper is a map of American dialects (p. 572), after Pei, and a map of
American communities (p. 573), after Zimmerman and Du Wors, on which
the Southern dialects and communities follow very closely the 200 day
growing season line.

CHAPTER V
ORIGIN OF FOLK HOUSES
Development in America
The Origin of Two Traditions
In chapter three two traditions of folk building were recognized,
based upon the field data.

One of these traditions was represented

by the Abraham Lincoln traditional birthplace log house.

Its salient

features were its plan and size, approximately eighteen feet across
the front, and sixteen feet along the side; the wall logs which were
small diameter, partly hewn along the sides and V-notched; the absence
of loft joists mortised into the front and rear walls; the central
front door, and a small front window (Figure 112).

Except for the

roof, the Lincoln house, built about 1804, was very similar to a log
house built prior to 1793 on the Patrick Henry estate, Red Hill,
Virginia, in the Piedmont.

These examples indicate that there were

log houses of a distinct type spread from the Piedmont into the
newly settled sections of the Kentucky frontier.
A second tradition of log house construction in the Southeast was
represented by the McIntyre log house which was located near Charlotte,
North Carolina (Figure 115).

This house was thought to have been built

around 1726 and was much more substantial and larger than the Lincoln
house.

It was twenty-six feet across the front and about twenty feet
154

Figure 112--Abraham Lincoln traditional birthplace house near
Hodgenville, Kentucky.

Same as Figure

6,

repeated in order to

illustrate the differences between the single log pen of northern
Alabama and a type found farther north.

Dimensions were,

approximately, 18 feet for the front; 16 feet on the side; sill
to plate, 9 feet

6

inches.

The small V-cornered logs were

partly hewn; the roof structure identifies this as an early
frontier dwelling.

It was purchased by Abraham Lincoln's

father in December, 1808.

Figure 113— A single pen with loft built of half-dovetail
cornered small diameter logs, near Green Pond, Bibb County,
Alabama.

Characteristically it had no front windows and in

this instance, the loft joists rested on the wall plate, not
mortised below the plate.

Because of this feature and the small

logs, it was rather recent and probably was built about 1880,
The front measured 23 feet
to plate,

8

feet.

6

inches; the side, 18 feet; sill

Figure 114— Log house on the Patrick Henry farm, "Red Hill,"
Charlotte County, Virginia, built prior to 1793.

Logs were

partly hewn and V-cornered; the front was 18 feet 2 inches;
the side, 16 feet

2

inches; sill to plate was

8

feet 3 inches.

The roof and chimney have been restored and new floors added.

Figure 115--Restored kitchen of the Patrick Henry farm.

Built

in the English tidewater tradition with an outshot at the side.
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on the side.'*' The broad wall logs were carefully hewn down to a
distinctive plank-shape and were dovetail-notched; there was a large
loft and the loft joists were mortised into the front and rear wall
logs.

The house had only one window which was located in the loft on

the upper left side, however, the front door was centered in the wall
like the Lincoln house.
These two styles of log house construction were early and
apparently widespread; they must have originated in eastern Pennsylvania
and diffused across northern Maryland and Virginia southward.

They are

both represented in northern Alabama and doubtless were spread beyond
into areas unfamiliar to the writer.
The first houses of this study in Alabama suggested that the two
styles represented older and more recent traditions of log building.
Log houses which were older in appearance and had the oldest dates were
those which had large plank-shaped logs with the half-dovetail corner
and the more recent houses were those built of small diameter logs
joined with the V-corner.

Subsequent observations in Tennessee and

Kentucky, however, presented a different situation.

Few log houses

there had dovetail cornering; most were V-cornered and these appeared
to be very old.

One interpretation for northern Alabama would be the

replacement of the older plank-shaped wall log, haIf-dovetail cornered
houses by a later style, the partly hewn log, V-corner houses.
Later trips by the writer into North Carolina, Virginia, and
Maryland showed the V-corner to be dominant, along the routes taken,
in the Virginia and Maryland Piedmont and through the Valley and Ridge
from Maryland to southeastern Tennessee.

Based upon these somewhat

Figure 116— The McIntyre log house, formerly near Charlotte,
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, built about 1726, destroyed
in 1941. An early example of the plank-shaped log, half
dovetail corner mortised joist tradition.
front, 26 feet; side,

20

Dimensions were

feet; sill to plate,

12

feet

6

inches.

Marvin W. Helms, HABS, Library of Congress.

Figure 117— Right front view of the McIntyre house.

Frances

Benjamin Johnston Collection, HABS, Library of Congress.
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limited field observations, photographs in the Historic American
Buildings Survey collection, and illustrations in various publications,
the sequence might have been this: the earliest commonly used style
for permanent houses on the frontier was the hewn plank-shaped wall
log, dovetail corner house which spread in the first half of the
eighteenth century from the region of southeastern Pennsylvania.

It

was carried as far south as the Piedmont of North Carolina and possibly
into parts of western Virginia and western North Carolina and after the
Revolution, it spread into northern Georgia and northern Alabama.

The

V-corner was introduced into America later, possibly 1734 in eastern
Pennsylvania.

It was simpler than the half-dovetail and it may have

been used on temporary houses.

Probably by 1740 or 1750 the Tidewater

English had accepted the log house, using it mainly for outbuildings
and slave quarters.

They would have built the log house according to

the English plan and dimensions.

If they adopted the V-corner tradition,

subsequent settlers could easily have carried it into the frontier
across the Virginia Piedmont and down the mainstream of migration, the
Appalachian Valley, into Kentucky and Tennessee, where in these areas
it became dominant.

The older dovetail style appears to have been

retained in the hill lands of western Virginia, the southern Blue Ridge,
the North Carolina Piedmont, northern Georgia, and northern Alabama, and
it possibly represented the earlier wave of settlement in the lower
South.

After lumber came into common use, there was a general decline

in log construction techniques, represented by the second generation
stage log houses.

At this time, the second half of the nineteenth cen

tury, the V-corner style became widely used in northern Alabama for log

buildings of all types.
The origin of these distinctive traditions must be sought in the
hearth of log construction in southeastern Pennsylvania and adjacent
Tidewater areas of Maryland, Delaware and New Jersey.

Assistance has

been provided by recent publications on log houses in New Jersey."*
In northern New Jersey, there were two categories of log house
types: one was an unfinished type of round logs without a loft, the
other was a one-and-one-half story house which had hewn wall logs,
dovetailed corners, and loft joists which extended beyond the front
and rear walls.

The one-story crude dwelling was "probably largely of

Swedish origin," but the second was the type used by the early German
settlers
The description of the unfinished, round-log dwellings does not
fit exactly the Lincoln traditional birthplace house or its relative
on the Patrick Henry farm.

The corners of the unfinished type were not

well described, being oak or cedar logs "notched together at the corners.
But there was, at least, a temporary structure which differed from the
more permanent houses.
The unfinished log house type described for New Jersey did not
have a loft, or a "cockloft," as it was termed, but the hewn log house
had a loft.

Some, but not all, of the log houses with the V-corner for

which data were obtained by the writer had a loft; however, the majority
of the houses with the half-dovetail corner had a loft.

The Swedes

made little or no use of a loft but it was typical of the Germans and
their houses had, at one time, joists extending beyond the wall to
support a projecting roof, a common feature of the early German houses.
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Probably one of the first features to be changed was the over
hanging roof of the early German houses.
supports for the roof did not endure.

The extended joists as

They were cut off flush with

the outside of the front and rear walls on the McIntyre house and the
wall was raised a few rounds higher to give a larger loft.

This

practice came about early, if the date of 1726 was correct for the
house.
The position of the chimney in the early houses of eastern
Pennsylvania has been noted by several writers citing descriptions
from the eighteenth century.

The house of the Swedish settler had

the chimney in one corner, the house of the German had the chimney
near or at the center, and the house of the Briton had an exterior
gable chimney.^ At some point, the fashion began to favor the chimney
at the gable side, either enclosed in the wall, or exterior, and other
positions became less used.
The matter of house dimensions is an interesting problem and will
be considered further in the following section.

The single pen house

measurements in an earlier chapter showed that there was a decided
preference for an oblong plan.

The largest single pen house was

almost twenty-seven feet across the front and twenty feet on the side;
the smallest was fifteen by thirteen feet ten inches.
the forty-eight houses were square.

Only three of

Wacker and Trindell gave the

dimensions of several houses of New Jersey.
similar to those measured by the writer.

All were oblong and very

If their sample was typical

of New Jersey houses, they were not very different in size from those
in the Southeast.
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If the Schwenkfelders from Silesia did, in fact, introduce the
V-corner into eastern Pennsylvania in 1734 and it was adopted by
the large numbers of immigrants who were at that time moving into
southern Pennsylvania, Maryland, and northern Virginia, then the Vcorner tradition could be dated shortly after 1734.^

The English

acceptance of that tradition could have been around the same time,
although their use of log structures was for somewhat different pur
poses , at first for outbuildings and slave quarters.

In this capacity,

the English appear to have followed rather closely an oblong plan
favoring certain dimensions, such as eighteen feet by sixteen feet,
and twenty feet by eighteen feet.
The date of 1726 for the McIntyre house of Piedmont North Carolina
is quite acceptable.

It was evidently a modified German style carried

south and if, indeed, a Mr. McIntyre was the builder, it was logical
for a Scot at this time to build in the (pre-1734) German tradition
since there was no other.
The story of the log house in America has been based upon the
introduction of log building techniques by the Pennsylvania Germans
and Swedes and the acceptance of these traditions by other groups,
notably the Scotch-Irish. Overlooked in all of this, less studied,
and perhaps less documented, were the Germans who settled in Georgia
and the Carolinas in the early eighteenth century.

Interestingly,

some of these Germans later moved to Pennsylvania but many remained
with the Scotch-Irish who settled in the same regions.

The contri

butions of these settlers largely remains to be discovered.
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The Origin of Folk House Types in the Upland South

The Single Fen House

The single peri house had its origin in the background of two
groups, the English and the Germans.

The German influence may be

represented by the larger log houses, such as the McIntyre house
which measured twenty-six feet by twenty feet.

The English influence

may be represented by the Lincoln traditional birthplace house and the
log house on the Patrick Henry farm which measured eighteen feet by
sixteen feet.

In early Virginia and Maryland the single pen house was

built in the style of the English "one-bay" frame house, but the log
form is an interesting mixture of elements from the two cultures.
The unit structure of the English-settled Tidewater was the single
room one-bay house. A one-bay dwelling illustrated by Forman is nearly
identical to the log house of the Patrick Henry farm in the position
of the door, window, chimney, and in dimensions, except that it was
frame, similar to the kitchen of the Patrick Henry farm (Figure 115).
According to Forman, this one-bay house was built about 1640 in the
"English Medieval" style and "it was the direct product, not an
g

'afterglow, 1 of the Middle Ages."

Such one-bay dwellings are believed

to have originated from the use of "crucks," or timbers made from the
naturally curved sections of trees.

Although none exists today, early

Virginia possessed large numbers of cruck fabrics.^ Two pairs of these
curved timbers were joined to form a pointed arch and were fastened
together horizontally by a ridge-pole and purlins to make a framework
for dwellings and barns.
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One of the most interesting facts about the use of crucks in
England was that they were generally spaced a standard distance apart;
there were sixteen feet, or one bay, between pairs of crucks.^

As

each pair was placed at the gable side of the house, the front and
rear walls were about sixteen feet wide and the sides were slightly
smaller.

In the tables of measurements for the single pen log houses

(pp. 65 and

6 8 ),

it will be noted that sixteen feet was rarely

obtained for the front and rear walls but that distance was often used
at the gables, either for the outside measurement or for the inside
measurement, which was about one foot less.

It will also be seen that

in the tables of measurements for the second and third generation
dogtrot houses sixteen feet was the length most frequently used for all
sides of the two square rooms.

The long-used measurements of a perch,

a bay, and a rod were all sixteen feet although the rod in use today
is sixteen and one-half feet.

It is reasonable to suppose that such

measures would find their use in traditional buildings as well as in
land measurement; in fact, they had been in use since the Middle Ages
in Britain for both purposes.
By no means were all of the single pen log houses of closely
similar dimensions for there were two traditions present; houses of
larger size may be the descendants of the larger German style.

The

single pen log house is an example of a culture trait which had its
origins in the convergence of traditions from Northwestern Europe, from
the Germans, the Swedes, and the British; in America it was modified
one of the dominant features of the settlement landscape.

165The Dogtrot Houae
The dogtrot house has received the attention of several writers
because it was such an abundant and widespread type.

It probably was

the most widely used folk house in the lower portion of the Upland
9 It had prototypes in Europe, which will
South in the last century. 1 ^
be discussed in a later section, but in the lower South might have had
a separate origin, being derived through the process of enlargement
of the single log pen house.^

To enlarge the single pen the builder

was faced with this problem: how to join new timbers to the wall of a
log house without taking the house apart.

One solution was to take

off the roof and make the walls higher, which was sometimes done; an
easier solution was to build a new pen at one side or move another
which was already built to the desired position, which was frequently
done.

This resulted in several types of two-pen houses of which the

dogtrot is the roost interesting.
If the frontier log houses were not directly affected by the
early English frame, houses of the same plan, it may have been that,
although separated, the frontiersmen developed a similar solution to
their problem because they shared with the English Tidewater settlers
the same cultural heritage that included enlarging the one room dwelling
by adding onto the gable side; it was done in England, Wales, and
Ireland and would have not been a new procedure.

To this writer it

seems unlikely that the dogtrot house was entirely a spontaneous
development because the central hall idea would seem to require some
previous familiarity with similar buildings.

In any case, it was

fortuitously selected as a popular folk house in the Deep South as it
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provided relatively more comfort by inducing air movement through the
shaded hallway in summer.

Likewise, it must have provided discomfort

during the winter, although in many cases that did not cause the
inhabitants to close the open dogtrot.
The distribution of the dogtrot is not without its peculiarities.
It was used in northern New Jersey in the early eighteenth century;^
it was built at Lawrenceburg, Kentucky, in 1 7 7 6 it.spread into
parts of the Middle West at least as far as New Harmony, Indiana;

16

it was present in north central Tennessee in 1784; ^and was in the
North Carolina Piedmont at least by 1790,^®
In a frame form, the dogtrot plan was in the Virginia-Maryland
Tidewater before 1650, where, during the early seventeenth century, it
seems to have developed from the one- and two-room houses of the English.
This was one possible prototype for the log dogtrot, present before the
influx of large numbers of German and Scotch-Irish immigrants, and was
a well established type before 1700.

The English one-bay house was

built in log and became one of the styles of the single pen log house.
Forman has illustrated a number a number of double pen, or two-bay,
houses with the central hall as well, as some with a central chimney.
Although they were early types, their impact upon frontier log build
ing can only be speculated upon until more data is obtained from that
region.
The dogtrot house was most abundant in northern Alabama and
western Georgia (Figure 95), but was almost absent in central and
eastern Tennessee except for the southeastern portion.

The nativity

of many of the settlers in the areas of its dominance in Alabama

Figure 118--Plan of a one-bay structure, the kitchen of Cross
Manor, about 1643, St. Mary's County, Maryland.
approximately 25 feet by 18 feet.

Dimensions were

The development from this

simple form to more complex houses parallels the evolution of
the single pen log house to types of

double

log houses.

(From H. C. Forman, Early Houses, p.32.)

Figure 119— A hall-and-parlor house plan, Upper Bennett,
St. Mary's County, Maryland.

Dimensions approximately 39

feet for the front, 18 feet for the side.

(From H. C. Forman,

Early Houses, p. 31.)

Figure 120— Ground floor plan of My Lord's Gift, about 1658,
a story-and-a-half house in Queen Anne's County, Maryland.

The

two side rooms are approximately 20 feet 9 inches on the front;
20 feet on the side; central hall is7 feet 9 inches wide.
Kitchen is 24 feet

8

inches by 20 feet.

Early Houses, p. 203.)

(From H. C. Forman,
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suggests that the type was probably important in the Carolines and
could have spread from there even though it may not be abundant there
today.
Other Double House Types

There is a possibility that the saddlebag and double pen houses
were derived from early frame houses of the Tidewater, although twobay houses with two front doors were unusual there.

The double pen

house appears to be a very old type and was built in frame, rock,
and brick (p. 112), as well as in log.

It does not require special

attention to account for any peculiar features except for the double
doors. For people accustomed to enlarging dwellings by adding onto
the gable side, the double pen would have been an expected type and
the double doors probably were the result of the use of this house
as a two-family quarter and tenant house.
The related "ha11-and-parlor" house of two rooms was distributed
from Maryland and Virginia, where it was common, to Alabama, where it
nri

was unusual.

This was an integral house in that it was a single

unit divided into rooms of unequal size and had a single front door
as opposed to the double house which had two separate front doors
(Figure 119).

The hall-and-parlor house was enlarged into a type of

"111 house which extended through the Piedmont and Valley and Ridge
from Maryland to North Carolina, Tennessee, and into northern Alabama,
where it was an old and rare house type (Figure 130).
The saddlebag house plan was also present in the early Tidewater
01

as a frame dwelling (Figure 123).ZA

The idea of enlarging the one-room

Figure 121— Ground floor plan of Kent Fort Manor, Queen Anne's
County, Maryland, a story-and-a-half central-hall house built
about 1638-1640. Approximate dimensions were right front, 16
feet; hall,

10

feet; left front, 16 feet; side,

20

feet.

(From H. C. Forman, Early Houses, p. 202.)

Figure 122— Ground floor plan of Godlington Manor, Kent County,
Maryland, built in the seventeenth century.

The living room

and dining room were on the double pen plan, each with a
separate outside entrance.
6

Approximate size was front, 20 feet

inches; 15 feet; 10 feet; and 17 feet

6

inches, for the

living room, dining room, pantry, and kitchen, respectively, and
17 feet

6

inches for the side.

(From H. C. Forman, Early Houses,

p. 224).

Figure 123— Ground floor plan of Susquehanna, a story-and-a-half
house built in St. Mary's County, Maryland, about 1654. A
central-hall house with adjoining kitchen.

In this example, as in

some of the preceding illustrations, the front and rear doors were
opposite, the enlargement was at the gable, and the dimensions were
very similar to other Maryland houses.

Approximate dimensions of

Susquehanna were front: living room, 14 feet 5 inches; hallway,
5 feet

6

inches; dining room, 20 feet

side, 16 feet 2 inches.

6

inches; kitchen, 20 feet;

(From H. C. Forman, Early Houses, p. 33.)
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house by adding a new room to the chimney end usually required the
rebuilding of the chimney to provide for two fireplaces which the
saddlebag usually had.

Two types of central chimney houses were

developed, one having two separately built rooms and an integral
type divided into two rooms by a board or log wall.

The integral

type however, was observed by the writer only as far south as
western North Carolina and the separate-room type only from North
Carolina into northern Alabama, where log saddlebag houses were
extremely rare.
Cultural heritage does not satisfactorily account for two other
double houses found in parts of the South, both of which appear to
have had no antecedents.

One of these had a built-in rear appendage

on one side and appears to have been confined to the southern Blue
Ridge.

Another had a rear or front appendage, a small single log pen

placed perpendicular to the center of a larger single log pen with a
loft.

The appendage was separated by a breezeway of about eight feet

which was roofed over.

One of these was seen in central Tennessee and

another in central Kentucky.
The "I" House
Another important folk house type in the Upland South was the "I"
house, which symbolized the highest economic and social status.

In

northern Alabama it was most abundant in the areas having more fertile
soils, such as the Tennessee Valley and the Coosa Valley.

There are

several plans of the "IM house but the usual one was like the dogtrot
house, with a central hallway in which there was a stair to the second

Figure 124— An early Quaker Meeting or school at Jamestown,
Guilford County, North Carolina, built in 1819.

Frances

Benjamin Johnston Collection, HABS, Library of Congress.

Figure 125— A V-cornered log quarter house near Glenwood,
Maryland, on Maryland Highway 97.

Measurements were front,

21 feet 9 inches; side, 16 feet; sill to plate, about
10

feet.

Figure 126— A small two-and-one-half story V-cornered log house
at Cookeville, Maryland, about 20 miles west of Baltimore on
route 97.

A former slave quarter, descendants of the original

inhabitants still occupied the house.
23 feet
6

8

inches.

Dimensions were front,

inches; side, 15 feet 7 inches; sill to plate, 12 feet
This type was distributed from Pennsylvania to

northeastern Alabama, and possibly beyond.

Figure 127--Another two-and-a-half story V-cornered log house
near Wytheville, southwest Virginia on U.S. Highway 11, said
to be 150 years old.

Dimensions were front, 22 feet

side, 17 feet; sill to plate, 14 feet

6

inches.

6

inches;

Notice that

the joists, as in Figure 126, were not mortised but were set
between the wall logs.

The type appears to have developed from

the English Tidewater house type shown in Figure 124.

Figure 128— Early nineteenth century "I" house of plank-shaped
V-cornered logs in the vicinity of Chuckey, Green County, in
northeastern Tennessee near Greenville.
small flat rocks.

It was chinked with

The upper door probably led onto a second

floor porch, as did the middle door.
gable side windows.

Notice the absence of

HABS, Library of Congress.

Figure 129— An unusually well built "I" house at Forbush
community, about fifteen miles west of Winston-Salem, North
Carolina.

The timbers, including those of the roof structure,

were finely hewn; the wall logs were plank-shaped and V-cornered
and were sided; the brick chimneys were original and laid in
Flemish bond.

The house was probably built in the late

eighteenth or early nineteenth century.

Measurements were front,

32 feet 4 inches; side, 20 feet; sill to plate, 19 to 20 feet.
central hall,

6

two lower rooms.

A

feet wide, was formed by the board walls of the
A loft and a basement were included and there was

probably a second floor porch.

A double pen frame appendage was

attached to the right rear and a frame saddlebag house was a few
yards farther; a V-cornered log crib, a half-dovetail log barn,
and a frame barn completed the assembly.

Figure 130— A frame "I" house near Tupelo, Jackson County,
in northeast Alabama.

Built about 1830, it was of the same

type as illustrated in Figures 128 and 129 except with the
porches intact; however, the two lower windows were converted
to doors and the center door made into a window.

Another

slightly larger example of this type was noted at Cypress Inn,
Tennessee-Alabama, at the Natchez Trace.

Figure 131— A story-and-a-half house near Reform, Pickens County,
Alabama.
house.

Built around 1820, it was once used as an inn and stage

A very unusual type for central Alabama, the two upper

front windows were waist-high above the floor; wall logs were
plank-shaped and half-dovetail cornered.

Measurements of the

log portion were front, 32 feet; side, 19 feet; sill to plate,
15 feet 3 inches.
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floor.

Some dogtrot houses were enlarged vertically to acquire the

"I" house appearance; usually these were identified by three small

79
upper front windows.^
There were two varieties of "I" houses in the lower South, one
was in the Georgian style and another was developed from the dogtrot.
The first was generally larger and had some aspects of the Greek
Revival, such as columns, portico, and an ornate entrance which
usually had narrow windows on either side of and above the doorway.
The second type was a two-story frame dogtrot which usually had a
porch extending across the front of the ground floor.

In this type

there were usually four or five upper front windows distinguishing it
from the enlarged log dogtrot form which usually had three upper front
windows.
The "I" house was one of the oldest and was the most widespread
rural folk house type, extending, in various forms through the East,
South, and Middle West.

Those in eastern Tennessee, which extended into

the extreme northern sections of Alabama, were relatively small and
usually had a central chimney, sometimes two.

The source area for the

Southern "I" house was Pennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey, however
it was brought to that region as a fully developed type from England.^
The Pyramida1-Roof House
The pyramidal-roof house was introduced into northern Alabama
shortly before the Civil War.

A departure from the plan of the folk

houses of that time, it nevertheless was widely adopted and had many
variations.

Older folk houses were modified to pyramidal houses and

Figure 132— A central-hall pyramidal house.

The type may have

originated from the copying of similar Georgian style houses
(Figures 134 and 135), which were widespread in the South
before the Civil War.

Figure 133--An open-hall pyramidal house.

Some dogtrot houses

were converted to the pyramidal type through alterations.
Photo courtesy William W, McTyeire III.
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pyramidal houses were built to incorporate certain older features,
particularly the central hallway, which was sometimes left open
(Figure 133).
In the study area, the pyramidal house was most abundant in the
Piedmont and across the central part of Alabama.

Its distribution

suggests that it may have come into the state from the east; it was
a popular house in the Piedmont with settlers or their descendants,
who had come mainly from Georgia.
There was present in the South, from Virginia to Alabama and
perhaps even more widespread, a likely prototype of the pyramidal
house, one of the Georgian style houses (Figures 134 and 135).
were certainly known to inhabitants of the region.

These

In the Alabama

Piedmont there were several very interesting copies of these Georgian
style houses built in the same form, four rooms, two on either side
of a wide central hallway.

The material for these houses was most

unusual: rock rubble mixed with cement and put into forms, in much
the same manner as concrete pillars and foundations are made today.^
These houses were raised with the entrance stair leading to the
second floor like the Gorgas House (Figure 135).

The usual material,

however, was frame and weatherboarding for the pyramidal houses,
which were rarely more than one-and-one-half stories.
The association of this type of house with a higher than average
economic status could have figured in its success as a popular house
type.

Once established, it was widely adopted for use as a two-family

housing unit in Southern urban areas for Negro housing as well as for
workers in the lumber mill, towns with which it has been associated.^

Figure 134--Appomattox Court House, a building in the Georgian
style built in 1846.

Figure 135 — The Gorges House on the University of Alabama
campus built originally as a dining hall in 1829 and remodeled
as a residence in 1840.

Smaller and less imposing houses were

built in the nineteenth century and the style could easily have
been modified to produce the simpler frame pyramidal house type
which became so abundant after the Civil War.
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The Bungalow House
The bungalow became an important rural and urban house type
rather quickly after its introduction into Alabama about 1910.
It was most abundant in the sections least suited to agriculture,
especially in the Cumberland Plateau where it may be related to
improved economic conditions associated with the iron and coal
industries.

It is still occasionally built in Alabama and has a

large number of variations, particularly in the size and treatment
of the porch.

The name "bungalow" suggests that its origin was in

some tropical location from where it was introduced into America.
It is not an indigenous house type, although, like the pyramidal
house, it was certainly a widely used and an abundant type.

The

acceptance and wide use of these two exotics suggests that the older
folk houses were falling short of satisfying the needs of space and
variety that the inhabitants of the region desired once new styles
were introduced.
European Antecedents of Certain American Folk House Features
The major contributions to folk housing by European settlers
mentioned in the preceding section were the introduction of log con
struction techniques by Scandinavians and Germans and the introduction
of types of buildings particularly by the British.

In further tracing

these introductions to Europe in order to obtain some background
knowledge, it was discovered that there were many features in European
folk housing which were analogous, if not identical, in form and
function to features in American folk housing.
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The list of European-related folk housing traits is potentially
very long.

There is no reason to refer to some of them as "analogous"

except that direct ties cannot always be shown.

The origins of many

traits lie in prehistory; Schuchhardt has pointed out the origin of
corner-timbering as a Mesolithic development and Erixon has provided
additional material on that subject.

26

The search here is for an

answer to the question of whether certain of the characteristic traits
of American folk housing were initially produced on the frontier.

The

European connections discovered show that many features were passed on
to America by the European settlers.
The gable roof of the American folk house was brought from Europe
where it was a widespread type since prehistoric time.

There were many

roof shapes and methods of roof support but one basic form is of concern
here, one with two inclined timbers at each gable which held a ridge
pole.

The earliest form of this roof was the simple inverted-V, tent

like structure described in England and Scandinavia in which at first
there were no walls; the ends of the supporting timbers and the rafters
rested on the ground.

In England these end timbers were called "crucks."

Modified forms of the gable roof in England were built using pairs of
naturally bent oak crucks which formed a pointed arch at the gable
position.

Across the cruck truss as each gable side was added an

extended tie-beam which held a longitudinal timber upon which the
rafter ends were carried.

Walls were added to enclose the sides but

gave no support to the roof; the crucks supported the entire framework.
In these buildings the roof was erected first and the walls after;
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In the American log house, and probably most British mud-walled and
rock-walled houses, the walls were built first.

In the timber-framed

buildings, the roof and wall supports were joined as one unit and the
whole outside was covered over.

In this connection, log houses of

Silesia, where log buildings are still abundant, do not always have
walls which support the roof structure.

The types are mixed, some

having roof-supporting walls, and others being timber-framed with log
walls enclosing the ground floor but independent of the frame. 28
Eaves overhanging the roof gable was another characteristic
common to Upland South and British folk houses.

A description by an

observer in seventeenth century Wales might have been made by a
nineteenth century traveler in America: cottages " 'stradled over
about eight Ells of ground, above the surface whereof the Eves were
advanc'd about two Yards, and the Chimney peep'd about a Foot above
the Eves.' "^9 An English ell was about forty-five inches; the total
length, eight ells, was approximately thirty feet for the house front.
The single pen house in northern Alabama usually had a loft, or
attic space, to provide more living area.

For the same purpose, folk

houses in Britain had a loft; in Wales it covered only the part of the
end opposite the chimney and was termed a "croglofft."^®

Peate con

sidered the loft to be a post-medieval feature which resulted from the
introduction of houses with more than one story.

Most peasant houses

in Worcestershire, England, were open to the roof during the Middle
Ages; the upper rooms and the stairs were sixteenth century
developments.31
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Another important feature of the Upland South folk house was
the rear shed room.

Its addition to the log house was so common that

in the frame houses of the third generation the shed room had become
an integral part of the house instead of an appendage.

The

characteristic profile of the Southern folk house had analogies in
Britain in this regard, the equivalent of the shed room being the
"penthouse," or "outshot." These do not appear to have been an inte
gral house-part but very similar profiles were obtained in England.
In the American Tidewater from Maryland to Georgia, outshots were
built not only to the rear but at the side as well, as in England.^
They were not built onto the log houses at the gable side, however.
Chimney evolution is one of the most interesting problems of folk
housing.

In the most primitive European dwellings, there was no smoke

outlet at all; the smoke was controlled by two house doors, one on
either side of the hearth, which was located at the center of the
house. J In England and Ireland, the earliest oblong dwellings had a
central hearth.

At some point the hearth was moved to the gable wall,

perhaps in response to the influence of the gable hearth tradition, the
origin of which Erixon placed in northern Italy.^

The first step in

chimney evolution was the use of a smoke-hole called a "leap-hole,"
or "loop-hole,11 which was no more than an aperture through which smoke
escaped.

The earliest chimney form was a canopy placed above the

hearth to direct the smoke through a funnel in the roof.

When placed

against the wall it extended outward about five or six feet and was
about the same height above the hearth."^

Its sloping sides were made

of wattle with clay or cow dung plaster, a material considered by the
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Welsh to be best for lining the hearth and funnel.^

The next step

was the enclosed hearth in which the smoke was directed outward
through a flue and was designed to draw air into it for more efficient
burning.

Irish folk houses show the progression from central to gable

hearth development with many examples of central hearth houses which,
in western Ireland, retained the wattle chimney longer than those with
gable chimneys which were more often of stone.^
The chimney of wood and mud, which was widely used on the American
frontier and continued to be built in the South until about World War
II, was like those of England in the Middle Ages.

In London, in the

year 1419, ordinances were passed prohibiting the further use of wood
and mud chimneys because they were fire hazards.^8

jn this regard, the

use of whitewash was encouraged as a fire preventive measure following
the London fire of 1212.

Owners of breweries, bakeries, cookshops,

and all houses covered with reeds or rushes were ordered to whitewash
their buildings inside and out as protection against fire.

Whitewashed

buildings were noted in Germany and Britain from the earliest times.39
The wooden plastered chimney was built in early Virginia and Maryland
where it was called the "Welsh chimney."^0

Although the stick-and-mud

chimney of the frontier period was not identical to the hooded
plastered chimney, it was closely related; the lath-framed chimney
plastered with clay was a persistent feature in the Coastal Plain in
Alabama until very recently (Figure 34). Whitewashing in the South was
frequently used to enhance the appearance of the houses as well as the
yard trees; it does not seem to have had the practical application on
the Southern log houses that it had in England.^
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There were many building terms which were applied in both Britain
and America, for example, wall plate, purlins, eaves, wattle and daub,
rafter, sill, ridge-pole, loft, and others, of which there is no doubt
as to their having been introduced.

The revered term ’’log cabin,”

supposed to be another invention of our pioneer forefathers, also has
interesting European connections.

According to Shurtleff, the term

first appeared in print in 1770 when, in a court order in Botetourt
County, Virginia, the building of a "log cabbin" for a courthouse was
directed.

It was also directed that two other log cabins be built,

each twenty feet long and sixteen feet wide to be used as a prison and
a jailer's house.

Shurtleff believed the term "log cabin" was in use
An

probably no earlier than 1750.
Britain.

"Log" was doubtless a common term in

According to Peate, the term "cabin” was derived from

"capanna," the name of the ancient circular hut of the Roman Campagna

herdsmen.

It came to Britain through Middle English and Old French as

"cabane." In Wales, the term "caban," was used for any of several types
of crude structures.43

It is very likely that the term "log cabin"

was in common use among the British settlers on the American frontier
soon after 1700.
It has been shown by Forman that building with crucks in early
seventeenth century Virginia was common; in fact, no less an authority
than Captain John Smith described the colony's church of 1607 as a
cruck structure.

He used the word "Cratchets," which is an alternate

term, others being "crutches," "crocks," "crotchets,” and "crucks,"
The cruck truss was abundant in early Virginia; however, it did not
persist and was replaced by framed timber, brick, and log building
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methods.

It was not altogether lost, for the plan derived from the

use of crucks was retained in modified form.^
The distance between pairs of crucks was one bay, or about six
teen feet.

It was noted in an earlier section that sixteen feet was

a frequent length for the gable side of many American log houses of
the smaller type.

Sixteen feet became even more widely used in the

second and third generation two-pen houses which were often sixteen
feet square.

The length of the bay had become, by the Middle Ages,

if not long before, a standard length for folk architecture as well as
a standard unit of measure.

Any enlargement upon a cruck structure

was made by erecting another pair of crucks approximately sixteen feet
from one end of the existing structure; thus the common size of these
buildings was in multiples of sixteen feet and sometimes of eight
feet, a haIf-bay.^
According to Addy, the length of the bay was originally deter
mined by the space required by four oxen which were kept together in
their stalls and were used for pulling the mouldboard plough.

Four

oxen made the "long yoke;" each beast required a space of about four
feet and four animals then required about sixteen feet.

The rod, or

rood, or perch, of land measure was also sixteen feet, or one bay,
and the acre measured four rods, or sixty-four feet in width, and
forty rods, or six hundred and forty feet in length.

These measure

ments were common by early medieval time, for they were recorded in the
Welsh Laws of the tenth century.^

Campbell, however, gave the size of

the Saxon acre as six hundred and sixty feet in length and sixty feet
in width so there was some variation in rod length.

He also mentioned
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a heavy mouldboard plough pulled by eight oxen.^

Whether with four

or with eight oxen abreast, ploughing was facilitated by the oblong
acre shape since fewer turns were required.

During the time the bay

length was adopted, the animals were housed in stalls side by side
as they were used in the field and the byre was at one side of the
living house.

This was once a widespread tradition in Western

Europe; it also influenced the manner in which the house was par
titioned.^
The effect of these very old customs on American folk housing
was to continue traditions in building into the twentieth century.
The tabulated dimensions of measured houses in the Southeast did not
exactly correspond with the traditional sixteen foot length of the
English bay.

Only two houses, one fifteen feet and another sixteen

feet seven inches between gables, were reasonably close.
In 1867 Welsh cottages were described as being one room approx
imately eighteen or twenty feet wide and fourteen or fifteen feet In
depth.^

Evans gave the dimensions of houses which he studied in

Donegal County, in northwest Ireland, as approximately twenty-two to
twenty-five feet for the front and twelve to fourteen feet for the side,
depending upon the size of roof timber available.^

Field found that

Worcestershire peasant houses of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
built with crucks were not uniform in size; they ranged from one bay to
five bays in breadth, furthermore, the bay length was not always exactly
sixteen feet.

There were many houses of three bays, and barns of three

bays seem to have been very common.

One two-bay house was thirty feet

broad and fourteen feet deep inside; assuming walls of one foot in
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thickness, its outside dimensions were correctly two bays wide,
thirty-two feet, and one bay deep, sixteen feet.

Another two-bay

house was thirty-six feet by fourteen feet; a three-bay house was
forty-seven feet by fifteen feet; another was seventy feet by fif
teen feet.

A sheep-house built in 1352 at Appledram, Worcestershire,

was one hundred feet by fourteen feet.51* Variation in the American
one-bay house was then not necessarily different from British practice.
Forman mentioned certain stock dimensions were in accordance with
English medieval building laws, such as twenty by forty or sixteen by
twenty-four feet.^

Apparently there was a reinterpretation at some

point providing lengths more than sixteen feet to be used for one bay.
Perhaps that accounts for some of the variations of front measurements
in British and American folk houses.

Data tabulated for folk houses

in the Southeast shows the front and rear house walls of the single
pen averaged closer to twenty feet than to sixteen feet.

There was a

better approximation of the sixteen foot bay at the gable side.

The

tables (Table 1 and 3) show that sixteen feet to eighteen feet was
very common and the average of the forty-eight single pen log houses
was about seventeen feet for the gable, measured outside.

Although

there were variations in the dimensions, the oblong plan of both
British and American folk houses appears to have been a well estab
lished tradition.
As America was influenced by Britain, so Britain was influenced
by continental traditions. With regard to folk houses, Erixon
brought to light the possible origins of certain important traits in
his synthesis of primitive European buildings.

Of particular interest
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was the Italian capanna, a primitive hut related to Neolithic
dwellings of Europe.

The capanna was used by forest workers, charcoal

burners, bark-peelers, and herdsmen throughout Western Europe.

It

was made in different sizes and in two basic shapes, round and oblong,
both with a conical roof.

The round capanna had several long, forked

poles which were joined at the apex to form the frame; the oblong form
had forked poles which supported a ridge-pi.-Ie and both had a central
hearth, two opposite doors, and no chimney or sraoke-hole; the opposing
doors were used to regulate the draught for the fire.^
This central hearth tradition with the opposing doors was passed
on into Central Europe and into the British Isles.

Ireland was

especially interesting because in various sections the evolution of
the chimney and the use of the opposing doors was illustrated.

A cen

tral chimney and opposite doors were used in Galway, as well as the
gable chimney with opposite doors.

The doors also were employed in

milking, the cows driven in the front, fed and milked, then led out
the back door.^

In Donegal, Evans found that the rear door had out

lived its original function and, although it was present, the rear door
was regarded with superstition; in some houses it had been converted
to a window or blocked up.^
The log folk houses of the Deep South were usually built with the
front and rear doors centered in the walls and opposite, as were many
of the smaller houses of early Virginia.

With the general absence of

windows, the doors provided both hearth draught and light; there was
no record found of keeping animals, or milking, or any related activity
within the dwellings in America.

Figure 136--Plan of an end-hearth house with opposite doors at
Meenacreevagh, Donegal, Ireland.

The passage and the byre, or

cow stall, were paved, the living room floor was mud.

Approximate

dimensions were front, 28 feet 6 inches; living room side, 17 feet;
byre side, 14 feet 9 inches,

(From E. E. Evans, "Donegal Survivals,"

p. 213.)

Figure 137 — Centra 1-hearth house with opposite doors at Mucris on
Loch Corrib, Galway, Ireland.
42 feet; side, 20 feet.
p. 73.)

Approximate dimensions were front,

(From Campbell, "Irish Fields and Houses,"
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It has been established that log building techniques were first
introduced by the Swedes and Finns in the seventeenth century in the
upper Delaware Bay area and later by the Germans around 1700 in
southeastern Pennsylvania.

It was the Germans who gave America the

houses of hewn logs joined with the dovetail and V-corners which,
with the American variations, the half-dovetail, square, and diamond
corners, were the most widely used on the frontier in the East.

The

saddle, or U-corner, might have been an introduction of either German
or Scandinavian settlers.
The saddle, or U-corner, is the oldest type.
on prehistoric buildings in Central Europe.

It was discovered

The other corner types

were developed in the early Middle Ages or later.

The dovetail corner

was present in both Scandinavia and Central Europe where, in the latter
area, it was highly elaborated, particularly in southern Poland and
Cg

Czechoslovakia.

There was extensive development of cornering in

Sweden and Norway but the rather simple V-corner apparently was not
used there and the writer was not able to find record of it in a
survey of folk publications of Central Europe; however, the literature
was by no means exhausted.
Erixon has identified in detail the techniques of log construc
tion in northern Europe and has pointed out a number of other traits
which have spread across Western Europe.

Other folk studies show a

fascinating variety of unusual log structures in Central Europe, many
variations of corner types, and evidence of wide use of log building.
Once log construction became common in Northern Europe the Nordic
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system of building design and material favored a tendency toward several
separate buildings for different functions.

However, when larger

buildings were needed they were made by putting together the separate
buildings because of the difficulty of joining two log structures.

In

imitation of the Central European style, the Scandinavians built their
pair-cottage by placing two one-room buildings side by side with the
passage between them left open; in the next step, the pair-cottage was
built as an integral unit with two rooms on either side of a central
passage.

At first, the Scandinavians retained the hearth in the log

room which was formerly the living-house, and, as they were not
inclined to share the dwelling with their animals, the other room was
used as a store room.

Later they used the trisected plan with the

central hearth and kitchen in the passage in the Central European
tradition.

The continental prototype originated by partitioning the

living room which contained the hearth from the livestock room; these
houses had opposing doors for regulating the hearth draught and later
were made into a trisected plan with the hearth in the center room or
passage. 57
The trisected house plan was still present in the vicinity of
Kremnitz, Slovakia, in the 1930’s when Prazak studied the alterations
it was undergoing as a result of changing economic and social conditions.
These central passage houses measured approximately twenty to twentythree feet by forty-nine to sixty-six feet (six to seven by fifteen to
twenty meters); they were enlarged by building as many as four more
units also in the trisected plan onto the gable side.

Both Germans

and Slovaks were living in these dwellings, although the house type was

Figure 138--A Slovak central-hall, central-hearth house for one
family in the vicinity of Kremnitz, Slovakia.

The hearth (H)

and oven were built together, the east European hearth being
raised above the floor level and more a kind of stove, with the
fireplace partly or entirely closed.

Dimensions of the farm

houses illustrated from the Kremnitz region were approximately
forty-nine to sixty-three feet across the front and twenty feet
to twenty-three feet on the side.

(From Prazak,

"FormenRnderungen,11 p . 346.)

Figure 139— Plan of a Slovak farm house in the Kremnitz region
enlarged to house two families, each with its own hearth and
oven.

Several families were accommodated by duplications of

the original structure (Figure

117, above) added to either side.

(From Prazak, !,FormenHnderungen," p. 349.)
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Figure 140— Ground floor plan of a typical one-family German
farm house of the region of Kremnitz, Slovakia, with the oven
and hearth fired from the kitchen.

These German houses had rooms

built out in the second floor and were not enlarged like the
Slovak houses.

(From PraSsak, "Formen&nderungen," p. 340.)

Figure 141— Ground floor plan of a four-family German farm
house of the Kremnitz region.

Each family had a separate

living room and a separate hearth and oven, fired from the
central hallway.

(From Prazak, "FormenSfnderungen,11 p. 346.)
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German, probably Introduced by German settlers and adopted by the
Slovaks in the vicinity.

These dwellings were two story, had built-

in stoves and ovens, with part of the stove or oven in the passage.
The German houses had opposite doors in the passage; the Slovak
houses did not.^

These houses of Slovakia are clearly of the same

plan as the Scandinavian pair-cottages of Lithuania, Sweden, and
Norway.

The plan was also present in Wales and other parts of Britain.

The Welsh houses with the central passage were described by Peate
for Pembrokeshire, Radnorshire, and Cardiganshire.

In the latter

county, the plan was nearly identical to the Scandinavian pair-cottage,
but the examples illustrated for the other two counties varied because,
as he explained, "the houses show a convergence of the tradition of a
central passage with opposite doors and that of the old Keltic aisled
house, translated completely into a stone technique." Peate concluded
by noting that "the central passageway and the opposite doors which
occur regularly are a feature of folk buildings found throughout the
whole of northwestern Europe...
Erixon mentioned that the older form of partitioning, used in the
most primitive English houses, was a two-room ground plan in which the
kitchen and entrance hall were one; he regarded the central hearthcentral passageway type as a special form.®® The two-room type was
very common in early Virginia as Forman has shown.
The earliest evidence of the presence of the central passage house
plan in America was in the English Tidewater settlements.

Forman

illustrated the commonly used plans of that region and made comparisons
of them with houses in England.

The plans include, in an evolutionary

Figure 142— A central-ha11 house plan in Cardiganshire, Wales.
Front was approximately 33 feet; side about 18 feet.
located at H,

Hearth

(From Peate, The Welsh House, p. 105.)

Figure 143--Partitioned one-room cottage, Pembrokeshire, Wales.
Broken line indicates the position of the chimney shaft.
measured approximately 27 feet
5 inches.

6

Front

inches; side about 18 feet

(From Peate, The Welsh House, p. 107.)
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Figure 144— Plan of a log pair-cottage at Bazoriai, Alytus,
Lithuania.

Approximate dimensions were right front (guest

room), 24 feet; hall, 12 feet 9 inches; left front (living
room), 20 feet 3 inches; side, 24 feet.

The pair-cottage plan

was common to this region and to Scandinavia.

(From Erixon,

"Primitive Constructions," p. 143.)

Figure 145— Brick foundation plan of Structure
at Jamestown, Virginia, about 1650-1676.
scale as the pair-cottage above.

6

, a house built

Drawn to the same

Dimensions were right front

(to the viewers left), 22 feet 7 inches; hallway, 9 feet 11
inches; left front (to the viewers right), 17 feet; side,
21 feet 6.5 inches.
pp. 37-39.)

(From Cotter, Excavations at Jamestown,
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arrangement, the simple one room, one-bay house with a loft, the onebay house partitioned into a ,fhall-and-parlor” house and the central
passage house with two bays.

These appear to have been common in the

Maryland-Virginia Tidewater in the first half of the seventeenth
century
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
This study of folk housing falls into three parts, the identi
fication of rural folk house types and their evolution, the
distribution of the basic types in northern Alabama, and the
probable origins of certain elements in American folk house con
struction.
In northern Alabama, a part of the Upland South, there were
six principal folk house types in use before the twentieth century:
the single pen, the double pen, the dogtrot, the saddlebag, the "I"
house, and the pyramidal house.

Field data show there was an evolution

from the early frontier log houses to the later houses of frame con
struction.

This evolution is based primarily upon observed changes in

the dogtrot house.

The morphologic features used for identifying

stages in the evolution were:

1)

type of construction material,

2) overall house dimensions, 3) size of the rooms, 4) position of doors
and windows, 5) type of cornering and the end-section shape of the wall
logs,
8)

6)

method of fitting the loft joists, 7) chimney material, and

appendages, including the porch.
The evolutionary stages are referred to as "generations." The

first generation includes the earliest permanent log houses, the second
generation identifies a transition from log to frame construction, and
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the third generation was a stage of frame dwelling construction.

The

generations are best identified in the examples of the dogtrot house
type because this was a widespread and very abundant type.
The earliest folk house type, morphologically, was the single
pen log house.

Thirty-one examples in the northern Alabama section of

the Upland South and seventeen examples from other areas beyond
averaged 20 feet
the side.

6

inches across the front and 17 feet

6

inches for

Examples in Alabama had doors centered in the front and rear

walls and frequently there was a third door in the wall opposite the
chimney; windows were built only at the chimney side as a rule.
Examples from Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, and Maryland usually had
one or two front windows.
In the single pen log houses there were two traditions of log
construction established in the eighteenth century which were spread
from the Pennsylvania-Maryland-Virginia hearth southward to Alabama
and :_eyond.

The earliest house had plank-shaped wall logs; dovetailed,

haIf-dovetailed, or square corners; and loft joists mortised into the
front and rear walls.

A second traditional style was the log house of

partly hewn wall logs joined with the V-corner in which the loft joists
were not mortised, but were set between the logs of the front and rear
walls.

In northern Alabama, the latter tradition replaced the„first in

second generation time; both were continued in the double houses.
First generation dogtrot houses were either built as an integral
unit or were built by placing together two single pen log houses and,
as these were oblong, the two pens of the first generation dogtrot were
oblong.

Average size of the first generation dogtrot pens was
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approximately 18 feet

6

inches for the front and 16 feet

10

inches for

the side, slightly smaller than the individual single pen houses.
Dogtrot width averaged 9 feet, and the total house front width averaged
45 feet 11 inches.

First generation dogtrot houses retained separate

outside entrances for each side in addition to the dogtrot, which was
usually left open; there were no front windows.

Half-dovetail

cornering of plank-shaped wall logs was most common; the V-corner was
used about half as often.

First generation houses were built from

1804 to 1880, approximately, in t!*e study area.
Second generation houses were built in a time when lumber was in
wide use and the techniques of log construction were in decline.

Older

dwellings were being sided and log houses, where frame building
•technology was unknown, were being built to be sided.

Many single pen

log houses were enlarged by the addition of a frame-pen to one side.
The dogtrot house underwent changes from oblong to square pens; the
replacement of separate front doors by front windows began, and the
entrance was moved to the dogtrot; there was an increase in the use of
the square and the V-corners and a decrease in the use of the half
dovetail corner.

Log pens of the dogtrot were smaller than in the first

generation, averaging 16 feet 9 inches; the dogtrot width was 9 feet,
and total front width averaged 42 feet
toward smaller houses and rooms.

6

inches; and there was a trend

The second generation began about

1820 and lasted until about 1940 in the study area.
The third generation was a stage in which lumber was in general
use, although log dwellings and particularly log outbuildings were still
being built.

All the folk house types identified in the first
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generation, were common at this stage.

The double pen and saddlebag

especially were in wide use for urban Negro housing; the dogtrot house
retained its popularity and dominance among whites in the rural areas.
Further decrease in size was noted for the dogtrot.

Pens were square,

averaging about 16 feet 3 inches on a side, the dogtrot width averaged
7 feet 5 inches and the total front width averaged about 40 feet.
Appendages, which were being attached to log houses during this time,
were integral parts of the frame houses and included front and rear
ells in addition to the rear shed room.

Brick piers and chimneys were

commonly used with frame houses, although sandstone ashlar remained
in use in the Cumberland Plateau.

The dogtrot was usually left open

in the rural areas but was closed in towns.

The third generation began

about the mid-nineteenth century and ended about 1920 in the study area.
The evolution of folk houses in northern Alabama was a reflection
of the overall gradual changes in regional folk culture from the ini
tial period of occupancy.

The processes of change which affected this

area were in progress throughout the Southeast, although the rates
doubtless varied from place to place.

This part of the South was

characterized until relatively recently by the homogeneity of its
culture.
After the important folk house types and their characteristics
were identified, their distribution in northern Alabama was recorded
along automobile traverses made in 1966, for the most part, and maps
were prepared from the data. Areas of concentration of the house types
were found to be more closely related to past regional economy than to
the nativity of the early settlers.

The majority of the settlers came
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from South Carolina, Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee and sought
out desirable agricultural land, primarily for cotton growing.

The

most favorable areas were lowlands with limestone- or alluvium-derived
soils which included the Tennessee Valley, the Coosa Valley, parts of
the Piedmont, the Black Belt, and smaller areas of alluvial terrace
land and limestone-floored valleys.

Folk houses still dominate and

identify these districts which retain a strong flavor of the cotton
economy, although the present cotton acreage is very small.

Districts

with less desirable land, particularly the lower Cumberland Plateau,
showed a greater degree of change; folk house abandonment was high,
farmland had nearly all reverted to forest, and in some districts folk
houses had been largely replaced by the more recent bungalow.
The Chert Belt and the Tennessee Valley districts had a high
percentage of the single pen, double pen and "I" houses; the Coosa
Valley had an abundance of the saddlebag, "I”, and dogtrot houses;
the Piedmont was dominated by the dogtrot, with the double pen
important and the pyramidal type locally abundant; the Black Belt was
outlined by the single pen, saddlebag, and pyramidal types, with the
double pen and dogtrot both important; in the Cumberland Plateau the
bungalow was the most abundant house, with the dogtrot second in
importance.

The distribution patterns reflect the character and former

economy of these regions of north Alabama; however, the relative abun
dance of types in the past may have been different as styles changed
and new types were introduced; areas which appear to have been most
affected were the Cumberland Plateau and the lower Piedmont where the
bungalow and the pyramidal types were widely adopted.

'
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The origins of the salient elements of American folk housing
appear to have been largely of European provenance.

Of particular

interest are the house types themselves, the types of building materials
used, and the dimensions of the houses of the early European settlers.
Log construction was first used in America by those Europeans who had
previously used it: the Finns, Swedes, and Germans, with the last
group responsible for the techniques which were used on the American
frontier.

The three introduced corners were the dovetail, the V-

corner, and the U-corner or saddle, from which American varieties,
the half-dovetail, the square, and the diamond corners were derived.
Early log houses appear to fall into general categories according
to size and style.
oblong.

The early examples seem to have been both square and

The earliest tradition was the dovetail corner-mortised joist,

in use before 1734; the second tradition was the V-cornered log house
without mortised loft joists.
with plank-shaped wall logs.

Both very likely were built at first
In the second half of the eighteenth

century the English settlers adopted the log house and built it according
to their medieval one-bay house form using the V-corner and partly hewn
logs.

Their one-bay house was oblong, had dimensions approximating

eighteen or twenty feet by sixteen feet, had an exterior gable chimney,
front entrance centered in the wall, and a loft.

Both of these

traditions can be identified in extant houses in the Southeast, as
field data in this study demonstrates.
Possible antecedents of American folk house types have been
described in the English Tidewater in other studies.

Plans of the early

seventeenth century included the single pen, the dogtrot and the double
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pen.

Significantly, the British were .accustomed to enlarging their

one-bay houses by gable-side additions in the same manner as the later
frontier settlers in the Upland South.

Among the earliest structures

built in the Tidewater settlements were those built with crocks, pairs
of naturally curved timbers placed the distance of one bay, or about
sixteen to twenty feet, apart.

This form of house building was

common in Britain as early as the tenth century and the length of one
bay had long been used as a standard measure.

The frequency of this

length in the field measurements strongly suggests that the space
relations of the British peasant houses was retained by these people
when they came to America and was passed on with the numerous other
features of our folk housing.
Widespread over prehistoric Western Europe were dwellings with a
central hearth and opposing doors which regulated the draught.

Animals

were also kept in these early dwellings which were partitioned to
separate the stall at one end.

In Central Europe the hearth-room was

also separated, which resulted in a three-part house, a living room,
a central hall with the hearth and opposing doors, and a stock room.
This tripartite plan spread into Scandinavia and was the ancestor of
the pair-cottage and it was also present in Britain where it was, at
one time, widespread.

It is then possible, that the central hallway

house plan on which the dogtrot house was built could have come not only
from Sweden, but from southeastern Germany or from Britain.

In all

three countries there are extant houses of the central-hall type and
the appearance of a house of this type in America is not surprising.
The essential elements of the American folk house, except for
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log construction, were present in the Tidewater in the seventeenth
century.

When the occupation of the frontier began by large numbers

of settlers from Western Europe, long separated culture traits mingled
and the outcome was "American" folk housing among the numerous other
characteristics of the frontier.
Conclusions

The conclusions which may be drawn from this study add another
increment to knowledge of American folk housing.

Based largely upon

earlier work and following established concepts, cultural diffusion
■and culture change are illustrated by one group of features of the
cultural landscape.
The following conclusions may be enumerated. 1) Six basic types
of folk houses existed in northern Alabama, the single pen, double pen,
saddlebag, dogtrot, "I" house, and pyramidal house.

2) These houses

had a definite distribution in an area having relatively homogeneous
culture.

3) Their distribution was closely related to the economic

history of northern Alabama and specific house types identified, by
patterns of concentration, particular regions of the state.

4) Close

study of individual houses showed two distinct building traditions in
log construction which were widespread over the Southeast in the eight
eenth and nineteenth centuries.

5) There was an evolution recorded in

the morphologic changes of folk houses from the time of early occupation
until the mid-twentieth century.

6) There were traditional dimensions

as well as traditional types of folk houses.

7) The earliest American

antecedents of Southern folk house types were in the Chesapeake
Tidewater region first settled by the English.

8) German techniques
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of log building were adopted by the British settlers well before 1800
and they built British house types in log: the single pen and possibly
the double pen and the dogtrot.

9) These British-built single pen log

houses had the dimensions of the one-bay house and subsequent double
folk houses in the South retained the one bay length as a traditional
building unit.

10) The most important features of American folk

houses were present in Britain before 1600, except knowledge of log
construction; this included certain house types and the custom of
enlarging by building onto the gable side.

11) British, Swedish, or

German settlers could have introduced the central-hall house plan into
America since it was present in all three areas from which settlers
came to America.
These conclusions naturally leave many unsolved problems of Alabama
folk housing.

First among these is the identification of house types

in the lower Coastal Plain and their Chesapeake Tidewater connections.
Another problem is the rapid acceptance of the two non-traditional
houses, the pyramidal-roof house and the bungalow.

Both are curious

because they represented a sharp departure from the older house types;
possibly they came at times of regional economic change.

Detailed

study of the local agricultural-cultural regions, such as the Tennessee
Valley, is needed before their character is lost to the present urbanrural sprawl.

Folk housing regions in the Southeast might be more closely
delimited, for example, the zone of change between the Upland South and
the Midwestern culture areas, or the line separating the tradition of
horizontal versus vertical enlargement of houses might be defined.

More detailed field work in the culture hearth area on individual
dwellings, particularly more house measurements, is required to
establish specific contributions of the various groups of settlers.
Another area which requires attention is the Coastal Plain and the
Piedmont of the Carolinas in which there were numbers of German and
Scotch-Irish who settled initially in the eighteenth century out of
direct contact with the upper Chesapeake region.

Their contributions

and way of life are shrouded by a lack of field and archival surveys.

The further tracing of American-European folk traditions will be
rewarding and the abundance of European folk literature, accumulating
since the 1880's, will be of great assistance to American students.
Additional problems will, of course, be identified as the field of
folk-culture geography develops in America.
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APPENDIX
i

The folk house was but one feature of a complex which characterized
the Southern rural landscape.

The following illustrations are a

sampling of the structures and scenes which were once common but have
now disappeared from much of the Southeast.

Figure 146 --A hill farm in. the Valley and Ridge near Summerville,
Chattooga County, Georgia. W. H. Monroe, 1937.

Photo courtesy

Department of Geology and Geography, University of Alabama.

Figure 147--Fartn scene in Choctaw County, Alabama, 1913.

A

board-and-batten frame house and an adjoining garden enclosed
by a picket fence and beyond (indistinct) is a rail fence.
Stumps and dead trees stand in the plowed fields.

Original

in Roland M. Harper Collection, University of Alabama Library.

Figure 148--A "deadening,” or land cleared by ringing the
bark on the lower part of the tree trunks which were allowed
to decay in place.

Original in Roland M. Harper Collection,

University of Alabama Library.

Figure 149--An okra field near Elba, Coffee County, Alabama,
July, 1919.

Original in Roland M. Harper Collection,

University of Alabama Library.

Figure 150— Worm fence near Churchville, Harford County,
Maryland.

E. H. Pickering, HABS, Library of Congress.

Figure 151— Cedar post and rail fence near Tupelo, Jackson
County, Alabama.

Figure 152--Sorghum processing, Jefferson County, Georgia,
December, 1915,

Original in Roland M. Harper Collection,

University of Alabama Library.

Figure 153--An animal-powered cane press, Pickens County,
Alabama, November, 1964.

Figure 154— The hill church.

Pine Torch Church near Leola,

Lawrence County, Alabama, was built about 1840 and was used by
the Missionary Baptists and other groups.

The cemetery was

still in use although no regular services were being held in
1964.

The front, or entrance wall, was 21 feet 10 inches; the

sides 24 feet; sill to plate, 9 feet 6 inches.

Logs were plank

shaped and haIf-dovetail cornered.

Figure 155--A squarish pyramidal-roof church or school in Dooly,
Houston, or Bibb County, Georgia, September, 1903,

The logs appear

to be round, the corner was a narrow square variety in which the
log ends were flattened.

Original in Roland M. Harper

Collection, University of Alabama Library.

Figure 156--Cemetery in Columbia County, Georgia, 1929.

The

wooden grave coverings are occasionally seen in Alabama.
Original in Roland M. Harper Collection, University of Alabama
Library.

Figure 157--Cemetery at Cragford, Clay County, Alabama.

The

cedars and small headstones of local stone are typical; the
grave-lots are frequently covered with gravel or crushed rock.
Country cemeteries are kept relatively clean; periodically the
congregations may meet to clear the ground and decorate the graves.

Figure 158--Well built outbuildings just west of the Natchez
Trace at Cypress Inn, Tennessee.

Most outbuildings seen

today are of partly hewn, V-cornered logs, such as these which
are typical of northern Alabama.

Figure 159— An exceptionally large eight-crib transverse barn,
the lower part of which was built with plank-shaped, halfdovetail cornered logs.
Alabama,

Moores Bridge, Tuscaloosa County,

Figure 160--A double-crib barn with each side divided into two
smaller cribs.

On U.S. Highway 19 between Dawsonville and

Dahlonega, Georgia.

Figure 161— A frame half-zrib used for corn storage.
Highway 19 between Dawsonville and Dahlonega, Georgia.

On U.S.

Figure 162--A V-cornerad, round-log, double-crib barn with frame
appendages.

Pickens County, Alabama.

Figure 163--A V-cornered, partly hewn log, single-crib barn with
framed sheds.

The triangular holes in the front of the shed were

cut to feed a mule housed inside.

Figure 164— Large, old covered bridge near Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Built about 1850 of hewn timbers pegged together in a Town
truss.

Burned 1962.

Figure 165— A Town truss covered bridge over Locust Fork near
Cleveland, Blount County, Alabama.

The covered bridges in north

central Alabama are all similar to this one, which was built
under the direction of an itinerant covered bridge engineer about
1927 using local timber and labor. The timbers were bolted
together and further supported by vertical steel stringers.

L.‘J:';
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